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shooting, angling, dog-fighting, cock-fighting, and bull-,
bear- & badger-baiting; as notable, Alken’s preface
condemns the baiting of animals, depicted in the last few
plates. The only plate not including animals is of prizefighting. (#3874)
$5,500.00

1. [Alken, Henry] The Sporting Repository,
containing Horse-Racing, Hunting, Coursing…
Pugilism. London: Thomas McLean, 1822. First edition.
Three-quarters red morocco, cloth sides, all edges gilt. 9
x 5 3/4 inches (23 x 15 cm); viii, 540 pp., with 19 handcolored aquatint plates after Henry Alken and James
Barenger by G. and T. Hunt. Several plates with minor
marginal restorations, one imprint (on “The Hawk”)
(#4373)
$2,500.00

3. [Alken, Henry] The National Sports of Great
Britain. London: Printed for Thomas M’Lean,
Haymarket, 1825. Quarto size. Original red-brown cloth
with superb embossed design pattern on both covers and
spine, gilt lettering on cover 50 exquisite soft-ground
etchings by and after Alken. Very occasional spotting or
soiling, cloth expertly repaired at head and foot.
Preserved in modern red calf-backed cloth drop-back
box, gilt-stamped calf label on upper cover. [Tooley 43]
(#3873)
$1,250.00

Great Rarity, Large Paper, Only 50 Copies Printed
2. [Alken, Henry- Large Paper, 50 Copies Only] The
National Sports of Great Britain. London: Thomas
M’Lean, 1825. First edition. Folio (14 x 10 inches).
Expertly bound by Bernard Middleton in later half red
morocco over superbly marbled boards, spine gilt in
compartments with green morocco label, matching
marbled endsheets. [text watermarked 1822, plates 182225]. The excessively rare Large Paper Copy, with 50
fine hand-colored soft-ground etchings by and after
Alken, tissue guards, 2 preliminary leaves and first plate
(‘The Race Horse’) torn across and neatly repaired, some
light spotting or soiling, else fine. The very rare large
paper copy of the first edition with these plates. A
previous work was published under the same title in
1821 but contained different plates (which were
aquatints). Alken’s masterpiece on popular sports,
including scenes of horse-racing, hunting, coursing,

Two Striking Embroidered Panels,
Likely Selwyn Image
4. [Arts and Crafts] Two Arts & Crafts Embroidered
Panels. Circa 1895. Two beautiful period Arts and
Crafts silk embroidered panels, in the manner of Selwyn
Image, both similarly wrought and identical size (78 x
34.5cm), one entitled, “Song” and the other “Poetry,”
and each in brown, over light tan silk, and depicting
Grecian style women in long flowing garments, with
bird, heart, moon, etc. Framed, unsigned. A wonderful,
matching set. Very well-preserved. (#4417) $3,250.00

5. [Arts and Crafts- striking painted, stenciled and silk embroidered linen panel] Faerie Queene Original Panel.
A stunning original large Arts & Crafts linen panel, 222 x 65cm (7 x 2 feet), illustrating various scenes from the Faerie
Queene in various colors, stenciled and silk embroidered upon linen, decorated with scenes from Spenser’s Faerie
Queen including St. George, Sir Guyon, Briomart, Sir Artegall, Duessa Archimago, Sir Turpine and Acrasia. Includes
six panels inside Tudor rose stencil and inscriptions, unsigned. A well-preserved example with browning from older
watermarks, generally well-kept with otherwise minimal wear to cloth or threads. A wonderful, illusory example of
early Arts & Crafts aesthetic workmanship. (#4754)
$2,250.00

6. [Arts & Crafts] Shakespeare, William. A Book of Shakespeare’s Songs. New York: G.
Schirmer, 1903. First edition. Large quarto. Original gray paper covered boards with
vellum spine extending two inches onto covers, vellum corners. Limited to 200 Numbered
Copies (#199), printed on Italian handmade paper, at the De Vinne Press. Lavish and highly
decorated initials and full-page woodcut illustrations throughout by Edward Edwards in
stunning Arts and Crafts style, reminiscent of Walter Crane. Edward Edwards (18731948), born in Pennsylvania, spent most of his working life at his home in NYC, studied for
four years in Paris, for a year in Munich, and for a time in Rome. Edwards was known for
his finely executed designs for illustration in books, magazines, and advertisement,
reflecting his expertise in many aspects of graphic arts. A lovely production. No copies
found on net at time of writing. A wonderful example of fine American printing at the turn
of the century. Near fine. (#4733)
$750.00

7. [Arts & Crafts- C. D. Salt, Signed 1882] C. D. Salt.
Two double-tile panels, each separately framed A pair
of superbly painted in many two-tile panels in many
colors by C.D. Salt, Aesthetic and Arts & Crafts artist of
the late 19th Century, signed by Salt and dated 1882
backed in the enamel on verso. One painted with a
young woman in long flowing red dress, walking with a
child in arms, in a walled garden setting, the other a
woman carrying a large ceramic bowl in a medievalstyle interior. Both framed, painted CD Salt and date to
reverse, one tile cracked, 30 x 15cm. Scarce and
attractive matching pair. (#4751)
$750.00

8. [Austen- Six Volumes, Bentley EditionsAssociation Copy, Owned by Jane Austen’s Favorite
Niece] Austen, Jane. Novels: Sense and Sensibility;
Pride and Prejudice; Emma; Mansfield Park;
Northanger Abbey and Persuasion. London: Richard
Bentley, [1833] 1854. 5 volumes. 12mo. Bound
uniformly in contemporary calf, marbled boards with
morocco labels and gilt spine. A total of six novels in
five volumes. This set owned by Jane Austen’s favorite
niece Fanny Catherine Knatchbull (nee Knight), with
lengthy presentation inscription from Knatchbull to her
daughter, Louisa, dated 1856 (in Louisa’s hand): “Louis
Susanna Knatchbull- Hugessen, April 5th, 1856, From
her very affectionate Mamma F. C. Knatchbull.. And
with remaining volumes bearing ownership signature of
Louisa to front free endpapers. This set with titles dated
1833, but with imprints on final leaves suggesting a later
edition, e.g. “A. and G.A. Spottiswoode” in Emma [see

Gilson pp.227-229]. Engraved frontispiece illustration to
each volume, but lacking half-titles and additional
engraved vignette titles. Fanny Catherine (Knatchbull)
Knight was Jane Austen’s niece, the oldest child of
Jane’s brother Edward Austen (later Knight). Jane
adored her and considered her almost another Sister.
Edward’s wife died when Fanny was only 15, so her
aunts Jane and Cassandra Austen took on an intimate
and motherly role in the lives of Edward’s children. In a
letter dated 1808, Jane wrote, “I am greatly pleased with
your account of Fanny; I found her in the summer just
what you describe, almost another Sister, & could not
have supposed that a niece would ever have been so
much to me. She is quite after one’s own heart...tell her
that I always think of her with pleasure.” Fanny was Sir
Edward Knatchbull’s second wife and their children
took the additional Hugessen name. This set of books
would appear to have been given by Fanny to her own
daughter Louisa around her 21st birthday (she was born
in 1834). There are three pencil annotations to the
opening “Memoir” of Jane Austen in volume 1, probably
in Louisa’s hand but two of which are presumably
quoting her mother’s own thoughts: beneath the text “her
carriage and deportment were quiet, but graceful” is
written “the sort of thing they call graceful I call
awkward Mama,” and in the margin next to the text “If
there be an opinion current in the world that a perfectly
amiable temper is not reconcilable to a lively
imagination, and a keen relish for wit, such an opinion
will be rejected for ever by those who had the happiness
of knowing the authoress of the following work” is
written “True Mama.” Boards chipped, occasional wear
and chipping to bindings, 3 morocco labels lacking on
spines (of 10). A lovely association copy, once owned
by Jane Austen’s favorite niece, and certainly a great
rarity to have them all uniformly bound and commonly
owned. (#4682)
$9,500.00

9. [Austen, Jane] Mansfield Park. London, Edinburgh,
Dublin: Printed by Spottiswoode and Shaw for] Richard
Bentley, New Burlington Street. Bell & Bradfute;
Cumming and Ferguson. Green smooth buckram with
dark green goatskin label on spine, gilt lettering, bound
by Birdsall & Son. of Northampton. An early reprint of
the edition of 1833 (Gilson D3). Bentley also published
an edition in 1837. A few spots and small stains, very
good, tight copy. Signature of Eileen Langford, and with
John Jordan’s book label (no.685).
(#4519)
$1,250.00
10. [Austen, Jane] Mansfield
Park. A Novel. Belfast &
London: Printed by Simms and
McIntyre; Published for W. S.
Orr and Co. Amen Corner,
1846. Original publisher’s
plum cloth with covers blocked
in blind, spine blocked in blind
and with gilt lettering. With a
woodcut title for “The Parlour
Novelist. A Series of Works of
Fiction.
By
the
Most
Celebrated Authors”, a halftitle lettered “Volume IV. Mansfield Park” and four
pages of advertisements at the end. Bright yellow
original endpaper. A completely unsophisticated copy.
Fine, rarely seen thus. The pages are entirely untrimmed,
and there are pronounced variations in size. With the
pencil signature of A. Budd. First separate edition of
Mansfield Park to appear after expiration of copyright in
1842. Copies were remaindered in June 1848 (Sadlier)
the title was reissued by the same publisher in 1851 as
No.60 in the Parlour Library Series. (#4518) $1,750.00
11. [Austen, Jane] Sense and Sensibility. A Novel.
London: H.G. Clarke and Co., 1844. Two volumes
bound in one. Bound in contemporary or early dark
green cloth, smooth spine lettered in gilt between gilt
double fillets, glazed yellow end leaves, sprinkled edges.
The first separate edition of “Sense and Sensibility” to
be published after the expiration of the copyright in
1839. With the half-title. Small chip to blank head of
title-page and first page of text. A fine copy. Ink
signature of Alice Vernon Harcourt (1845-1919) on
front end leaf and book label of John Jordan (no.22).
(#4521)
$1,500.00
12. [Autograph Book] The Ghosts of My Friends.
New York: Frederick A. Stokes Company, ca. 1910.
First edition. 12mo. Salmon cloth with insert. A very
unusual autograph book, published and printed by
Stokes, as its instructions indicate, “Sign your name
along the fold of the paper with a full pen of ink, and
then double the page over without using blotting paper.”

The resulting smudge turns into a
kind of Rorschach inkblot, which
creates a unique image, often
appearing as a ghost or a skeleton.
All of the pages filled by an
assiduous owner, and the resulting
images are quite remarkable.
Curiously, each entry has a date at
the top far before the publication
date, and we surmise all have
placed their birth dates. Foxing esp.
to prelims, very good internally, with some wear to
covers. A more interesting copy, owing to its being
almost fully entered by the owner’s acquaintances.
(#4683)
$375.00
NOTE: Billets, fine handcrafted, delicate gift cards
assembled using luxury papers, often additionally handcolored and featuring movable parts, were popularized in
Europe, especially in France and Italy, around 1800.
Circa 1820-1830’s, Vienna became the most important
city on the Continent for art, decoration and extravagant
production of billets. Handcrafted with great care and
with outstanding quality, some of these featured
elaborate movable mechanisms by well-known
engravers such as Johann Joseph Entletsberger (17791856). The luxury papers were traded on “name days,”
birthdays, and holidays such as New Year’s Day and
Christmas. In addition to poetic verses, humorous
sketches from everyday life were popular, and these
cards gained in popularity during this period when
sentimentality thrived, but especially because of the
workmanship and quality of the pictures created.

13. [Billet- Movable, Hand-colored] “Believe Me.” A
humorous movable billet, (transl. from German)
“Believe me, sky-high, my braid would still cheerfully
rise as the clock strikes, and I can only wish you luck.”
Colored etching. 9, x 7.1 cm. Vienna around 1820. An
older man, cheeks slightly flushed, playing his bass
violin- and when the lever pulled, the bow moves across
the strings as his hand moves along fretting the arm of
the cello, and his braid moves upward. Signed on verso
by a contemporary owner. Most scarce. (#4740) $650.00

14. [Billet- Movable, Hand-colored] “I Truly Believe
It. A rogue accomplishes more than he should.”
Colored etching. 7 x 5.7 cm. Vienna around 1820. An
individual with an eye-catching feather headdress and
large gold earrings kneels in front of the viewer,
presenting him with a tray of exotic fruits such as
pineapple, melon, oranges and lemons. When the lever is
pulled, the fruit disappears except for the two pineapple
halves and a red heart appears with the lettering “a good
one” underneath, as well as a large number of forget-menots perfectly arranged. A fabulous, if not simple,
movable which reveals a message. In addition, a large
number of forget-me-nots arranged. (#4742)
$625.00

15. [Billet- Movable, Hand-colored] “I wish you good
luck, and a good conscience...” “I wish you good luck,
a good conscience, a sweet and nice friend to kiss, and
the flower, that slips through your fingers, turns into a
forget-me-not.” Larger size hand-colored etching in
stippled style. 11.5 x 8.7 cm. Vienna, Johann Joseph
Neidl, around 1820. A superb billet, featuring a young
man carrying numerous baskets, the contents of which
transform when the lever is pulled upward: out of the
basket emerges a woman pressing to his cheek, the front
flat basket now presents a towering forget-me-not, and
the basket parked on the rock, now reveals a small
winged Cupid. Finally, a single rose appears in front of
his chest. A wonderful and complex transformation.
Some browning, one very small chip and a small tear,
but all movable entities working fine. (#4744)
$850

16. [Billet- Movable, Hand-Colored] “I’ll tell you, be
on guard!” A wonderful movable billet, the revealed
figure hand-colored etching. 8.3 x 10.3 cm. Oblong.
Vienna, Johann Adamek, c. 1820. In front of a village
house with the sign (and a finger pointing toward it)
reading, “Be on guard!,” two young children are playing
under a window and whispering together. But obviously
they did not go undetected, because when the lever is
pulled, a woman with a switch made out of branches
comes out of the house to spank the disobedient
children. (#4743)
$650.00

17. [Billet- Movable, Hand-colored] “Respect and
Friendship.” Superb hand-colored movable woodcut
etching in stippled style. 9.5 x 7.1 cm. Augsburg, T.V.
Poll, c. 1812. The image shows a young woman in a
white dress with a red apron kneeling before a pillar-like
pedestal on which a small fire causes high smoke. When
the lever is pulled, she lowers down her flower wreath of
braided rose branches into the fire. Verso with holograph
presentation inscription. (#4741)
$675.00

18. [Billet- Movable, Hand-Colored] “My Present is a
Secret...” “Do not discover me, it is not necessary;
otherwise, your new gaze will make me blush.” Partially
hand-colored movable etching in stippling style. 10.3 x
7.1 cm. Vienna, around 1820. A young lady in a green
dress with a laced hood holds out a white cloth with the
inscription “My present is a secret,” and when the lever
is lifted on a semi-circular tab path, a young couple is
revealed whose lips touch gently and the words “a warm
kiss” appear. Quite enchanting. (#4746)
$625.00

22. [Billets, Hand-colored] “The Source” etc. Three
billets, hand-colored, Vienna, Anton Paterno, ca. 182030. -1) 9 x 7cm, “The source that we gladly enjoy shall
never flow to our end Friendship,” young kneeling
woman hands clasped, directly at the source of
‘friendship,” from which the water flows into an
amphora. Behind her is Cupid with a torch. -2) “So shall
you enjoy spousal happiness in the highest degree, And
happiness and love your days, sweeten it for you.”
Below a mighty deciduous tree, family in arms.” -3)
“Uncle and Aunt Trehlsensky.” (#4738)
$450.00

19. [Billet- Movable, Hand-colored] “Rich and
Beautiful is your fate...” “Rich and beautiful is your
fate, every flower brings luck.” Wonderful colored,
movable etching. 8,3 x 6,1 cm. Vienna, Heinrich
Friedrich Müller, around 1815-1820. The sunflowers,
with six yellow blossoms, upon lowering the tab,
transform into a family of six. Quite innovative and
delicate movable. (#4747)
$625.00
20. [Billet- Movable, Hand-Colored] “We must not
take offense...” Wonderful movable billet, hand-colored
in stippled style. 9.8 x 6.1 cm. Vienna, around 1830.
This intricate billet shows a harp-playing young man and
a woman accompanying him with her voice. In front of
them stands a basket of roses and forget-me-nots,
apparently playing a song for the birthday boy, and then
wanting to hand him a flower basket as a token of their
friendship. When the lever is lowered, the woman begins
to bend over, with her head delicately turning down, as
the man’s head begins to raise toward her. 1847 dated
congratulatory holograph note on verso. (#4745) $575
21. [Billets, Hand-colored] “Heart’s Desire” etc. Four
friendship and congratulatory billets, hand-colored or
partially colored etchings. Vienna, circa 1820-1830. -1)
“Thank you heart’s desire, happiness and joy for you!
For your great effort.”- 2) “Enjoy for life the most
beautiful happiness and satisfaction!” - 3) “Advice”
Trimmed on all sides in the margin (slight loss of
presentation). - 4) “Child in peony” Vienna, Johann
Joseph Neidl. - Verso with greetings. (#4739) $475.00

23. [Binding, Fine- Possibly Edith Diehl] The Scotch
Communion Office. n.p., n.d, ca. 1906. 12mo. Nicely
bound in full aquamarine crushed morocco with border
design in gilt and onlaid spheres in red and beige
morocco on both covers, with additional cover design of
communion wine glass, stars and spheres, raised bands
on extending over to covers, beige and red sphere
onlays. As well, onlays on
dentelles, signed in gilt pallet
on rear dentelle, a complicated
monogram which appears as
overlays of the letters: EJLD,
which could be the signature of
Edith Diehl (1876-1953), noted
American bookbinder and the
author of “Bookbinding, its
Background and Technique
(Rinehart, 1946). Edith Diehl’s
mother was Josephine Lee
Diehl, thus the two middle
initials in the monogram, JL.
AEG. Fine. (#4675)
$425.00

leathers used are guaranteed free from Mineral Acids the decoration will be found to be appropriate and in
good taste, and the workmanship sound”. The pamphlet
includes several images of other volumes in beautiful
arts & crafts bindings, including other Essex House
Press titles, as well as this very binding design. Near
fine. Bindings of this merit and expertise by The Belvoir
Bindery are few and far between, and historically
significant in the oeuvre of bookbinding in the late 19th
and early 20th Century. (#4695)
$3,250.00

24. [Binding, Fine- James Samuel Hewitts-Bates, The
Belvoir Bindery... on Essex House Book on Real
Vellum] Browning, Robert. The Flight of the Duchess
[together with] Bookbinding for the Book-Lover, by
James S. H. Bates. London: Essex House Press, 1905.
First edition thus. Superbly bound in a rich green
morocco in a distinctively Arts & Crafts and Art
Nouveau style by James Samuel Hewitts-Bates of The
Belvoir Bindery, in Leicester, North of Cambridge. With
Belvoir Bindery’s tiny binder’s mark in gilt pallet on
upper left front pastedown. This striking binding features
inlaid red flowers at the corners, interlaced with gold
edges and bases, gilt stems and leaves, and both covers
which are separated into rounded panels of varying
shapes, with gilt fillets and gouges. Spine features a
vertical title with a vine & leaves on either side. Tissues
bound in between each page (six missing). Measures
approx. 5” x 7.5”. Limited Edition, 125 Copies Only,
Printed on Real Vellum, of which this is #123. Handcolored frontispiece by Paul Woodroffe, with handcolored printer’s device and hand-painted initials. Also
included is a promotional pamphlet for The Belvoir
Bindery, entitled “Bookbinding for the Book-Lover”
(circa 1918, 40 pp., brown pictorial wrappers with many
full-page photos of bindings), written by James Samuel
Hewitt Bates (b. 1864-), director of the bindery. The
pamphlet has this binding pictured on a full-page black
and white photo. Bates’ qualifications and skills as a
bookbinder are treated in the work, citing awards of First
Class Honors, First Prizeman, Silver Medalist of the
City and Guilds of London Institute and holder of the
Skinner’s Company Prize. Regarding the process,
“special attention is always given to Extra bindings - the

25. [Binding, Fine- Albert Oldach Presentation
Binding] Dickens, Charles. The Life and Adventures
of Martin Chuzzlewit. New York: Dodd, Mead and
Company, 1935. 4to. Superbly bound by Albert Oldach,
accomplished American bookbinder, who took over his
father’s bindery (Frederick, J. M.), Oldach and
Company, in the early 1900’s, a successful bindery in
Philadelphia that bound editions of Whitman and other
notable authors in 19th Century. Exquisite full crushed
dark blue morocco with bold gilt design and patterning
on both covers and spine, five raised bands, gilt panels.
Especially of note are the wonderful full morocco
doublures, much more elaborately tooled and than the
covers, and each with a central inlaid maroon morocco
face, large groupings of vine and blossoms, including a
central tree design, and the front doublure with gilt
Presentation: “George N. J. Sommer/ 1936.” Sommer
was a prominent surgeon. AEG. Beautiful maroon silk
mauve endsheets. Book and binding are perfectly fine.
(#4698)
$2,250.00

Stunning Binding by Alfred William Launder, Bradstreet’s Finest Binder
26. [Binding, Fine- Stunning Binding by Alfred
William Launder, Bradstreet’s] du Bois, Henri
Pene. American Bookbindings in the Library of
Henry William Poor. Jamaica, New York:
George D. Smith, Printed at The Marion Press,
1903. First edition. A striking and magnificent
heavily onlaid, gilt-stamped and tooled full
morocco binding by Alfred William Launder,
Bradstreet’s finest binder, who bound for major
collectors such as William Loring Andrews,
Robert Hoe and Henry William Poor in the very
early 1900’s. Both covers richly adorned with
multiple large sections of onlaid morocco
including a central beige patterning, and intricate
maroon strap work motif, bold gilt stamped and
tooled fillet borders and centrally located winding
vines terminating in bold solid hearts, on both
covers. Single gilt fillet ruling to all edges. Spine with fine raised bands (gilt designs on outer edges), six
compartments with five decorated in a matching but different patterning as covers. Large dentelles with six fillet
concentric rectilinear edge motifs of different composition, signed on front dentelle in gilt pallet, “Bradstreet’s.”
Marbled doublures and endsheets. Top edges gilt. Original cloth covers bound-in at end. #160 of 200 Copies on
Handmade Paper, Signed by Henry W. Poor. The most important book on American bookbinding published at the
time, or really at any time since, a stunning example of color reproduction, containing dozens of covers of fine
bindings from notable firms such as Club Bindery, Matthews, Smith, etc., in vibrant and true colors. The book itself is
quite scarce and rarely found in nice condition. The book, housed in contemporary brown cloth slipcase is in fine
condition. Michael Dubansky, (The Metropolitan Museum) pictures a similar Launder binding in his article, “A WellBound Book Mocks at Time: The Legacy of Alfred William Launder, but ours more ornate at magnificent, one of only
a very few of the highest caliber of Launder’s work. Dubansky writes, “In 1899 or 1890, Launder was hired as a
finisher at Bradstreet’s, a small fine bindery that was part of the larger reference-book publishing firm of the same
name. The little bindery, located on Elm Street in Lower Manhattan, produced deluxe bindings for rare book and
manuscript collectors, including J. Pierpont Morgan and Henry W. Poor. Prior to his work at the Museum [Met],
Launder, a Londoner, had been a lifelong fine binder and finisher who had achieved the highest level in his trade. As a
finisher, he was exclusively responsible for the design and decoration of bindings, including the decorative leather
onlays, inlays, and gold tooling. Launder came from a family of bookbinders, and as a young man he apprenticed in his
father’s shop before later working for the Mansell Bindery, an old and prominent London bindery/stationer. A rare
opportunity to obtain one of the finest bindings by an American binding master, executed in the heyday of rich, ornate
and accomplished fine bindings. (#4718)
$11,500.00
27. [Binding, Fine- Book Lovers Shop Cleveland for Alfred Fowler, Signed by Hardy,
Maillard & Pilon] Fowler, Harry Alfred. The bookplate Booklet. First Four Numbers.
Copy #1, The Publisher’s Own Copy. Berkeley: Issued by Sheldon Cheney for Alfred
Fowler, 1906-1911. First edition. Two bound volumes, containing four volumes of the
bookplate Booklet, the fourth volume with limitation page denoting Copy #1. Superbly and
expertly bound by The Booklovers Shop Cleveland (signed in gilt pallet front dentelle) and
also signed by the bookbinders, designers and finishers on the rear dentelle, “Hardy,
Maillard, Pilon” in gilt pallet. Bound in sumptuous brown crushed morocco with five
evenly spaces rectilinear ruled gilt borders, and a sixth, near to the edges, on both covers,
spines wit five raised bands, gilt borders to panels, gilt lettering on three panels. Harry
Alfred Fowler’s Copy (author/publisher) with his superb illustrated bookplate affixed to
both volumes, signed in pencil by designer of the bookplate, C.W. Sherborn (1831-1912,
well-known English engrave who specialized in custom bookplates. Gaston Pilon and other
staff members of the Rowfant Bindery formed their own firm, “The Booklovers Shop
Cleveland,” after The Rowfant Bindery closed, calling the new project “Book-Lover’s

continuedBindery.” It operated in Cleveland for four years. Superb examples of bookplates tipped-in throughout. The contents
and bindings of both volumes are in fine condition. A wonderful association bringing many artistic entities together
during this fruitful period of book and binding production. (#4655)
$2,750.00
28. [Binding, Fine- Birdsall] Andrew, William Loring. The Heavenly Jerusalem, A Mediaeval Song... New York:
Charles Scribner’s Sons, 1908. First edition. Bound in full rich red morocco with five raised bands and gilt lettering on
spine. Both front and back doublures are heavily gilt with repeating flower and dot motif, with central panel containing
a crimson silk sheet laid down, and free endsheets with similar silk linings. Superb illustrated title page, double spread
illuminations with hand-illumined heightening in gold, by Sydney L. Smith. Near fine. (#4653)
$2,250.00
29. [Binding, Fine- Bound by H. Wood] [Fitzgerald, Edward] Crabbe, George. Readings in Crabbe. “Tales of the
Hall” London: Bernard Quaritch, 1882. First edition thus. Handsomely bound by Wood in full crushed light brown
morocco with flowing vine and onlaid flower motif on outside 1/3 of both covers, spine with five raised bands, four
panels with blossom onlays. Wide dentelles with similar designs, signed in gilt front dentelle. AEG. Near fine. (#4678)
$425.00

30. [Binding, Fine- Club Bindery, Stunning] Tennyson, Alfred. Idylls of the King. London: Edward Moxon, 1859.
First edition. Magnificently bound by the Club Bindery, signed and dated, “Club Bindery 1900,” on inner dentelle. Full
rich brown crushed morocco with elaborate fleur de lis design motif consisting of multiple repeats and dimensions, in
many gilt geometric compartments, with corner and central bold blind stamped (darker brown) stylized vine
patterning, gilt blossoms at all four corners, as well as two especially ornate gilt rolling vine patterns, and entire design
repeated on rear cover. Spine with five raised bands and similar design motifs in five of the panels, the second having
gilt lettering. Both the front and back doublures in full crushed morocco (same color) and heavily gilt concentric
borders, the face of the doublures are heavily patterned with all-over fleur de lis design. Red mauve silk free endsheets,
and the next two leaves are wonderful patterned floral paper of green and gold. In superb and original Club Bindery
marbled paper slipcase (both inner and outer), with morocco leather at the opening of the same color as book. A fine
copy of this gorgeous Club Binding, executed at its zenith, a complex French design which was probably Maillard,
which excels in its elaborateness and all-over fine design and workmanship, as well as being matched on a scarce and
early first edition Tennyson. (#4649)
$7,500.00
31. [Binding, Fine- Club Bindery] Lethaby, W.R. Medieval Art. London & New York:
Duckworth and Co., & Charles Scribners. Superbly bound by The Club Bindery, in 1906,
signed in gilt pallet on front dentelle, “The Club Binder, 1906.” Bound in full rich crushed
crimson morocco with covers divided into nine panels, and arabesque tools filling each of the
corner panels on both covers. Spine decorated with title and author in second compartment and
unique vertical gilt ruling in other compartments. Dentelles with gilt ruling and designs. Sixtysix full-page plates, 124 figures. With the bookplate of William Fitz-Simon and owner
inscription of Ursula Morgan, niece of J.P. Morgan, dated 1906. Fitz-Simon and Morgan were
married in 1908. Near fine. (#4516)
$2,500.00

32. [Binding, Fine- Club BinderyBound in 1898, One of Three
Copies on Japan Vellum, Specially
bound for James Ellsworth,
President of the Caxton Club]
Joutel, [Henri]; Anderson, Melville
B. (editor). Joutel’s Journal of La
Salle’s Last Voyage. Chicago:
Caxton Club, 1896. Attractively
bound The Club Bindery for James
William
Ellsworth,
prominent
industrialist and president of the Caxton Club. One of
only 3 copies, printed on Japan vellum. Superbly bound
in full tan morocco by the Club Bindery in 1898, with
gilt binder’s pallet on front dentelle: “For James W.
Ellsworth, 1898, For James W. Ellsworth,” who was for
a time the president of the Caxton Club. The binding
features and ornate spine gilt stamped design motif on
five of six panels, covers with single gilt fillet rule, and
wide gilt-decorated dentelles. With Ellsworth’s
bookplate on front pastedown. Measures approx. 6.25” x
9.25.” Light rubbing to edges and spots to covers; and
small closed cracks (approx. 1.5”) to the top and bottom
of the front hinge, but still quite sound. “Of the three
copies on Japanese vellum, one was reserved for the
Club archives, and two were sold at auction at the annual
meeting in February 1897 to James W. Ellsworth and
George S. Payson for fifty and forty-five dollars,
respectively. (The practice of printing and auctioning
unbound vellum copies was discontinued after
1917.””Wright Howes, eminent authority on Americana,
called [Joutel’s Journal...] The ‘most reliable eyewitness
account of LaSalle’s two-years wanderings in Texas.
The map, based on LaSalle’s Mississippi explorations,
was the first accurate delineation of that river’” (Piehl).A
reprint (page for page and line for line) of the first
English translation, London, 1714; with the Map of the
original French edition Paris, 1713, in facsimile; and
Notes by Melville B. Anderson.” Fold-out map bound in
opposite the original title page. Fine. (#4772) $1,750.00
33. [Binding, Fine- Club Bindery- Stunning Art
Nouveau Binding by Léon Maillard, 1898- The Poor
Copy] Bridges, Robert. Shorter Poems of Robert
Bridges. Oxford: Daniel Press, 1894. First edition.
Thick, squarish octavo. Magnificently bound by the
Club Bindery, in 1898, with their gilt pallet signature at
the bottom front dentelle; 1 of 150 copies (copy #68),
with both half-titles giving #68, preliminary leaves
bound-in together at back. The Poor Copy, with Poor’s
original red pictorial leather bookplate on verso of front
free fly. A truly exemplary binding, in utterly fine
condition in its original slipcase. Though the designers
of Club Bindings are never named, this is undoubtedly
the work of Léon Maillard, the best work of the Club,

bearing his trademark of extremely deep impressions of
the tooling, which is very evident here. Bound in full
rich crimson crushed morocco, with bold vine and heart
flowing design motif around the perimeter and extending
about an inch toward the center, two pair of gilt fillet
rulings, with smaller heart designs extending around the
perimeter, and two gilt-ruled lines along all six edges,
front and back. Spine with similar bold gilt heart design
element on five panels. Wonderful full doublures front
and back of deep green crushed morocco with gilt heart
and stylized vine motifs
around
the
perimeter,
lighter
green
silk
endsheets. TEG. All five
parts of the finely printed
and rare Bridges Shorter
Poems in one volume.
“The important consideration here is that this
binding
represents
an
unusual and unique Art
Nouveau/ Arts & Crafts
treatment for the Club Bindery. The designer/finisher
must be Maillard, in consonance with the date of the
binding, and the craftsmanship displays the perfection
for which he is known. This is one of the bindings which
displays the top notch craftsmanship which Maillard
brought along from France when he joined the firm. It
was commissioned by Henry William Poor, of course,
who got the absolutely best work like Hoe.” (Thomas
Boss, foremost authority on Club Bindery). In its
original marbled paper covered box (inside and out) with
red morocco trimming at opening in the same color and
perhaps the same cut of red morocco used on the book.
A wonderful, scarce and important Club Binding, in fine
condition. (#4691)
$9,500.00

34. Binding, Fine- Club
Bindery]
Derby,
George
Horatio; Cheney, John Vance
(editor).
Phoenixiana.
Chicago: Caxton Club, 1897.
Two
Volumes.
Superbly
bound by The Club Bindery in
full scarlet red fine crushed
morocco, signed in the front
dentelles, “The Club Bindery,
1901,” with six fillet gilt rules
on each cover, three gilt-ruled
compartments on four of six
panels. One of three copies
printed on Japan vellum. Illustrated with frontispieces in
each volume and numerous color and B&W plates of
military figures, including one fold-out plate, all by the
author. Measures approx. 4.25” x 7”. With small
bookplate of collector Abel E. Berland to the front
pastedown of each volume. Light rubbing to edges.
“Often called the ‘father of American humor,’ Derby
was popular around the mid-nineteenth century. The
Publications Committee secured from his widow a series
of unpublished original sketches that were edited by
Caxtonian John Vance Cheney. This book initiated a
tradition of publishing original works whenever
possible” (Piehl). Fine condition. (#4773)
$1,750.00

35. [Binding, Fine- de Sauty] Hughes, Thomas. The
Scouring of the White Horse. Cambridge, London:
Macmillan and Company, 1859. First edition.
Handsomely bound by Alfred de Sauty, in full rich
crimson crushed morocco with bold and intricate central
circular design medallion on both covers, comprising
petal, leaf, stippling and geometric curving lines; two
concentric gilt ruled lines on the outer edges, with one
broken into leaf patterns all along the perimeter. Spine
with five raised bands and five compartments with
similar gilt leaf motif. Signed “de Sauty” on gilt pallet,
front dentelle. Illustrated throughout by Richard Doyle.
Original cloth covers bound in at end. Fine condition,
with even sunning to spine. (#4657)
$1,850.00

36. [Binding, Fine- Doves Bindery] Arnold, Matthew.
Three Volumes: Early and Narrative Poems and
Sonnets (1895); Lyric and Elegiac Poems (1895);
Dramatic and Later Poems (1895). London:
Macmillan and Co., 1895. First Thus. Three uniform
volumes of similar size, similarly bound by the Doves
Bindery, designed by Cobden-Sanderson and bound at
his bindery, all signed in rear dentelles, “The Doves
Bindery, 18 C-S 97.” Exquisite, finely wrought in the
most classic Doves Bindery style in wonderful crimson
crushed morocco, with five raised bands on spine, and
three of the six compartments lavishly gilt-stamped with
ornate petal and leaf motif, each volume with lettering in
the 2nd and 4th compartment, each with the volume
number in the 3rd compartment, and the date, 1895 at
the bottom. Both covers with attractive single rectilinear
border, containing gilt dots along the inside edge. Gilt
ruling on edges of boards. Inner dentelles with classic
Doves triple fillet borders and floral motifs at each
corner. All edges finely gilt. Provenance: direct descent
from Leonard Mounteney, through his daughter, then a
collector, thence to us. Housed in linen backed felt-lined
folders, fitting into exquisite box matching crimson
morocco spines stretching over nearly half of boards, gilt
lettering to nearly match that of the book. About as fine
as one could hope for, certainly a truly representative
Doves Binding on this this three-volume Matthew
Arnold. (#4438)
$11,000.00

37.
[Binding,
FineDurvand] Dinet, E., Sliman
Ben Ibrahim. Mohammed
Prophete D’Allah. Paris:
L’Edition D’Art, H. Piazza,
1918. First edition thus.
Thick folio size. Exquisitely
bound by Durvand, master
French binder in the late
19th and early 20th
Centuries, known for his
elaborate and technically
excellent gilt application,
tooling and design. An
impressive and finely gilttooled work, bound in
sumptuous full dark green crushed cape levant. The front
and back covers lavishly impressed and tooled in gilt
comprising an oval central medallion with red tracery
designs within a solid gold background. With recessed
cords on spine giving a deep design in relief, with one
elongated panel of Arabic design incorporating three red
onlays and title in Arabic in center. Elaborate gilt
dentelles with 5 fillet lines, watered green silk panels
and flyleaf. Single gilt rule along the edges of the
boards. Top edges finely gilt. Signed on the front lower
dentelle, “Durvand Rel. [Relieure, or “binder”). The
book is scarce and one of the finer illustrated books of
this genre published in the 20th Century, 173pp. No. 622
form an edition 0f 800. Printed with lavish color plates
in full color, 38 full-page colored plates with lettered
tissue guards, many illuminated with gold. The
illustrations are by E. Dinet and decorations by de
Mohammed Racim. Very slight wear to joints. A fine
copy of a binding one would expect to find with faults
due to its size and weight, but this example is amazingly
bright and fresh. Housed in a leather-edged French
Marble paper slipcase. (#4508)
$4,250.00
38. [Binding, Fine- Early 19th Century Publisher’s
Binding] Gray, Thomas. The Poetical Works of
Thomas Gray. London: Charles Tilt, 1837. First edition
thus. 12mo. Original publisher’s full dark green (black?)
roan, with both covers elaborately scrolled with flowing
borders, and a central fountain with water geyser. 135pp.
AEG. Fine. (#4668)
$350.00
39. [Binding, Fine- Early 19th Century] New
Testament... Translated Out of the Original Greek.
Bristol: Richard Edwards, 1802. 12mo. Nicely bound in
contemporary red straight-grain morocco, gilt ruling on
covers and spine. AEG. Very slightly rubbed at edges,
near fine. (#4669)
$250.00

40. [Binding, Fine- Embroidered Binding] Sneath, E.
Hershey. The Mind of Tennyson. London: Archibald
Constable & Co., 1901. First edition. Attractively Turn
of the Century binding over Japan Vellum covered
boards, with striking silk-embroidered weaves, long
stem lilies with orange stamens, green and ochre colored
leaves, brown borders, on cover and spine. AEG. 193pp.
A nice example of an embroidered binding, often given
as wedding or engagement presents, especially during
Edwardian period. Near fine. (#4708)
$1,250.00
41. [Binding, Fine- Exquisite Arts and Crafts]
Bridges, Robert. The Shorter Poems of Robert
Bridges. London: George Bell and Sons, 1891. Third
edition. 12mo. Exquisitely bound Arts & Crafts binding
(executed ca. 1891) featuring all-over gilt designs on
both covers and spine with two side panels of finely and
intricately gilt blossom and strap work designs. The side
and bottom portions contain elegant vine and leaf gilt
patterning, and a large rectangular panel is taken up by
elegant stippled curvilinear shapes, all attached at
vertices. Spine with gilt designs, as well as dentelles,
fine silk-lined endsheets with elaborate patterns. A
wonderful production indeed. With the armorial
bookplate of Clive Behrens, son of wealthy baron. There
is a contemporary ink inscription by a former owner on a
preliminary page, dated 189-... AEG. Binding is near
fine. (#4250)
$2,500.00

42. [Binding, Fine- Exquisite Sangorski and Sutcliffe]
Mitford, Mary Russell. Our Village. London:
Macmillan & Co., 1893. A truly stunning binding by
Sangorski & Sutcliffe, in full rich crushed dark green
levant morocco with onlaid tan borders and leaves,
onlaid red blossoms and fruit, bold gilt repeating vine
pattern, numerous flying birds all over on covers, and
varying motifs on both covers. The front featuring two
bell designs, a dog and a wolf at the corners with
exquisite central leaf and blossom pattern; rear cover
similar, but with crossing rifles and pipes at corners, and
the central design with onlaid petals in violet and
differing design. The spine with four superb heavily gilt
and onlaid patterning. All edges gilt and goffered with
double jagged edge motif. Exquisite full violet pigskin
doublures with concentric fillet ruled lines and stippling,
violet mauve silk free endsheets, themselves with
attractive gilt stippled pattern. Laid in is fascinating
typewritten description on printed Sangorski & Sutcliffe
stationary, with unfilled date: “191--” Book is in fine
condition, only the slightest hint of edge wear on small
part of margins of spine. A truly distinctively Sangorski
& Sutcliffe binding, with all the appeal and balance
commensurate with the firm. (#4360)
$11,000.00

43. [Binding, Fine- Gruel] Parisian Elsevier Rite
Romain. Paris: Gruel et Engelmann, 1884. Thin 12mo.
(3.25 x 6.25”). Superbly bound by Gruel (signed in gilt-

stamped pallet at bottom of
spine as well as front
dentelle) in full rich
mahogany morocco with
striking gilt-stamped decorative and flowing strap
work motif (after Derome),
spine with six superb allover gilt decorated panels
and with stunning full
doublures consisting of an
extremely intricate geometric mosaic pattern (after
Padeloup), with a diapered
pattern of inlays in green, blue and red. Exquisitely and
elaborately goffered on the wide edges with all-over vine
and in a stippled fashion. All edges of morocco boards
with single gilt fillet rule, and double-crosshatches on
spine heads. With 26 illustrations; 22 large black and
white woodcut headpieces, as well as four
chromolithographs plates highlighted in gold, along with
many woodcut initials. Burgundy silk flyleaves. This
exemplary binding is housed in original or contemporary
burgundy leather and cloth slipcase, with fleece-lined
leather and cloth covering. Very fine with virtually no
signs of wear. Over the years, Gruel employed some of
the most skillful artisans in the trade, including Sarah
Prideaux. (#4768)
$1,750.00
44. Musset, Alfred de.
[Binding, Fine- Guild of
Women Binders, Scarce
Five Volume Matching
Set] Musset, Alfred de.
Comédies et Proverbes
[3
vols.].
Premières
Poésies [1 vol.]. Poésies
Nouvelle [1 vol.]. Paris:
Charpentier, 1878. 12mo.
Fabulous and scarce set of
five volumes bound by
the Guild of Women
Binders, in deep brown morocco with tooling in blind
with subtle gilt accents, and with covers featuring a
stippled flower design at each corner in blind punctuated
with a single gilt “nailhead.” Spine lettered in gilt with
title and author, as well as flowers and heart design in
blind with three gilt dots. Dentelles tooled with gilt
hearts at corners. Each volume signed by the Guild in
their characteristic gilt pallet on front dentelle: “Guild of
Women Binders.” Marbled endpapers. Top edges gilt.
Measures approx. 5” x 7.5.” Minimal edge wear, a few
spots, a wonderfully preserved set, rarely seen in this
manner. (#4536)
$2,750.00

45. [Binding, Fine- Guild of
Women Binders] Dennis,
John (ed.). English Lyrics
from Spenser to Milton.
London: George Bell and
Sons, 1898. First edition.
Superbly bound by the Guild
of Women Binders in full
dark green crushed morocco
with 64 blossom morocco
onlays in red and tan, each
with 7 individual parts, on
both covers, gilt spine. Fullsize
turquoise
morocco
doublures featuring exquisite
all-over floral motif gilt pattern. Signed in gilt panel on
front free fly, “ Guild of Women Binders,” with heart on
all four corners, front and rear endsheets. A wonderfully
illustrated book, with whole-page and large text
illustrations throughout by Robert Anning Bell. Limited
Edition, #103 of 125 Copies Only, Printed on Japan
Vellum. The inserted leaf that carries the binder’s
signature has a gift inscription to “Clara C. MarshamTownsend/ from her husband/ March 31. 1904,” and
another one date 1935 gift below that. A wonderful
Guild binding and book. The full morocco decorated
doublures are rather unusual for the Guild. Near fine.
(#3395)
$2,750.00
46. [Binding, Fine- Guild of Women Binders]
Goldsmith, Oliver. The Deserted Village, A Poem.
London: Printed for the Guild of Women Binders, 1899.
First edition thus. Bound by the Guild of Women
Binders (unsigned) in full crushed tan morocco with
repeating gilt-blocked blossom pattern connected by
elegant gilt ruling, on both covers, gilt lettering on spine.
Special Edition, #16 of 100 Copies, printed on Japan
Vellum. Superb full page illustrated plates throughout by
H. L. Richardson. Near fine. Distinctive Guild binding
and book. (#4334) $
1,650.00
47. [Binding, Fine- Isabella van
Haersholte, Her Copy] Lamartine, A. de. Jocelyn. Paris: Hachette et Cie, 1905. Attractively
bound by Isabella van Haersholte
in full crushed olive green
morocco with four matching leaf
and blossom designs around
stylized hearts in gilt ruling, each
corner having four onlaid
blossoms in beige, design
repeated on rear cover, spine with
geometric ruling in gilt on
panels. Superb wide dentelles
with four concentric gilt-ruled lines. AEG. A total of 32

separate blossom morocco onlays on
both covers. Monogrammed “IvH
1906,” in gilt pallet on rear dentelle,
i.e., Isabella van Haersholte. This is van
Haersholte’s own copy, with her
attractive decorative bookplate on front
pastedown. Binding somewhat rubbed,
near fine. Little is known about this accomplished
binder. (#4666)
$1,500.00

48. Grimm Brothers. [Binding, Fine- Joseph Zuffant
for the Monastery Hill Bindery] The Fairy Tales of
the Brothers Grimm. London: Constable & Co., 1909.
First Thus. Large, thick quarto. Exquisitely bound by
Joseph Zuffant, the most dedicated employee in
Monastery Hill Bindery’s history, a prodigy of Jane
Addams Hull-House, who placed him as a book binder
at Monastery Hill in 1925. Zuffant, termed a “world
class bookbinder,” by Monastery Hill, personally bound
books for the likes of Bruce Rogers, Charles Deering,
Marshall Field, Carl Sandburg, and Frank Lloyd Wright.
Bound in full maroon crushed morocco with innovative
cover stamped in rectangular and circular gilt stamped
ruled design, including lettering and a central onlaid
circular black central design element nearly two inches
in diameter, on both covers. Spine with raised bands and
carrying through with the same design elements in gilt
line as well as four smaller central black circles, side
edges of boards with gilt stamped ruling and top and
bottom of spine with cross-hatching gilt design motif.
Stunning crimson silk mauve doublures and pastedowns.
Signed in front, “Monastery Hill-Chicago” on the
dentelle, and “Zuffant,” on the rear dentelle. This very
binding is pictured opposite page 58 in Edward
Hertzberg’s work, “Forty-four Years as a Bookbinder,”
published by Monastery Hill in 1922. Exquisitely
illustrated book, featuring 40 tipped-in full color plates
with lettered tissue guards, black and white illustrations
throughout, all by Arthur Rackham. Bindings by Zuffant
are quite scarce, and certainly this production among the
finest to be found. Fine, without fault. (#4439) $8,500.00

50. [Binding, Fine- Léon Gruel] Cicero, Marcus
Tullius De Senectute. Norwood, Mass.: Privately
printed by the Plimpton Press, 1931. First edition. Tall
4to. Superbly bound by master French binder, Léon
Gruel, (1841-1923), famous for retrospective style
bindings in full rich burgundy crushed morocco. This
impressive binding has concentric gold gilt ruling in
frames with striking corner florets, designed with special
corner tools, gilt spine with five raised bands bearing a
single gilt rule and five compartments each with gilt
florets and double ruling. Single rule at edges of
morocco boards, TEG. Wide dentelles with striking five
concentric lines, four of which are gold, and one is
brown. Large silk full doublure and flyleaf. Signed in
gilt pallet, “GRUEL,” at bottom of front dentelle. A
magnificent presentation binding by Gruel, in very fine
condition. (#4505)
$2,250.00

49. [Binding, Fine- Kelliegram] Tennyson, Alfred.
Poems by Alfred Lord Tennyson with ALS. London:
Edward Moxon & Co., 1862. Early Edition. Exquisitely
bound by Kelliegram (signed on rear dentelle) in full
rich crushed morocco (reddish brown) with beautiful
floriated motif on cover and spine consisting of finely
gilt vine, leaf and petal designs taking up more than half
of the untooled space on cover, and filling up most of the
spine (5 out of 6 panels). Magnificent broad and
attractively tooled dentelles with six concentric gilt rules
and clusters of flowers and petals at each corner. Green
silk doublures and endsheets. With nice ALS from
Tennyson to the Duchess of Sutherland written on
mourning stationary (i.e. black borders): “29 Welbeck
St. My dear Duchess, Mr Fairbairn tells me that you are
coming up to the opening of the International Exhibition.
Is it so? & if so, do you return on Friday? & if you do,
shall I come to Cliveden on that day & stay till Monday
morning? Ever Yours, A Tennyson-- for on Tuesday I
must return to the Isle of Wight.” Anne SutherlandLeveson-Gower, Duchess of Sutherland (1829-1888)
was an advocate and supporter of the arts, especially
Tennyson. This early edition of the Moxon Tennyson
features superb woodcut illustrations by many of the
Pre-Raphaelites, including D.G. Rossetti, J.E. Millais,
etc. A stunning binding, extremely fine condition,
pristine. (#1978)
$3,250.00

51. [Binding, Fine- Mary G. Gibson, Stunning
Modeled Leather] Murray, T. Douglas (editor). Jeanne
d’Arc: Maid of Orleans, Deliverer of France. London:
William Heinemann, 1902. Exquisitely bound in full
dark brown modeled calf by Mary G. Gibson (Mary
Gwenllian Gibson, 1888-1966), an accomplished and
innovative British bookbinder in the early 1900’s who
exhibited at fine art shows such as the Royal Academy
and the Royal Birmingham Society. 4to. Bound in full
fine polished calf featuring a striking image of a caped

continuedJoan of Arc holding a sword in outstretched arms,
flanked by wings and stars, and standing in a field of
flowers, produced in relief with the modeled leather
binding design technique, which was rediscovered,
redeveloped and remastered by Gibson, as well as a
number of Turn of the Century binders in England. The
design also features title and fleur-de-lis accents at top
and bottom of front cover, title and author to spine, and
coat of arms to rear cover. Silk endpapers, with binder’s
name gouged into upper dentelle, “M. G. Gibson,” in
what appears to be hand-tooling. With illustrations and a
map. Measures approx. 6.75” x 9.75.” Some staining and
scratches to covers (more prominent on rear), and rather
heavy foxing owing to high acid content of paper.
Bumping to corners, light rubbing, some scratches to
back cover, and front cover slightly bowed inward.
Browning to inner leather hinges. But overall a very nice
and well-preserved binding by Gibson. Extremely scarce
thus. Mary Gwenllian Gibson (1888-1966) exhibited her
modeled leather bindings in the National Competition of
Schools of Art in both 1910 and 1911, as well as in the
1926 Arts & Crafts Exhibition Society exhibition. A
leather case and prayer book from the 1910 National
Competition, both done in a similar style to this volume,
received special mention by “The International Studio”
as “the most interesting thing in the group of book
covers...” In addition, Gibson “taught leatherwork,
needlework and bookbinding at Wolverhampton School
of Art, but was also a painter in oils, exhibiting at the
Royal Academy of Arts during the 1940s and 1950s. She
was also a frequent exhibitor at the Royal Birmingham
Society of Artists (elected a member in 1953) and
Wolverhampton Society of Artists. Gibson was a friend
and colleague of the sculptor Robert Jackson Emerson
and was one of the group of artists who met at his studio
in Castle Street, Wolverhampton” (Mapping the Practice
and Profession of Sculpture in Britain and Ireland 18511951). (#4696)
$2,500.00

52. [Binding, Fine- Maude Nathan, Student of Sarah
Prideaux- Presentation copy from Maude Nathan the
Binder, and Poignant ALS from Nathan’s Sister
Informing the Recipient of her Untimely Death]

Bunyan, John. The Pilgrim’s Progress. London:
William Pickering, 1849. First edition thus. Exquisitely
bound by Maude Nathan, an accomplished binder in the
very early 1900’s who studied under Sarah Prideaux,
and “is best known for her translation of Georges de
Récy’s Décoration du Cuir, published as The Decoration
of Leather in 1905... but she seems to have bound for
only a short time.” (Tidcombe, Women Bookbinders
1880-1920 p.157). Bound in full green crushed morocco
which is elegantly tooled with horizontal and vertical
bands of stylized decorative and geometric sweeping
patterns, gilt circles and spheres, and triangular-shaped
edge and corner devices on both covers and spine. A
very impressive and technically accomplished binding,
which is signed in gilt in the rear dentelle, “M.N. 1908.”
The book is presented by Nathan to Frederick Burton, an
obvious close friend and admirer, with whom she likely
bound the book under commission (see below ALS), as
follows: “Frederick Martin Burton from Maude Nathan,
June, 1908.” Tipped onto the front pastedown is a sad
letter from Maude’s sister, Esther, informing him of her
untimely death: “Dec. 5, 1910. Dear Dr. Burton, You
will I know be terribly grieved to hear that Maude
Nathan has been very ill for a few days & passed away
yesterday after a serious operation on Saturday. You can
feel for us all & her brothers as I know you cared for her
& understood how closely the family was united by her.
We shall miss her . Yours sincerely, Esther Nathan.”
Bindings are seldom highlighted by personal notes from
the bookbinder, much less fine and important bindings,
of which this is one, and the circumstance under which
this one was presented and then informed of the binder’s
sudden passing, make this certainly an impressive
addition to any bookbinding collection during this
period. Even and barely noticeable sunning to spine,
very slight rubbing to extremities of spine. Near fine.
Book with brown toning to title page especially. An
older black and white photo of the book is laid in.
(#4681)
$2,850.00
53. [Binding, Fine- Monastery Bindery] Emerson,
Ralph Waldo. The Conduct of Life. New York: Scott
Thaw Co., 1903. First edition thus. Early Monastery Hill
Binding, signed, in full crimson crushed morocco with
elaborate gilt clustered leaf and urn design on each
corner and a central diamond-shaped similar leaf motif.
Spine with gilt designs and borders. Wide and very
attractively gilt-tooled dentelles, with winding vine
pattern, wonderful violet watered silk moiré doublures
and endsheets. TEG. The covers are wonderfully
preserved, spine uniformly darkened with age. Some
wear to margins of spine, in all a very attractive and
scarce binding by this noted firm. (#4510)
$2,500.00

displays a large hand-tooled log fire with dancing flames
conceived with various gouge tools and segments. Full
gilt spine with five raised bands containing gilt dots at
their apex, and four decorative gilt panels. Attractive
wide dentelles with five fillet rolls and corners, stunning
scarlet silk moiré panels and flyleaf. The binding is
signed on the lower dentelle of front cover, “Mounteney,
Binder.” Top edges gilt with fine goffered design
consisting of swirling border line and central blossoms.
In a matching morocco grained cloth (thumb-notched)
slipcase. Fine. Signed Mounteney bindings are quite
rare, and this a special example. (#4497)
$2,850.00
54. [Binding, Fine- Monastery Hill Works of
O’Henry, 125 Copies] O’Henry. The Complete Works
of O’Henry. Manuscript Edition. New York:
Doubleday, Page and Company, 1912. 12 Volumes.
Magnificently bound by Monastery Hill Bindery (not
signed) in full crushed maroon morocco, both covers
elegantly tooled in flowing vine pattern terminally
onlayed with stylized flower and petal designs in green
and beige morocco, chiefly on front cover, but each back
cover with similar, though less detailed design. As well,
large mosquito with onlaid olive green wings, spines
with six compartments, four of which containing similar
onlaid floral designs, wide dentelles with superb gilt
designs on each four corners, with additional green
blossoms, silk watered moiré doublures and endsheets.
This is the so-called “Manuscript Edition,” originally 12
volumes. This set contains 10 volumes, but expanded to
12, in this Monastery Hill binding, with the addition of
the O’Henry Bibliography and The Wind of Destiny
(both 1916). This set does not contain the manuscript. A
prodigious effort by Monastery Hill, probably executed
circa 1916, and to our knowledge, one of the few sets of
this size with their bindings. Overall very good
condition, with some volumes showing wear at the joints
along the spine, some brown toning internally on the
acidic paper used for this edition. A rare offering indeed.
(#4553)
$5,500.00
55. [Binding, Fine- Mounteney, Leonard] Kelley,
William Valentine. The Open Fire and Other Essays.
New York & Cincinnati: The Abingdon Press, 1922.
First edition. Exquisite full deep red elaborately gilt, by
Leonard Mounteney, renowned finisher for the
prestigious Rivière Bindery who apprenticed at the
bindery of G. & J. Abbott in Nottingham and studied
ornamental design at the Battersea Polytechnic. He
worked as an exhibition finisher for Riviere before
emigrating to Chicago, where he worked with Alfred de
Sauty at the R. R. Donnelley bindery. Bound in rich
crimson pigskin with front and back covers similarly gilt
with elaborate wide corner tools connected with straight
fillet line on the innermost border. The front cover

56. [Binding, Fine- Painted Vellum Binding]
Sutherland, Millicent [Duchess of Sutherland]. The
Winds of the World: Seven Love Stories. London:
Heinemann, 1902. Superb panted vellum binding with
striking large yellow orange blossom motif, bold leaf
and vine patterning and gilt flecks creating a pleasing
all-over design on both covers (rear cover similar motif,
but different design), as well as spine. Patterned gilt
endpapers, beveled boards. Frontispiece by Walter
Crane. The bookseller G.T. Bagguley patented the
Sutherland bookbinding process, named after the
Duchess, which was a method of tooling in gilt and
colors and usually employed on doublures. Though this
volume was not produced by Bagguley, it is a skilled
and very well-executed arts & crafts vellum binding. All
edges gilt. Small tear to frontispiece tissue, bookplate to
front pastedown. Near fine. (#4694)
$1,250.00
57. [Binding, Fine- R.R. Donnelley, Under the
Direction of Alfred De Sauty] Rourke, Constance.
Troupers of the Gold Coast or The Rise of Lotta
Crabtree. New York: Harcourt, Brace & Co., 1928.
First edition. Bound in attractive and unique “2/3”
leather with half crimson morocco spine which extends
one inch into each cover, and large panel of metallic
hand-stamped paper in green, blue, yellow, black, silver,
and brown extending to middle of boards, gilt R.R.

continuedDonnelley (under the
direction of Alfred De
Sauty) in a unique “2/3
leather” binding, with 1⁄2
crimson morocco spine
extending to boards, large
panel of metallic handstamped paper in green,
blue,
yellow,
black,
silver, and brown to
middle
of
boards,
butterflies and dotted
leather rules to spine and
leather
on
covers.
terminating in another
portion of gilt-decorated
morocco on the edges of the boards. Gilt butterflies and
dotted leather rules to spine and leather on covers.
Signed by the binder, Donnelley on front dentelle. For
thirteen years [1923-1935], the Extra Bindery [at
Donnelley] was headed by the distinguished English
bookbinder Alfred de Sauty, who was recruited by T. E.
Donnelley from the Central School of Arts and Crafts in
London. De Sauty immediately set the standard for
American bookbinding when he hired three Europeantrained bookbinders, William Anson, Basil Cronk, and
Leonard Mounteney. Gray endpapers. Marbled felt-lined
slipcase. Measures approx. 6” x 9”. Very light rubbing,
and minor wear to corners, near fine. (#4704) $2,250.00

58. [Binding, Fine- Striking Bumpus Arts & Crafts,
Inscribed by John Oliver Hobbes to Lady Hunt]
Steele (Richard) & Joseph Addison. The De Coverley
Essays. London: Gay & Bird, 1901. First edition thus.
12mo. Striking Arts & Crafts binding by Bumpus,
Oxford (signed in gilt pallet, front dentelle) in full brown
crushed morocco with bold gilt stalk, leaf and floral
design on both covers culminating in a heart-shaped
flower taking up nearly a third of the cover with
exquisite all-over gilt stylized blossom motifs and a
central red morocco center onlay, spine very elaborately
gilt with hearts and similar floral renderings, as well as

dot pattern. Single ruled line along the outer morocco
edges, nice gilt-ruled dentelles. Special Edition, #31 of
only 60 copies on Japan Vellum. Inscribed by the
novelist and dramatist Pearl Mary Teresa Craigie (penname John Oliver Hobbes) to Lady Hunt and dated 1902
on front free fly. Hobbes was a best-selling author at the
end of the 19th Century. A very fine example of an
expertly crafted Arts & Crafts binding by Bumpus.
(#4667)
$1,850.00
59. [Binding, Fine- Riviere] Byron, Lord George
Gordon Noel. Beppo and Don Juan]. London: John
Murray, 1853. Two volumes. Bound in full red morocco
by Riviere (signed in ink on paper pastedowns), with allover gilt interlacing floral and leaf design on both covers
and spine, literally every square centimeter covered with
this attractive repeating design. Some light foxing, All
edges gilt with attractive and intricate interweaved
goffering to all edges on both volumes. Near fine.
Exquisite. (#4676)
$1,250.00
60. [Binding, Fine- Stunning Two-Volume Arts &
Crafts by Zaehnsdorf on Vale Press] Keats, John. The
Poems of John Keats. London: Hacon & Ricketts, The
Vale Press, 1898. First edition. A stunning and
masterfully ornate two-volume Exhibition binding by
Zaehnsdorf in full green morocco consisting of all-over
delicate gilt-stamped grape vine, stem, leaf design on
front covers and spine, with nearly all of the negative
space filled in with gilt dots. Left in the center of each
volume, is a long rectangular space in the center, free of
any gilt work, except for two fillet borders. Side edges
with single gilt rule.
Gorgeous green silk
pastedowns,
matching
free fly sheets, attractive
gilt flowing leaf design
on dentelles. Signed by
Zaehnsdorf in gilt pallet
on front lower dentelle,
with Zaehnsdorf Exhibition seal stamped into
rear lower pastedown.
One of the scarcer Vale
Press titles, lavishly
decorated with doublepage illustrated title
pages, decorative initials
throughout, all by Charles Ricketts. A truly fine
set with no signs of wear
to hinges or corners, spines uniformly sunned, as nearly
always seen with this shade and color of morocco leather
for the period. (#4478)
$5,200.00

full-page photograph and the description, “Bound by
Cobden-Sanderson at the Doves Bindery and priced at
78 pounds. (#2595)
$27,500.00

61. [Binding, Fine- Stunning Rare Doves Binding, on
First Edition PRB Germ] Rossetti, Dante Gabriel, etc.
The Germ: Thoughts towards Nature In Poetry,
Literature and Art. London: Aylott & Jones, 1850.
First edition. Magnificent Cobden-Sanderson Designed
Doves Binding (with gilt pallet on rear pastedown, “19
C-S 04”), bound with exquisite bold gilt tulip and stipple
designs at all four corners on both covers and extensive
similar design motifs on five panels on the spine, carried
over also on both dentelles. The Pre-Raphaelite
Brotherhood’s seminal and first literary publication,
Numbers 1-4, all published, edited by William Michael
Rossetti, with contributions by Dante and Christina
Rossetti, F. Madox Brown, Thomas Woolner and others.
4 parts, full-page frontispiece etchings for each number
by Holman Hunt, James Collinson, F. Madox Brown
(double-page) and W. H. Deverell. Original printed
wrappers with pasted over printed title “Art and Poetry,
Being Thoughts Toward Nature, Conducted principally
by Artists” to January and February and the “April,
1850” label pasted to the last number. Binding very
slight wear to corners and margins of spine; occasional
brown toning, a near fine example of one of the true
rarities in the Pre-Raphaelite pantheon, made much more
desirable and rare in this luscious Cobden-Sanderson
Doves Binding. One of perhaps only a couple of “The
Germ,” in a Doves Binding. Housed in attractive half
brown morocco folding case with gilt lettering on spine.
Copies designed by Cobden-Sanderson of “The Germ”
are vanishingly scarce. One such, mentioned by William
Michael Rossetti in his discussions in a monograph
entitled “The Germ, 1850” which accompanied a
facsimile publication of same, by Elliot Stock, in 1901.
He writes: “One heard of such prices as ten shilling for a
set of “The Germ,” then 2 pounds, 10, 30, etc., and in
1899, a copy handsomely bound by Cobden-Sanderson,
was sold in America for 104 pounds. Will that highwater mark ever be exceeded? For the sake of commonsense, let us hope not.” Indeed, our copy bound by
Cobden-Sanderson, appears in the Maggs Bros. “Book
Bindings” Catalog (No. 407) in 1921, Item #257, with a

62. [Binding, Fine- The Doves Bindery] Thomas A.
Kempis. The Imitation of Christ. London: Methuen &
Co., 1894. First edition thus. A wonderful, unusual and
early Doves Binding, bound in full flexible vellum by
The Doves Bindery, signed “THE DOVES BINDERY /
18 C-S 95” in rear doublure. This rare binding, in the
style of the Kelmscott Press, features gilt-decorated
yapped fore edges with gilt diamonds evenly spaces
along the yapped edge), both covers woven through with
two gilt-tooled slim vellum slips, also tooled with
diamonds (unusually!), and fully intact silk ribbon ties.
Inside covers are faced with full-size stiff vellum sheet,
essentially constituting doublures. Vellum free fly
sheets. All four vellum slips are visible inside the
boards. Gilt lettering to the spine. Vellum endpapers.
Illustrated by Charles March Gere with 4 black and
white woodcut drawings as well as frontispiece. Red
titles and initial letters throughout the text. All edges
gilt. Previous owners name, dated 1895, beautifully
painted on the front free vellum endpaper in blue and the
date, “Easter 1895”, below in red. The first blank paper
endpaper has a wonderful calligraphic quote in four lines
with borders in Latin from Easter Vespers in gothic
script within ruled lines, in red black and blue and an
inscription in red at the bottom of the page, and signed in
same red ink by the artist, “With Father’s love, R.
Macnicol.” Measures approx. 4.5” x 6.75”. Vellum
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darkened and browned, but gilt decoration is bright and
ties are faded, but fully intact (all the way down to the
ends of the ties that were ironed into a point). Vellum
end leaves browned. This volume is most likely
Tidcombe 142, an early Doves Bindery example, as well
as one of a limited amount of non-gift books done in
limp vellum. The majority of limp vellum bindings
produced at The Doves Bindery were for blank books.
(#4709)
$3,250.00

63. [Binding, FineVenetian
Style
Binding] Masefield,
John (intr.). The
Travels of Marco
Polo. London: J. M.
Dent, 1926. Superbly
bound
exhibition
binding by A. Genova, Venezia (gilt
signature pallet on
bottom rear cover) in
full smooth calf with
extremely ornate allover gilt blocking,
embossing and detailing on front cover with many
decorative elements, partly over a central oblong maroon
calf onlay, spine with three raised bands, gilt and blind
stamped decorations, rear cover in the same color (i.e.
maroon) as the only on front cover, with intricate allover blind stamped stylized flower and wheel design.
Superb crimson mauve full doublures and free fly sheets,
gilt decorated dentelles. Head and foot, corners slightly
rubbed, some rubbing and edge wear, but in all a very
good copy of a scarce and gorgeous Venetian binding.
(#4690)
$2,500.00
64. [Binding, Fine- Zaehnsdorf] Allut (M.P.) Les
Routiers au XIVe Siecle. Lyon: N. Scheuring, 1859.
Superbly bound by Zaehnsdorf (signed in gilt pallet front
dentelle) in Grolieresque light brown morocco, with both
covers creatively sectioned in wide onlaid black strap
work and tooled in gilt, similar pattering in gilt. AEG.
Near fine. (#4677)
$1,250.00

65. [Bindings, Fine- Bound by J. B. Hawes] Ruskin,
John. Modern Painters (5 Volumes); Stones of Venice
(3 Volumes) bound uniformly. London: Smith, Elder
and Company, 1851-1860; 1874. Mixed Editions. Eight
quarto volumes. Superbly bound by J. B. Hawes
(stamped pallet, “Bound by Hawes. Oxford” on verso of
front fly) in full rich dark blue crushed morocco with
three concentric rectangular gilt fillet borders and florets
at corners, on both covers. Spines with six
compartments, four of which containing gilt border and
floret design, gilt-stamped borders on dentelles, marbled
endsheets. Modern Painters: Volume I is fifth edition,
revised by author,
volume II is fourth
edition (1856), revised.
Volumes III through V,
1856, 1856 and 1860,
respectively. Contains
foxing to verso of
plates, almost always
seen
with
these
editions,
sometimes
heavy, owing to the
high acid content used
on the thick card stock,
however in nearly all
cases, the printed sides
are free of foxing and
in
nice
condition.
Stones of Venice, A
New Edition, 1874. A
New Edition. Plates
throughout,
many
colored. Near fine. All
8 volumes similarly bound, a superb set, not often seen
in full morocco in this condition, with minimal corner
rubbing and slight rubbing to margins of spine, near fine
in general. AEG. (#4748)
$2,500.00

by Aubrey Beardsley, including 2 copper-engraved
frontispieces, 18 full page wood-engraved plates, and
over 350 illustrations, initials, chapter headings and
decorative borders in the text. Original blue rappers
bound in at the end of each volume, and additionally, in
the rear of volume III, the following are bound in: a) two
canceled leaves; b) the publisher’s note to binders on the
canceled leaves, c) the publisher’s note to subscribers on
the binding of the set, and d) the original prospectus.
Laid into volume 1 are a) directions to binder, and b)
subscription notice, “To subscribers to Mallory’s ‘Morte
D’Arthur.” IN FINE CONDITION. TEG, others
untrimmed. We can’t think of more perfect marriage of
binding, content and illustration, with so many positive
and aesthetic factor surrounding the history of the work,
the binding, and the artwork. (#4730)
$8,500.00

66. [Binding, Fine, Striking Full Vellum, W. H. Smith
after a design by Douglas Cockerell-- F.W.
Bourdillon’s Copy, Signed] Beardsley, AubreyLarge Paper Issue, Bound in Full Gilt Vellum.
Malory, Sir Thomas. The Birth, Life, and Acts of King
Arthur, of his Noble Knights of the Round Table...
London: J.M. Dent & Co., 1893 & 1894. First edition
thus. Bound in exquisite full thick vellum over boards,
by William Henry Smith (W.H.S. in gilt pallet on rear
dentelle), in an Arts & Crafts style cover with
rectangular double-gilt border which holds title, author
and illustrator (Beardsley), with flourishes, and two fillet
gilt borders at edges, thick spines with similar
rectangular gilt motif designs, gilt lettering, linen
endsheets. This scarce and coveted Large Paper Copy,
was issued by publishers with the injunction that it be
bound in three volumes, “to ensure greater convenience
in handling that the large paper parts should be bound in
in Vellum, as being handsomely in keeping with the
style of the edition and very strong.” These instructions
were perfectly followed by W. H Smith, one of the top
binders of the period, after a design by Douglas
Cockerell. William Henry Smith F.W. Bourdillon’s
Copy (1852-1921), noted poet and translator, with many
works published by the Daniel Press, with his signature
lightly written on the back of each title page. A
wonderful set with the famed Aubrey Beardsley
drawings, printed on handmade Dutch laid paper, with
ornamental initials on all bordered pages printed in red
ink, and all of the full page Beardsley illustrations on a
French handmade etching paper. Illustrated throughout

67. [Boyle, Eleanor Vere] E. V. B. Child’s Play.
London: Addey & Co., 1853. Second edition. 4to. Half
morocco, black cloth, spine gilt. Additional pictorial
hand-colored title page, and 16 hand-colored plates by
E.V.B. incorporating nursery rhyme texts, this is the
artist’s first book, and initially published the previous
year in an uncolored edition. Subsequent editions to this
second edition omit the plate for “I had a little Castle”
and were printed in color. A little spotted and soiled,
mostly to margins or plate guards, bookplate of L.G.E.
TEG. (#4680)
$1,850.00

Item 68 Otto Zahn Binding, Covers ands Spine

Panel Doublure

68. [Binding, Fine- Otto Zahn Masterpiece] On Art Binding. Memphis: S. C. Toof & Company, 1904. First edition.
8vo (7 x 5 1⁄4 inches). A stunning binding by Otto Zahn, master bookbinder, who became the most important and
talented of all bookbinders at Toof & Co. Bound in rich dark maroon full crushed morocco with both covers
possessing the same striking design consisting of repeating stylized onlaid leaf shapes positioned horizontally near the
inner margin, and each ending with onlaid light green blossoms. The corners with onlaid gilt-bordered shapes, and the
spine lavishly decorated with six panels, five of which containing similar designs. With absolutely gorgeous full
morocco doublures in a striking light green onlaid central rectangle panel ornately gilt with dozens of flower and leaf
modules, onlaid red and white tulip pieces, filled and surrounded by gilt dots; the four corners with similar onlaid
stylized floral patterns. Light maroon mauve silk free endsheets. All edges of boards with bold gilt cross-hatches and
ruling. Signed, “Toof & Co./Memphis” on rear dentelle. This is Copy #1 (of 75 on Japan Vellum) of Zahn’s famous
book on the art of bookbinding, and as such, most undoubtedly his copy, bound for himself, and thus the binding
probably dates to 1904 or shortly thereafter. Laid in is the original description of this very book, from a contemporary
bookseller. The book is housed in what is most likely the original full polished levant (maroon) slip case, with marbled
interior and rainbow swirl pattern connecting piece. Zahn began working for the Memphis firm, Toof & Co., in 1884,
and sequentially became foreman, superintendent, general manager, vice president, and then finally president of the
company, in 1918. Zahn is known for his remarkably conceived, crafted and finely finished onlaid and gilt designer
bindings. Well before his death in 1928, Otto Zahn had taken his place as one of the finest bookbinders in America, as
well as an outstanding contributing figure in the entire bookbinding world. 56pp, plus unnumbered pages, finely
illustrated with superb tissue-guarded plates of fine bindings, including a color frontispiece. The book is in fine
condition. A lasting and important rarity, indeed. (#4780)
$7,500.00

69. [Bradley, Will H.] Bradley, Will. H. Original
Printed Color Poster for the Chap-book, 1895 .
Superb printed original color lithographed poster for The
Chap-Book (1895) by Will Bradley, depicting a Pegasus
in Halloween colors of orange and black. Printed in 1895
by Stone and Kimball, Chicago publishers. Will H.
Bradley 1868-11962), born in Boston, is widely
considered one of the greatest American graphic artist
and illustrator, known for his Art Nouveau stylized
poster-like interpretations of figures. His posters for The
Chap-Book, and other posters for journals and
advertising in the late 1890’s and early 1900’s brought
him widespread recognition and popularity. Bradley
founded The Wayside Press in Springfield in 1895 and
produced the now famous monthly periodical, “Bradley,
His Book. Sight Size 13” x 19,” Frame 25” x 19 1/4”
Signed “Bradley” lower center. Provenance from the
Ainsworth Gallery, Boston. From the property of the
Boston Company, Inc., Asset Management. Small tear to
upper left edge, paper folds, otherwise excellent
condition, archival frame and mat. (#4398)
$3,750.00

70. [Bradley, Will- Deluxe Edition] Alexandre, Arsene,
etc. The Modern Poster. New York: Charles Scribner’s
Sons, 1895. First edition. Original publisher’s fine
woven white cloth with cover and spine design by Will
Bradley including a superb impressed illustration of
peacock in blue and green with bold gilt border on front
cover, spine with attractive vertical flowing wave pattern
in light blue, gilt lettering. The scarce deluxe edition,
#13 of 250 copies, printed on Imperial Japan paper.
Superb frontispiece tissue-guarded plate by Will Bradley
in red, 70 separate illustrations featuring examples of all
the major artists of the period in poster design, including
Bonnard, Beardsley, Millais, Crane, Penfield, Rhead,
and of course, Will Bradley. A truly fine copy, the nicest
we have ever seen, and certainly a cornerstone for any
Will Bradley or Nineties poster collection. (#4652)
$950.00
71. [Bradley, Will- Scarce Booklet] Columbia
Bicycles. New York: Bartlett & Company, The Orr Press
for Pope Manufacturing Company, 1896. First edition.
Original pictorial paper card wrappers (beige) with
superb woodcut borders and illustration by Will Bradley,
initial in red-orange, rear cover with company logo and
lettering. Double-spread title page with frontispiece
woodcut border and illustration, title in red and black

continuedwith similar border design, by Bradley. Also with
“Hartford Bicycles,” near the end, with same border and
red/black lettering, numerous vignettes and flourishes
throughout by Will Bradley. Very scarce. Remarkably
preserved. No other copies located on internet. (#4736)
(see photo below)
$750.00

72. [Bradley, Will- Stunning Storrs Paper Sample
Booklet] Bradley, Will. Princess Covers. Springfield:
Wayside Department of University Press, 1987. Quarto.
Exquisite paper sample book bound in stiff card
wrappers with silk ribbon tie at spine, three color
pictorial front cover, rear with University Press logo and
information. Entirely
illustrated with thick
cover stock paper of
varying sizes, each
with superb printed
designs of various
colors
comprising
wonderful
graphic
extractions from ads
and books by Will
Bradley. This scarce
Bradley item appears
in Bambace (“Will
H. Bradley: His
Work,” 1995) on p.
200. A fine, virtually
unused copy. Extremely scarce. No other copies found
for sale. (#4734)
$550.00

73. [Bronte, Charlotte, Emily and Anne) Bronte
(Charlotte, Emily and Anne) “Currer, Ellis & Acton
Bell.” Poems. London: Smith, Elder and Co., 1846. First
edition. Second issue (the first issue by Aylott and Jones,
virtually nonexistent, the original sheets having been
purchased by Smith, Elder). Original publisher’s green
fine ribbed cloth with superb embossed central urn
design and borders in relief along all sides, on both
covers, spine also embossed design and gilt lettering. A
stunning, near fine copy with gold on spine still bright
and clear, spine sunned as usual. Hinges in tact and
untarnished, and inside the book is near flawless. One
page advertisement at end mentioning three titles by the
Brontes. The nicest copy we have ever seen of this
enduring classic. (#4679)
$3,750.00
74. [Browne, Hablot K. - Illus] Aunt Effie’s Rhymes.
London: George Routledge & Co, Farringdon Street,
1858. First edition. 12mo. Original blue blind stamped
cloth, gilt lettering and vignettes on cover. Scare early
children’s books with 24 hand-colored illustrations by
Hablot K. Browne. Covers rubbed, worn at extremities
of spine, a very good copy internally of a delightful and
scarce children’s book. (#4590)
$275.00

75. [Burne-Jones, Edward] The Flower Book.
Reproductions of Thirty-Eight Watercolour Designs
by Edward Burne-Jones. London: Henry Piazza et Cie,
for the Fine Art Society, 1905. First edition. 4to.
Original full dark green morocco binding by W. H.
Smith Bindery, under the direction of Douglas
Cockerell, gilt lettering on cover and spine, raised bands,
gilt borders. IN THE ORIGINAL PUBLISHER’S
DARK GREEN CLOTH-COVERED DROP-SIDE
WOODEN BOX WITH METAL CLASP, CREAM
VELVET INTERIOR. 38 exquisite and celebrated
colored plates (roundels) by Edward Burne-Jones. Text
and captions in red and green. Limited Edition, this
Copy #94 (written in manuscript and signed by the
publisher). One of only 300 copies printed. Produced by
Piazza, the esteemed publisher of the famed “L’Estampe
Moderne.” Burne-Jones’ memorable images for this
book were painted at a seaside home in Rottingdean,
Sussex which had wonderful and expansive gardens.
Based on Arthurian legends and folklore, the
illustrations form a kind of double-entendre, with the
plant name forming the inspiration for the artwork. The
color process for the book was innovative and highly
effective, involving a process similar to collotype, but
appearing similar to pochoir. Book is in fine condition,
with no signs of wear or use. The box has very minor
wear, near fine, to fine. A copy, in this impeccable
condition and in the original box is highly desirable and
most scarce. (#4229)
$15,000.00
76. Burne-Jones, Holman
Hunt, etc.] Burne-Jones,
Holman
Hunt,
Madox
Brown, Solomon, Watts, etc.
Dalziel, Edward and George.
[Dalziels’ Bible Gallery.
London: George Routledge
and Sons, 1881. First edition.
Huge folio. Original full stiff
vellum binding (over boards,
as issued) with elaborate gilt
stamped designs and lettering
with ruling in red and brown on both covers and spine.
The Dalziel Brothers magnum opus with 72 proof
engravings printed on India paper and laid down on
thick card stock (rectos only). Artists include: Ford

Madox Brown, Edward Burne-Jones, William Holman
Hunt, Frederick Leighton, Frederick Sandys, Simeon
Solomon, George Frederick Watts and much more.
Stated limited edition (353/1000). An important and
sought-after compendium featuring The Pre-Raphaelites
and other famous artists of the period. An amazing
cover, the binding showing almost no wear, except for a
few crease and bend marks. We have never seen a
cleaner copy of this binding. As often found in this
fragile gutta percha binding, a few of the signatures have
began to pull away. All of the pages and plates are fine
with no signs of wear and no foxing. An impressive
record of the art period by its most prodigious and
accomplished engraver. (#1964)
$3,850.00
77. [Burne-Jones, Edward- Clover Hill Portfolio]
Morris, William. The Story of Cupid and Psyche.
London & Cambridge: Clover Hill Editions, 1974. First
edition. Folio. Complete set of proof sheets of the 44
wood-engravings. 100 portfolios were issued, numbered
i to c, each containing a set of proofs of the 44 wood
engravings. This portfolio is number liv. The rare and
stunning set of forty-four wood-engravings designed by
Edward Burne-Jones and engraved by William Morris.
Decorative title page in 8-page gathered signature
(unbound), designed and printed by Will and Sebastian
Carter at the Rampant Lions Press, under the direction of
Douglas Cleverdon. Fine. Housed in blue card folders
and blue linen clamshell box, tan morocco label on spine
with gilt lettering. (#4483)
$1,500.00

78. [Burne-Jones, Edward] Edward Burne-Jones, A
Record and Review. London & New York: George Bell
and Sons, 1892. First edition. Thick folio. Smooth wove
beige cloth with brown crushed morocco label on spine,
gilt letter. A mammoth work recording much if not all of
Edward Burne-Jones life work, replete with high-quality
reproductions of Edward Burne-Jones oeuvre of art and
illustration. Very good copy, well-preserved with minor
wear, occasional brown toning. Scarce thus. (#4199)
$1,500.00

79. Burnett, Frances Hodgson. Piccino and Other Child
Stories. New York: Charles Scribner’s Sons, 1894. First
edition. Original color pictorial gray cloth. Illustrated by
Reginald Birch. Corner and side wear, a very good, tight
copy. (#4559)
$125.00

Item #84

80. Burnett, Frances Hodgson. Surly Tim. New York:
Scribner, Armstrong & Co., 1877. First edition. Original
green pictorial cloth, gilt lettering, beveled boards.
Corner and edge wear, very good internally. Scarce title.
(#4623)
$125.00
81. Burnett, Frances Hodgson. The One I Knew the
Best of All. New York: Charles Scribner’s Sons, 1893.
First edition. Original brown cloth with superb full gilt
blocked cover pictorial cover and spine. Illustrated
throughout by Reginald Birch. Very good. (#4596)
$125.00
82. Burnett, Frances Hodgson. Two Little Pilgrims’
Progress. New York: Charles Scribner’s Sons, 1895.
First edition. Original light blue pictorial cloth with
superb illustrated cover and decorated spine in black,
heavy gilt lettering and designs. Illustrated by Reginald
Birch. Fine. (#4560)
$150.00
83. Burnett, Frances Hodgson.
[Cady, Harrison] Queen SilverBell. New York: The Century
Company, 1906. First edition.
12mo. Original light blue cloth
with cover color insert by Cady.
First issue with November, 1906 on
copyright page. Color frontispiece,
plus an impressive 20 full-page
color plates on smooth card paper
by Harrison Cady. 132pp. as well
as an additional comment by
author. Slight age-wear to spine,
overall very good copy of a scarce and desirable
Burnett/Cady item. (#4660)
$185.00
84. [Carroll, Lewis] Alice’s Adventures in
Wonderland. Boston: Lee and Shepard, 1869. First
edition thus. Original brick red pebble grain cloth with
gilt Alice medallion on cover, gilt lettering on spine,
triple fillet borders on both covers, Cheshire cat in gilt
on rear cover. Original brown endpapers. The first
American edition printed in America. AEG. 192pp.
Covers with slight wear, spine slightly worn at
extremities, small blotch on rear cover. A near fine copy
internally, with both hinges completely in tact. (#4612)
(See photo next column)
$2,750.00

Item #85

85. [Carroll, Lewis] The Hunting of the Snark.
London: Macmillan, 1876. First edition, First Issue.
Original cream cloth with superb full pictorial stamped
illustrations on both covers by Henry Holiday. The first
issue with “baker” and not “butcher” on page 83.
Original dark green endpapers, all edges gilt. Illustrated
with frontispiece and full-page illustrations by Henry
Holiday. A very nice copy indeed, with near fine
interior, covers rubbed and sl. worn, cloth unobtrusively
(mild) wrinkled. Both hinges fully intact. (#4585)
$1,250.00

86. [Carroll, Lewis] Aventures
D’Alice
au
Pays
Des
Merveilles. Paris: Hachette,
1913. Green cloth with gilt
vignette figures on cover,
illustrated endpapers. 13 color
plates with captioned tissue
guards by Arthur Rackham.
Slight soiling/rubbing to lower
right cover, very good. (#4593)
$250.00
87. [Carroll, Lewis] Through the Looking-Glass, and
What Alice Found There. Boston: Lee and Shepard;
and Dillingham, 1872. First American edition. Original
red cloth with gilt figure of the queen, concentric ruled
borders, gilt lettering on spine. Original browntone
illustrations. The first issue of this scarce American
printing, with “wade” misprint on p.21. Recased, covers
worn, but a nice solid copy. (#4599)
$1,250.00
88. [Carroll, Lewis] Sylvie and Bruno Concluded.
London: Macmillan & Co., 1893. First edition. Original
gilt red cloth. With 46 illustrations by Henry Furness. Sl.
foxing to prelims, else near fine. (#4582)
$225.00
89. [Carroll, LewisMerrymount
Press
Rarity with Stunning
Illustration by Bertram
Grosvenor Goodhue ]
Delafield, Emily Prime
(compiled by). Alice in
Wonderland: A Play.
New York & Boston:
Dodd,
Mead
and
Company; Printed by D.
B. Updike, The Merrymount Press, 1898. First
edition thus. Wonderfully
illustrated Alice book,
excessively rare, designed and printed at the
Merrymount Press by D. B. Updike, with superb full
color pictorial illustration on front cover, and detailed
patterned floral design on rear cover on paper covered
boards, and four full-page plates (in red and black), all
by the renowned artist and typeface designer, Bertram
Grosvenor Goodhue. Longitudinal lettering in red-brown
on spine, additional lettering in black. Orange decorated
endpapers. One of Goodhue’s hardest to find titles, even
more so in this condition, given its notoriously fragile
nature. Near fine condition. An early Merrymount title.
At time of writing, no copies located on internet.
(#4532)
$1,500.00

90. [Carroll, Lewis] A Tangled Tale. London:
Macmillan and Co., 1885. First edition. Original smooth
red cloth, three concentric gilt border lines, central gilt
design, lettering on spine. Lacks from free fly. Spine
darkened, spotted, gilt on cover worn, a presentable
copy, and scarce in the first edition (i.e. no later
printings marked on verso of title page). (#4579)
$375.00
91. [Carroll, Lewis] Alice
in Wonderland. London:
Macmillan and Co., 1928.
12mo.
Variant
green
crushed flexible morocco
with bold gilt stamped
rabbit, lower right. 200pp.
With the original Tenniel
illustrations throughout. A
later printing of the socalled “miniature edition,”
this particular variant not
found.
Spine
sunned,
corners with wear, very
good. Scarce. (#4563) $175.00
92. [Carroll, Lewis] Alice in Wonderland. London:
Ward, Lock & Co., n.d. (ca. 1930). Original beige cloth
with full-size color inserts on both covers. Part of the
“Sunshine Series.” 16 color plates by Margaret Tarrant.
Internally very good with some light foxing, covers with
wear to corners. Plates are . (#4577)
$175.00
93. [Carroll, Lewis] Through the
Looking-Glass. Philadelphia: The
Rodgers Company, n.d. (ca. 1895).
First edition thus. 12mo. Original
color
pictorial
dark
green
cloth.233pp. With the original
Tenniel illustrations throughout. A
scarce later edition of Carroll’s
classic. No other copies located.
Fine. (#4564)
$175.00
94. [Carroll, Lewis] Through
the Looking-Glass. New
York: Gilbert H. McKibbin,
1899. 12mo. Original red
cloth stamped with color
illustration of Alice and a
fawn on the front cover.
Covers slightly worn, tape to
mend front hinge, contents
sprung. Good only. One of the
earliest editions to have
colored illustrations after Tenniell. (#4595)

$125.00

95. [Caxton Club- Bound by
Riviere, One of Only Three
Copies] Cheney, John Vance
(editor). The Caxton Club
Scrap-Book: Early English
Verses, 1250-1650. Chicago:
Caxton Club, 1904. Bound by
Riviere in full reddish brown
morocco, gilt lettering to spine,
elaborately gilt dentelles. Approx.
6 x 9 inches. [The Caxton Club
Scrap-Book] contained fragments
of English verse from the thirteenth to the seventeenth
centuries that were chosen and collocated by Caxtonian
John Vance Cheney. While the collection contained a
few complete poems, the ‘scraps’ of verse contained,
according to President Merryweather, ‘a few lines of
description, a metaphor, a fancy, whatever in itself has
poetic value’” (Piehl). Fading to spine, else fine. (#4774)
$675.00

96. [Cheney, Mary Moulton- Rarity, Hand-Colored,
Signed by Moulton] Chapter Thirteen of the First
Epistle to the Corinthians, Designed and Lettered by
Mary Moulton Cheney. Minneapolis: Hahn & Harmon,
1903. Tall, thin 8vo. Original tan cloth with superb Art
Nouveau cover design stamped in glue, green and gilt of
doves and grape vines, on both covers, bound by A. J.
Dahl and Co. Limited to 500 copies, of which this is
#300. Signed by Cheney on the limitation page. Printed
on thick Stratford handmade paper by Hahn & Harmon.
Stunning arts & crafts lettering and designs by Cheney
on each page, all hand-colored, presumably by Cheney.
14 unnumbered pages, printed on thick paper. Measures
approx. 5 x 9.5”. Edge wear to cloth, and light stains to
covers. Some browning and spots to pages. Cheney was
cofounder of the Chemith Press in Minneapolis (with

May Smith), the first American private press of the arts
& crafts period, and one of the first completely run by
women (The Origins of Graphic Design in America,
1870-1920, Raffel & Thomson, 1997). Moulton Cheney
is a highly regarded figure in the arts & crafts movement
in Minnesota, and “seems to have served as founder,
leader, or both, for almost every early arts organization
in Minneapolis, as well as the Minnesota State Art
Society. Extremely rare, no copies located on internet.
(#4769)
$950.00
97. [Children’s] Three Blind Mice. London: Frederick
Warne & Co., ca 1925. Square octavo. Color pictorial
paper covered boards. Super illustrations in color
throughout by Walton Corbould. Good only, with wear
to spine, corners and loosened in the casing, but
complete, and priced accordingly. (#4766)
$95.00

98. [Cole, Averill- Inscribed to Cole from her
Mother, Watercolor designs, Extensive Annotations]
Brown, Anna Robertson. What is Worth While? New
York & Boston: Thomas Y. Crowell, 1897. First edition.
Original boards with bold gilt cover ornament, title page,
and opening initial, designed by Bertram Grosvenor
Goodhue, printed from designs supplied by D. B.
Updike [at] The Merrymount Press...” Louise Averill
Cole’s Copy, with her signature on front free fly, and
bookplate on pastedown. Cole was arguably one of the
top women binders in modern American bookbinding
history, and this book a fascinating gift to Averill from
her mother, on ffep: “To my dear little daughter away
off in Berlin- on her birthday [Cole’s 20th], June 30,
1900- from her always loving Mummie.” With Cole’s
decorative bookplate on front pastedown. The book
features a full-size watercolor landscape painting on
half-title page, by Q.J.
Dearborn, and striking
hand-colored title page
done in blue, red, green,
yellow, and gold on a
background of silver paint.
Opening initial illuminated
in yellow, green, red, blue,
and gold. Text is heavily
annotated throughout by
Cole’s mother in blue pen,
as well as many passages
underlined in gold. A few
passages annotated by Cole
herself in pencil (noted
below). Back of colophon page features another
watercolor landscape, and the back free endpaper
features an image of Cole’s mother pasted to it, which
has been painted over in watercolor. This book was a
gift to Louise Averill Cole from her mother, while she
was studying in Berlin in 1900, on her 20th birthday.
Cole studied for 8 years abroad, completing a three-year

course in bookbinding
and finishing under Louis
Jacobs
and
Joseph
Hendricks in Brussels, in
1906. Afterwards, she
worked and taught with
Lady Mary Noble in
London, whom she had
met through Douglas
Cockerell. A fascinating snapshot into Cole’s views on
women, and the author, Anna Robertson Brown, was the
first woman to earn a doctorate at the University of
Pennsylvania. The text of this volume comes from a
paper read to the Philadelphia Branch of Association of
Collegiate Alumnae. (As with many of Crowell’s
publications, What is Worth While? was produced as a
gift volume. Slight rubbing to edges and spine tips
chipped and worn. (#4711)
$1,250.00
99. [Copeland & DayBound
by
The
Harcourt
Bindery]
Browning, Elizabeth
Barrett. Sonnets from
the Portuguese. Boston: Copeland & Day,
1896. First edition
thus. Nicely bound in
full red morocco by
The Harcourt Bindery
(Boston) featuring a
variety of gilt borders
to covers, with four
bands to spine, as well
as gilt borders, title,
and decoration. Extensive gilt decoration to turn-ins.
Light pink, red, and blue marbled endpapers. 51 pp.
Fifty-one initials and a border by Bertram Grosvenor
Goodhue. “This edition of Mrs’ Browning’s SONNETS
FROM THE PORTUGUESE consists of seven hundred
and fifty copies printed by the University Press on
English handmade paper with fifty additional copies
having rubricated initials. The ornamental designs are by
Bertram Grosvenor Goodhue. This is the third volume of
English Love Sonnets issued by COPELAND AND
DAY from 69 Cornhill, Boston.” Wartime gift
inscription (dated 1942) from a U.S. soldier to his
“dearest princess,” with a notice of his death in 1944
loosely inserted. Light rubbing to edges of spine, as well
as some minor darkening. (#4710)
$1,250.00

100. [Copeland and Day Rarity- 50 Copies, Stephen
Crane] Crane, Stephen. The Black Riders. Boston:
Copeland and Day, 1895. First edition. Original cream
paper covered boards, printed
paper label to spine. Printed
entirely in pale green ink. 76pp.
Crane’s second book, the
exceedingly scarce deluxe issue,
one of 50 copies on japan
vellum. This was the author’s
first collection of poetry, and
the first book to be published
under his name. ABPC and
Rare Book Hub trace only two
copies at auction in the last 25
years. Vincent Starrett, in his
Bibliography of Crane says that
‘The Black Riders’ on japan
vellum is the most difficult item
to find. Of the 50 copies printed, probably not more than
half of them” are still in existence. “Kraus 20a. Near
fine. (#4651)
$4,250.00

101. Shakespeare, William. [Copeland and DayDeluxe Edition Vellum Binding, Superbly HandIllumined for the Craftsman’s Guild] Shakespeare’s
Sonnets. Boston: Copeland & Day, 1897. First edition
thus. Superbly bound in full limp vellum with large gilt
stamped leaf and geometric design at each corner,
repeated on both covers, spine with hearts and gilt
lettering. One of only 50 copies, superbly handillumined throughout. Ornamental designs throughout by
Bertram Grosvenor Goodhue, and here all expertly and
beautifully illumined by Charles Pratt Graham, for the
Craftsman’s Guild (see below), comprising many colors
and shades, an impressive and aestheti-cally pleasing

rendering. Charles Pratt
Graham (1876-1901) was
a bud-ding artist whose
life was taken short at
only 25 years old, after a
short
bout
of
appendicitis. His early
childhood was spent in
Colebrook, and he later
graduated
from
St.
Johnsbury Academy in
1895. At Dartmouth he
was one of the first men
in the college in literary
ability, and was, during
the Senior year, editor-in-chief of the Literary Monthly.
in May, 1900, Graham became associated with Alfred
Bartlett, in the publication of the Cornhill Booklet. He
also published, on his own account, a periodical known
as The Craftsman’s Guild. Printed at end, probably by
Pratt, “Illuminated for the Craftsman’s Guild, by Charles
Pratt Graham- 1901,” in the same year in which he died.
A most scarce and wonderful blending of many different
facets of Nineties artistic and fine printing appeal.
(#4654)
$1,850.00

Item 102
102. [Craftsman’s Guild- Beautifully hand-illumined,
Signed by Gregson] Gray, Thomas. An Elegy in a
Country Churchyard. Boston: The Craftsman’s Guild,
1901. First edition thus. 4to Original vellum backed,
gray pictorial paper covered boards, gilt lettering to
spine. Limited to 150 copies bound in half vellum and
printed on Japan vellum, of which this is #20. Printed
without type–each letter, initial, and border was drawn
by Herbert Gregson. Signed by Gregson and the
illuminator, Adele Riggles. All pages masterfully
illuminated with watercolors, with title page illuminated
in gilt and color. Some wear to corners and light
browning to vellum, small spot of wear to colophon page
at the limitation number, near fine. A very scarce book,
but when seen, almost never in this condition. “The
decorative designs consist of thirty-two initials,
seventeen half borders, an appropriate title-page, and
cover design. Two stanzas of the poem are given place
on each page. The size of the sheets is based upon a

printed from Crawhall’s original manuscript. Copies
generally found with various numbers of hand-colored
drawings, this one contains five full-page and six smaller
vignette illustrations which have been nicely handcolored by the publishers (i.e. not later owners). With the
bookplate of Alan John Jars, noted Angling collector.
Most of calf on spine has worn off, boards detached, but
with some expert bookbinding attention, this will be a
nice example of a scarce and desirable Crawhall item.
(#4646)
$750.00
Item #102
Continuedstately quarto printed Aldus Manutius in Venice in 1496,
which measures 9 1⁄2 x 12. ... [T]he edition...ought to go
into the hands of all those who love and can afford to
buy fine examples of book making, even if it is modern”
(“The Independent”, 1901). An exquisitely attractive
Arts & Crafts rendering, in every way. (#4712)
$1,250.00
103. [Crane, Walter- Deluxe Edition, in Scarce Dust
Wrapper] Hawthorne, Nathaniel. A Wonder-Book for
Girls and Boys. Boston: Houghton Mifflin and
Company, 1893. First edition. Original full vellum
boards with superb impressed design on covers and
spine. The rare Deluxe Edition, #14 of 250 Copies,
Printed on Japan Vellum. In the original green heavy
cloth backed paper dust wrapper with superb gilt
stamped lettering in a gilt streamer, held in beak of a
stork, on front cover. Spine gilt lettering. The book is
quite a bit larger (and wider) than the trade edition,
hence the large border space surrounding space.
Exquisite tissue guarded, mounted color plates
throughout, brown head and tailpieces, illustrated title
page, all by Walter Crane. A wonderful production, both
wrapper and book are fine. A very rare fine indeed.
(#4550)
$2,250.00

106. [Crawhall, Joseph] A
Jubilee Thought. Imagined &
Adorn’d by Joseph Crawhall.
Newcastle-on-Tyne:
Mawson,
Swan & Morgan, 1887. First
edition. Contemporary or later
black cloth with gilt lettering on
spine. Over 80 superb woodcut
illustrations by Crawhall. Some
small repairs to fragile leaves.
Tight within the signatures.
Browning to paper, which was issued in a highly acidic
preparation, thus causing brittle sections found in most
copies found. Nicely preserved. (#4637)
$425.00
107.
[Crawhall,
Joseph]
Chorographia.
Newcastleupon-Tyne: Andrew Reid,
1884. First edition. Original
publisher’s
three
quarter
vellum with black lettering to
spine, gray pictorial paper
covered boards. An unusually
fresh copy. Limitation and
edition not given, but generally
considered the deluxe large
paper edition, probably about 300 copies printed.
(#4656)
$450.00

104. [Crane, Walter] Copeland Plate, dates 1876
[impressed 76] on back. A Copeland plate, “The
Princess Belle-Etoile,” after a design by Walter Crane.
Printed and painted in many colors. Scarce. 24cm. diam.
(#4752)
$550.00
105.
[Crawhall,
JosephRarity] Border Notes &
Mixty-Maxty. Newcastle-uponTyne: Privately Printed for the
Author, 1880. First edition.
Bound in contemporary or later
lovely three-quarter calf with
wove fabric covers of stylized
peacock feathers (both boards
detached), by Andrew Reid
(with his ticket at back). Limited to 50 Copies only,

Crawhall title. (#4720)

108. [Crawhall, Joseph]
I Know What I Know.
London: Field & Tuer;
The Leadenhall Press,
1883.
First
edition.
Quarto. Original color
pictorial (hand-colored)
light brown wrappers.
28pp. Illustrated with
hand-colored
woodcut
illustrations throughout
by Joseph Craw-hall.
Some slight chipping,
very good. A scarce
$325.00

109. [Crawhall, Joseph] John & Joan. London: Field
& Tuer; The Leadenhall Press, 1883. First edition.
Quarto. Gray illustrated wrappers, 18pp. Illustrated
throughout with hand-colored woodcuts by Joseph
Crawhall. Front wrapper nearly detached, very good.
Scarce. (#4732)
$250.00
110. [Crawhall, Joseph] Old Aunt Elspa’s ABC.
London: Field & Tuer; The Leadenhall Press, 1884. First
edition. Original oblong pictorial paper wrappers with
cover woods, rear large hand-colored woodcut. 24pp.
Illustrated throughout by Joseph Crawhall, hand-colored
as issued by the press. Some wear to covers, overall very
good. Scarce. (#4731)
$250.00
111. [Cruikshank, George] The Inundation; or, Peace
and Pardon. A Christmas Story. London: Fisher, Son,
& Co., [1847]. First edition. Bound in nice contemporary
full tan polished calf with gilt ruling and four decorative
border elements, raised bands with six panels, one with
morocco label and others with elaborate gilt tooling,
decorative patterned endpapers. Four superb woodengraved plates by George Cruikshank. Corners and
extr. of spine worn, some light marking, very good.
(#4707)
$250.00
112. [Donne, John]
LXXX
sermons
preached by that
learned and reverend
divine...
London:
Printed [by Miles
Flesher] for Richard
Royston, in Ivie-lane,
and Richard Marriot
in S Dunstans Churchyard in Fleet-street,
1640. First edition.
Folio.
Bound
in
contemporary
17th
Century calf, expertly
and tastefully rebacked with matching
style, five raised bands
with detail cross-hatching, red morocco label. The scarce
first edition of the first folio collection of Donne’s
sermons, with the first printing of the prefatory essay of
Izaak Walton’s classic Life of Donne. Engraved
additional architectural title with an oval portrait of
Donne at its center (second state), woodcut head- and
tailpieces and decorative initials, lacking initial and final
blanks, Aa5 outer margin torn with loss of a few printed
side-notes, some water-staining, last few index ff.
stained, occasional spotting, lightly browned. Very
scarce thus. (#4673)
$2,750.00

113. [Donne, John] Paradoxes, Problemes, Essayes,
Characters... To which is Added a Book of
Epigrams... London: Printed by T:N: for Humphrey
Moseley at the Prince’s Armes, 1652. Thick 12mo. Full
brown sheepskin, likely 18th Century. 224pp. Three
parts in one volume, first and third titles within woodcut
typographical border, woodcut initials and decorations,
text within ruled border. Some chipping and fraying at
margins, worm hole running through margin of third
part. ‘The printer to the reader’ from another edition
inserted after title of second part. Published
posthumously, Donne’s Paradoxes were mostly written
pre-1600. Here are also added the spurious Epigrams
(possibly composed by the editor Jasper Mayne), as well
as Ignatius and the Essayes (the last rarely found as a
separate volume). Scarce. (#4671)
$1,850.00

114. [Douglas, Lord Alfred (ed.).] Wilde, Johnson,
Beerbohm, etc. The Spirit Lamp; An Aesthetic,
Literary and Critical Magazine. Oxford: James
Thornton, 1893. First edition. Two volumes. Original
dark gray wrappers with black lettering on cover
consisting of title and contents. Vol. IV, No. I and No.
II. A kind of set, often seen paired together, these two
numbers packed with important authors and original
articles by Oscar Wilde, Lionel Johnson, H. M.
Beerbohm, Pierre Louys, J.A. Symonds, Alfred Douglas,
Gleeson White, etc. Wilde's "The Disciple," appears for
the first time in No. II. 1-48pp; 49-100pp. Side and
bottom edges uncut. A superb, near fine set, rarely seen
thus with spine paper still intact. (#2453)
$1,500.00

115. [Edwards, Mary Ellen- Rarity] Pictorial Rhymes
and Verses. London: SPCK, [1906]. First edition.
Original light green paper covered boards with red
stamped border design and lettering on cover. Handcolored and artfully illustrated on nearly every page by
Edwards with interpretive scenes and activities of
children at play in a style reminiscent of Walter Crane
illustrations on nearly every page, several of which with
attractive A & C border designs. Some edge wear and
rubbing to covers, pages lightly browned. “Mary Ellen
Edwards ( 9 November 1838 – 22 December 1934), also
known as MEE, was an English artist who contributed to
many Victorian newspapers and journals, as well being a
prolific illustrator of children’s books. ... Outside of her
nearly-annual submissions to the Royal Academy, she
exhibited four works at
the Royal Society of
British Artists, one work
at the Royal Scottish
Academy, eight works at
the
Royal
Glasgow
Institute, two works at the
British Institution, and
nine works at the Society
of Women Artists. She
contributed to exhibits at
the Dudley Gallery in
both watercolor and in
black and white while her work was also exhibited in

galleries in France.” According to WorldCat, only a
single holding within the United States. No copies
located on the internet. (#4770)
$650.00

116. [Elston Press Rarity] Morris, William. Sir
Galahad, A Christmas Mystery. New Rochelle: Elston
Press, 1902. First edition thus. Large quarto. Original
publisher’s Holland backed gray paper boards printed
label on spine. Only 180 copies printed on handmade
paper, fully designed and illustrated by Helen M.
O’Kane, including a superb two-color double-spread
title page with large Kelmscott-style border designs,
initials, etc., two gorgeous full-page woodcut
illustrations, and initials throughout in orange-red.
Printed by O’Kane’s husband, Clarke Conwell. William
Morris’s first published poem in book form (originally
published in 1859), an allegory about faith and doubt.
The typesetting of this book received criticism as being
too ostentatious, but now the book is appreciated for its
graphic and strikingly bold presentation. A perfectly fine
copy with no signs of use. A scarce and desirable Elston
Press item. With the bookplate of Lee Lawrence Stopple,
note collector on front pastedown. (#4648)
$1,250.00
117. [Elston PressRarity,
Extra
Fine
Condition]
Longus.
Daphnis and Chloe.
New
Rochelle:
The
Elston Press, 1904. First
edition. 4to. Original
publishers stiff vellum
with yapp edges, gilt title
on spine, original olive
green
Kelmscott-style
silk green ties (fully intact). Only 160 Copies
Printed. An extraordinarily fine copy, with no

continuedvellum warping, immaculate with absolutely no signs of
wear. Apart from the scarcity of this Elston Press title
(we locate only one other for sale in the marketplace),
this copy may be the finest available in recent memory.
A wonderfully printed book on very fine handmade
paper, with four superb woodcut illustrations by Helen
M. O’Kane, the founder’s wife (Clarke Conwell).
Printed in red and black, with red decorative initials
throughout. With the original publisher’s card laid in
(printed in red) advising for the proper care of the
vellum, that it should be “kept firmly but lightly closed.
The moderate pressure in the shelves of adjacent books
of the same size is sufficient.” With the bookplate of
Frank Cutter Deering, noted tycoon and rare book
collector. A must have for any fine press collector, to say
nothing of Elston Press aficionados. (#4255) $1,750.00

118. [Eragny Press- Association Copy: Inscribed to
Laurence Hodson from Philip Hagreen] Verhaeren,
Emile. Les Petits Vieux. London: Hacon and Ricketts,
Eragny Press, 1901. First edition thus. Oblong 8vo.
Original superb color pictorial patterned paper covered
boards, gilt lettering on spine. A delightful Association
Copy, inscribed by Laurence W. Hodson (1864-1933),
art collector and patron of William Morris and other
leading artists of the Arts and Crafts movement to Philip
Hagreen, (1890-1977), wood-engraver, associate of Eric
Gill and member of his community at Ditchling, on front
free fly, and dated June, 1918. One of 230 copies, 200
for sale. Printed in red and black, superb wood-engraved
frontispiece printed in colours and large decorative
initials in red, all designed by Lucien Pissarro and
engraved by him and Esther Pissarro. A wonderful
association, Hodson, whose house was refurbished
internally by Morris
& Co., in 1896, and
he supported the
Guild of Handicraft
and C.R. Ashbee in
his founding of the
Essex House Press,
using the Kelmscott
presses which he
had purchased following
Morris’s
death. Hodson’s

famed personal rare book library included complete
collections of the Kelmscott Press and the Vale Press,
with many on vellum and several of the latter in bindings
designed by Charles Ricketts, plus items from the
Doves, Eragny, Essex House and other presses. One of
the scarcer works issued by the press. Fine. No copies
found on internet at time of writing. (#4687) $2,250.00

119. [Eragny Press- Frederick Evans’ Copy, with
ALS to Lucien Pissarro from Herbert Horne]
Perrault, Charles. Deux Contes de Ma Mere Loye, La
Belle au Bois Dormant & Le Petit Chaperon Rouge.
London: Hacon & Ricketts, The Eragny Press, 1899.
Original light blue decorated paper covered boards, gilt
lettering on cover , gilt vignettes on spine. One of 224
copies. Frederick H. Evans’ Copy (1853-1943),
photographer, mostly of architectural subjects and
particularly known for his studies of English and French
cathedrals, perfecting the platinotype method of
photography, with his decorative bookplate on front
pastedown. As well, with A.L.S. to Lucien Pissarro from

continuedHerbert P.Horne, loosely
inserted, on Horne’s printed
‘14,
Cheyne
Walk’
stationary: “29 Sept, ‘96,
Dear Pissarro, I cannot I
cannot remember the name
of the French form who
supplied the paper for the
Hobby Horse. The Chiswick
Press have it. It is
somewhere in the Latin
Quarter in Paris. I may send
on your letter to me. With
Kind Regards, Sincerely Yrs., Herbert P. Horne.”
Herbert P.Horne (1864-1916) was a poet, architect,
typographer and designer, art historian and antiquarian
who edited the magazines The Century Guild Hobby
Horse and The Hobby Horse for the Century Guild of
Artists. This letter from Horne to Pissarro is in reply to
an inquiry by Pissarro as to where the paper for The
Hobby Horse was made. One of 224 copies, woodengraved double-page frontispiece, borders and initials
designed by Lucien Pissarro and engraved by him and
Esther Pissarro, the frontispiece printed in gray and gold,
original floral patterned-paper boards, uncut, very
slightly browned, 8vo, Eragny Press, 1899. A wonderful,
partially unopened and fine copy of an attractively
illustrated Eragny Press title. (#4686)
$1,750.00

120. [Essex House Press- Printed on Real Vellum]
Keats, John. Eve of St. Agnes. London: Essex House
Press, 1900. First edition thus. Original vellum with
embossed design and lettering on cover. Printed on real
vellum, every page. Hand-colored
frontispiece (Reginald Savage),
initial letters and flourishes
throughout, as well as colophon.
#23 of only 125 copies. Very
scarce.
Three-line
modern
inscription on prelim in pen. The
only copy located on the internet
at the time of writing. Near fine.
(#4703)
$1,850.00

121. [Exupery, Antoine de Saint] Antoine de SaintExupery The Little Prince. New York: Reynal &
Hitchcock, 1943. First edition. Original cream buckram
cloth with cover vignette and lettering stamped in
brown, brown lettering on spine. Written and illustrated
by Exupery, the book stands as a landmark in creative
and illusory story-telling, and, as the presentation
inscription in the book implies, not just a children’s
book. Written in green ink on front fly, “To Jim, A
Merry Christmas. Do not think this is for children aloneit is for all people. Joanne.” Some minor and unobtrusive
spotting to cover, a tight and very good or better copy.
(#4576)
$425.00

122. [Fildes, Sir Luke- Fine Pre-Raphaelite Style
Watercolor Painting] “Sophia.” Offered here is a
superb Pre-Raphaelite style watercolor painting by Sir
Luke Fildes (1842 1927), and dated 1875, entitled
“Sophia,” (not on painting, but per an earlier auction
description). Watercolor, heightened with white, signed
and dated by the artist, lower left, with his monogram
“L. F.”, 1875.” 15 x 10 inches on watercolor paper
mounted onto a slightly larger card backing Fine
condition. A wonderful Pre-Raphaelite style painting
with superb detail and coloration by this important artist,
known especially for his compositions and fine
interpretation of dress, especially lace. He is widely
regarded as one of the leaders of the Neo-Venetian
School. Fildes was recommended by pre-Raphaelite
founder John Everett Millais to Charles Dickens, who
hired the artist after a 15-minute interview. Fildes’
drawing in “The Graphic,” just after Dickens’ death, of
an empty chair in his study, found wide acclaim and
inspired Van Gogh’s painting, “The Yellow Chair.”
(#3082)
$4,500.00

Item 123

Item 123

123. [Fore-Edge Painting- Martin Frost] Dickens, Charles. Dombey and Son. London: Chapman & Hall, 1903.
Bound in modern fine green goatskin, gilt spine with bands, 23ct gilt edges, marbled endpapers. Fully illustrated by
George Cruikshank, 705pp. A very fine Very good composite vanishing fore edge painting after the illustrations by
Cruikshank by Martin Frost. Monogrammed by Frost, with his authenticity ticket tipped in. Fine. (#4759)
$1,250.00
124. [Fore-Edge Painting- Martin Frost] Hutchinson, Horace G. Golf; The Badminton Library. London:
Longmans, 1892. Third edition. Bound in early three-quarter royal blue calf, gilt spine with bands, later marbled
boards and endpapers, all edges in 23ct gold. Excellent fore edge painting by Martin Frost of a Victorian golfing group
picnicking, monogrammed by Martin Frost with his authenticity ticket tipped in. xiv, 469pp, 190x130mm. Illustrations
by Hodge, Furnace. Very clean text, some rubbing to the leather otherwise near fine. (#4764)
$1,500.00

Item 125

Item 126

125. [Fore-Edge Painting- Martin Frost] Dickens, Charles. Martin Chuzzlewit and Barnaby Rudge. London:
Chapman and Hall, ca. 1880. Large, thick 8vo. Bound in modern three-quarter dark brown goatskin, bold gilt lettering
to spine, all edges in 23ct gold. The first Household edition, bound together. A superb fore edge painting by Martin
Frost featuring a portrait of the young Dickens with illustrations from each of the titles, monogrammed by Martin Frost
with his authenticity ticket tipped in. Fine. (#4760)
$1,500.00
126. [Fore-Edge Painting- Martin Frost] Scott, Sir Walter. Scott’s Miscellaneous Poems. Edinburgh: Archibald
Constable and Co., 1820. First edition. Superb early 19th Century binding, in original full straight grained full leather.
All edges gilt, and a superior example of a Georgian extra gilt binding. An exquisite fore edge painting by Martin Frost
featuring a painting of Scott’s portrait, flanked by views of Melrose Abbey, his home Abbotsbury and all set into a
frame with Scottish thistle motifs. Monogrammed by Frost with his authenticity ticket tipped in. Minor scuffs and
speckling, a very good tight copy. (#4763)
$1,850.00

Item 127

Item 128

127. [Fore-Edge Painting]- Martin Frost] Browning, Elizabeth Barrett. Poems of E. B. Browning. London: Frowde,
1904. Original art nouveau vellum spine and corners, recent cloth boards and gilt page edges, 667pp, 190x130mm.
Portrait frontispiece. Composite fore-edge painting featuring a portrait of the poet EBB, flanked by views of Florence.
Monogrammed by Frost with his authenticity ticket tipped in. Slight browning to vellum otherwise very good
condition.(#4762)
$1,250.00

128. [Fore-Edge Painting- Martin Frost] Shakespeare,
William. Works of Shakespeare. London: Frowde,
1904. Bound in original gold tooled art nouveau vellum
spine, recent cloth boards and gilt page edges. The
Oxford series edited by Craig. 1264pp, 200x130mm.
portrait frontispiece. Attractive fore edge painting by
Martin Frost featuring Shakespeare’s portrait, flanked by
the Globe theater and Anne Cathaway’s cottage.
Monogrammed by Frost with his authenticity ticket
tipped in. Near fine. (#4761)
$1,250.00
129.
[Forman
PiracyPresentation Copy] Morris,
William. The Pilgrims of
Hope. London: The Commonweal, 1886 [but c. 1897]. First
edition thus. Attractive full
brown morocco binding with
gilt lettering on cover and spine,
large dentelles with gilt ruling,
signed on rear dentelle, “EH
1915.” Presentation Copy of a
Forman piracy, from Harry
Buxton Foreman to Robert
Alfred Potts, bibliophile and
editor, on front free fly. A rare
copy of this pirated collection of poems (in his preface
Foreman talks of a ‘dozen or two copies’), which had
originally appeared in The Commonweal. The
background of the printer’s circumventing of permission
from Morris is outlined by Barker and Collins in their
The Two Forgers: A Biography of Harry Buxton Forman
and Thomas James Wise. This copy is presented to the
wealthy bibliophile Potts, who was part of the inner
circle of Forman and
Wise, and provided
them with a ready
audience and a degree
of respectability for
their output. Original
printed wrappers bound in. Fine. Most scarce. (#4684)
$1,850.00
130.
[FroebelPaper
Cutting] Froebel. Paper
Cutting. [Froebel Gift
Number
13,
Sample
Portfolio]. Thick, large
quarto. 9 x 9 x 2.5 inches.
Black pebbled cloth covers
with cover lettering printing
in
bold
gilt,
“Paper
Cutting.” An extremely
scarce
and
fascinating
portfolio of paper cutting

designs and examples, based on the Froebel system for
kindergarten education. 41 leaves of thick paper boards
bound in accordion fashion with gray linen hinges.
Includes 39 samples of color paper cutting, weaving,
landscapes and ornamental designs tipped-in, with one
double-page, some engineered with mechanical stylized
grandfather clocks, pendulums, etc. Black ties at foreedges. There is a Kindergarten Annex greeting and invite
tipped-in dated 1915, which nicely gives approximation
for date of this item. This is a sample book, made as
coursework by a young Edwardian teacher to show her
mastery of Gift No. 13 in Froebelian Kindergarten
instruction. Froebel (1782-1852) coined the word,
“kindergarten,” and developed programmatic designs
and techniques to expand creativity in 4-5 year olds
utilizing colors, shapes patterns etc., which he referred to
as “Froebel Gifts.” The Gift #13 consisted of colored
papers to be folded and cut and mounted. The present
example includes not only simple patterns, but also Arts
& Crafts style ornamental design pieces, as well cutout
board figures and many loose sample papers fro the
original kit which have not yet been mounted (supplied
in plastic bag). A wonderful survival, all items including
binding in very good condition. (#4650)
$1,750.00

131. [Greenaway Kate] Greenaway’s Birthday Book.
London: George Routledge & Sons, [1880]. First
edition. In comparatively scarce red flexible red
morocco binding with gilt lettering on cover. Illustrated
throughout by Greenaway, engraved by Edmund Evans.
Extremities of spine worn, corners rubbed, cellophane
tape remnants to both hinges. (#4609) $225.00

132. [Greenaway, Kate] Complete Set of 14 Almanacks in Contemporary 19th Century Gilt Cloth Folding Box,
Five in Original Printed Wrappers, Three in Deluxe Publisher’s Bindings. London: George Routledge & Sons,
1883-1895 & 1897. First editions. Offered here is a wonderful, complete collection of Kate Greenaway’s famed
Almanacks, all fourteen, in a contemporary felt-lined, red morocco case (over boards), with superb gilt floral designs
and lettering on front cover and brass fastening device, and with thick silk ribbons attached at the bottom which allows
easy access to the contents. The set includes five almanacks in their original printed dust wrappers (also acting as
mailing wrappers), as well as three in the publisher’s deluxe gilt bindings. A wonderfully preserved set, with most in
very fine condition, a few with very slight wear. Wrappers remarkably in nice condition with a few having slight loss
to paper, one even has the mailing flap sealed, and the wrapper has been opened at the fore-edges. Very scarce and
desirable Kate Greenaway complete Almanack set in a very rare contemporary leather box. (#4635)
$4,250.00
133. [Greenaway, Kate] Taylor,
Jane and Ann. Little Ann and
Other Poems. London: George
Routledge & Sons, [1883]. First
edition. Original glazed color
pictorial boards, green cloth spine
(and corners) as issued. Color
frontispiece and illustrations
throughout
by
Greenaway.
Covers marked and soiled, lacks
front free endpaper. (#4621)
$150.00
134. [Greenaway, Kate] Harte,
Brett & Kate Greenaway. The
Queen of Pirate Isle. London:
Chatto & Windus, [1886]. First
edition. Original color pictorial
beige cloth. 27 color illustrations
plus frontispiece by Kate
Greenaway. Covers fairly evenly
aged, some wear to corners.
Hinges entirely in tact, near fine
internally. (#4620)
$275.00

135.
[Greenaway,
Kate]
Cresswell, Beatrice, and Kate
Greenaway.
The
Royal
Progress of King Pepito.
London: SPCK, [1889]. First
edition. Original color pictorial
covered boards. Illustrated in
color with 12 full-page
illustrations by Kate Greenaway.. Some loss to fragile
spine, wear to edges, as usual.
Near fine internally. (#4619) $175.00
136. [Harte, Bret] East and West Poems. Boston:
James R. Osgood and Company, 1871. First edition.
Original green beveled cloth, with gilt border around
central lettering on cover, gilt spine, original dark brown
chalk endpapers. 171pp. Very crisp, tight, near fine
copy.(#4578)
$150.00

Item 137

Item 138

Item 139

Item 140

137. [Hazlitt, William] Lectures Chiefly on the Dramatic Literature of the Age of Elizabeth. London: Stodart and
Steuart, 1820. First edition. Contemporary full polished calf with gilt borders on both covers and spine, gilt dentelles.
An attractive binding, some foxing to prelims, very good and tight copy. (#4757)
$350.00
138. [Hazlitt, William] Lectures on the English Comic Writers. London: Taylor and Hessey, 1819. First edition.
Original blue paper covered boards, original printed label on spine. 343pp, with 4pp. publisher’s ad at end. Corners
chipped, some wear to covers, small tear with small paper loss front fly. A very good copy, extremely clean and tight
internally. (#4756)
$350.00
139. [Hazlitt, William] Lectures on The English Poets. London: Taylor and Hessey, 1818. First edition. Attractive
19th Century half green crushed morocco over green cloth boards, elaborate gilt stamped spines. A near fine set. A
difficult Hazlitt title to find in this nice condition. (#4758)
$375.00
140. [Hazlitt, William] The Eloquence of The British Senate; Being A Selection of the Best Speeches... London: J.
Murray, 1808. First edition. 2 volumes. Original or contemporary gray paper boards, brown paper spines with
contemporary paper labels bearing early handwritten lettering on both volumes. 525pp. 591pp. An early work in the
publishing oeuvre of Hazlitt (1778-1830), considered one of the greatest critics and essayists in the history of the
English language. Covers worn at edges, soiling, chipping, foxing internally, but a nice tight copy of a very scarce and
early Hazlitt title, with no copies found at time of writing. (#4755)
$550.00
141. Hunt, William Holman [Autograph Letters]. [Hunt, William Holman]
Four Autograph Letters by William Holman Hunt. 1859-1874: Tor Villa
and Wilton Street, Campden Hill. Offered here is a nice group of four
autograph letters signed by William Holman Hunt, founding member of the
Pre-Raphaelite Brotherhood along with Dante Gabriel Rossetti and J. E.
Millais. A total of 8 pages, two to his fellow painter and associate Alfred
William Hunt and his wife; one to the widely known art dealer, Ernest
Gambart and a fourth to an unnamed gentleman. The letters to Alfred Hunt
are warm and chatty, accepting their offer of a studio (“I have been suffering
a great deal of annoyance from having to go all the way to West End near
Highgate to my work- of late the difficulty has been increased by annoyance
that I suffer when there...) and thanking Hunt’s wife for her letter

continuedconcerning his second, controversial engagement to his
deceased wife’s sister. The letter to Gambart asks
about “one Rothschild an exhibition agent once as he
represents in your employ, and still in your high
commendation,” asking him to call if in the
neighborhood to discuss the matter. The fourth letter
(“Dear Sir) appears to be to a printer or engraver, “I
ought to have acknowledged the receipt of your kind
note- with the three papers for my selection and the
wood blocks to make my drawings upon...” Hunt goes
on to discuss an interesting commission: “... The poem
of Temujin at once recommends itself to me as offering
some good points for illustration and I will undertake
to do a drawing for it as soon as I get a quiet few hours.
I shall take a peculiar pleasure in this task as the author
[i.e. Thoby Prinsep] is a much esteemed friend of mine
whose assistance I can make sure of to get the best
authority for the appropriate costume.” 8 pages, a few
fox marks, very good or better. Tor Villa and Wilton
Street, Campden Hill, 13 December 1859, 3 June 1864,
24 June 1873 and 20 August 1874, respectively.
(#1248)
$1,850.00

142. [Lawrence, Herbert M.] Original Printed
Color Lithographed Poster for The Century
October Number, 1895. Superb original printed color
lithographed poster by Herbert Myron Lawrence for
the October, 1895 Century Magazine, depicting a
stylized sailboat in blue with a setting sun. Herbert
Lawrence, (1861-1937), who established an art studio
in San Francisco in the 1880’s, and, at the turn of the
century, was known for his innovative frescos and
revolutionary colors in theaters and public libraries.
Sight size17 3/4” x 10 5/8”, Frame 25” x 19 1/4”
Signed with initials “HL” Lower left. Provenance from
the Ainsworth Gallery, Boston. From the property of
the Boston Company, Inc., Asset Management. Very
good condition with wrinkles to paper in upper corners,
in archival frame and mat. (#4396)
$1,500.00

143. [Macdonald, George- First Edition in Original
Cloth] Dealings with the Fairies. London: Alexander
Strahan, 1867. First edition. 12mo. Original green cloth
with ornate gilt stamped design as well as black vine
patterning, spine ornate gilt design. AEG. The first
edition with 4pp. publisher’s adverts at end dated
“December 1866.” Frontispiece and 11 superb plates
by Arthur Hughes, The first of MacDonald’s books
intended chiefly for children, which includes the first
appearance of his story, “The Golden Key,” as well as
MacDonald’s earliest published fairy tale, “Cross
Purposes.” A wonderful copy, rarely seen thus, with
minor corners bumping, light soiling on lower cover,
spine slightly skewed, head and foot of spine lightly
worn, some light foxing and browning. In collector’s
lime green crushed morocco folding case with board
sides, heavy gilt-stamped lettering and decoration on
cover as well spine lettering with small flourish.
(#4322)
$3,250.00
144. [MacDonald, George- Tan Cloth] At the Back
of the North Wind. London: Strahan & Co., 1871.
First edition. Original superbly illustrated (Arthur
Hughes) tan cloth with bold gilt blocking, as well as
black borders, and lettering on cover and spine. First

continuedissue with half-title, and
superb woodcut illustrations
by
Arthur
Hughes
throughout. 13 pp. of advertisements at end. In nice
collector’s folding box. A
very nice copy, all edges gilt,
collector’s folding box,
previous ownership stamp in
ink on front free endpaper
and title page, text block
starting, minor browning and
spotting,
abrasions
to
pastedown endpapers, bumped. Overall as nice a copy as seen for this
groundbreaking MacDonald title. No priority is known
regarding tan versus green cloth. (#4324)
$3,500.00
145.
[MeggendorferMovable Children’s Book]
Zum Zeitvertrieb für
brave
Knaben
&
Mädchen (Sporting Play
for Good Boys and Girls).
Munchen:
Braun
&
Schneider, [1885]. First
edition. Large folio size (13
x 9 1/4 inches). Original
color pictorial paper covered boards, cloth spine.
The scarce and magnificent
first edition of this Lothar
Meggendorfer designed and illustrated masterpiece,
featuring eight superb full-page pulling tab movable
scenes with transforming images such as three women
with spyglass, a butterfly catcher, a clown ordering a
meal with his menu, upon moving, revealing prices,
and a lad clubbing another who is trying to enter a
window to obtain an apple treat. One plate not
functioning properly (but easily restorable); upper
hinge partly splitting; very slight soiling. A near fine
copy, rarely seen thus in the first edition, which is
known to be extremely rare. (#4663)
$3,250.00

146. [Meggendorfer- Movable Children’s Book]
Look at Me! London: H. Grevel & Co., ca. 1892. First
British edition. Oblong folio size (10 x 14 inches).
Original cloth backed, color pictorial paper covered
boards. 8 superb movable scenes, transforming upon
moving pull tabs, by Lothar Meggendorfer. Seven out
of the eight complicated plates are working well, with
one plate severely damaged (and the top sheet
severed), but all parts appear to be present, and can be
repaired. Covers sl. stained, very small portion chipped
upper cover, two plates with some minor defects with
repairs, a few marginal tears, otherwise all plates are
near fine and working great. Wonderful dynamic and
innovative scenes. (#4665)
$1,250.00

147. Meggendorfer, Lothar. [Meggendorfer- Movable
Children’s Book] Drôles de Têtes. Paris: Dambuyant
& Guigrnard, ca. 1900. First French edition. Folio size
(12 1/4 x 8 1/2 inches).
Original cloth-backed color
pictorial paper covered
boards. Six movable pull
tab
illustrations
by
Meggendorfer. None of the
tabs are in working order;
however most of the pieces
are in place and look to be
mendable, with only a few
small
pieces
lacking.
Covers in nice condition.
Scarce, even with faults.
(#4664)
$450.00

148. [Milne, A. A.] Toad of Toad Hall. New York:
Charles Scribner’s Sons, 1929. First American edition.
Original color pictorial paper covered boards with
superb cover illustration of stylized toad and
mushrooms in orange and yellow, orange spine. In
original first state color pictorial dust wrapper with
uncut price, “$1.25 on upper front flap. A review copy,
with original card laid in, “To the Literary Editor, WE
take pleasure in presenting this book for editorial use...
etc.,” From Charles Scribner’s, and written in pen,
“April 1, w/price of $1.25. “The Theater Magazine
Co.” stamp on front fly. Book near fine with corner
and edge wear, wrapper very good with some minor
loss at extremities, but well preserved. Scarce thus.
(#4600)
$475.00
149. [Milne, A.A.] Now We Are Six. London:
Methuen, 1927. First edition. Maroon cloth with gilt
vignettes on both covers, and single gilt ruled border
on front cover. Illustrations by Ernest Shepard
throughout. (#4626)
$225.00
150. [Milne, A.A.] The House at Pooh Corner.
London: Methuen & Co., 1928. First edition. Original
pink gilt cloth. Illustrated by Ernest H. Shepard. A nice
copy with soiling to covers. (#4589)
$225.00
151. [Milton, John] Paradise
Lost. London: John Baskerville,
1858. First edition thus. 4to. 19th
Century polished calf, gilt spine
with maroon gilt label, marbled
endpapers. 416pp. Back cover
neatly detached, front cover
loosened.
Very
good
with
occasional wear and soiling.
(#4659) $325.00

152. [Morris & Co.- Original Wall Furnishing]
Original Wall Covering As the One in Morris’
Kelmscott House Drawing Room: The “Bird”
Pattern of Jacquard-woven Wool, designed by
William Morris for Morris. Offered here is a
wonderful, original large section of Jacquard doublewoven wool “Bird” pattern, designed by William
Morris, and most likely made at the Merton Abbey
Workshop, Great Britain, 1877-1888 (as per VA
Museum). This large swath of fabric, which is doublewoven and backed with linen, measures 82 x 38.5
inches (208 x 98 cm), similar (if not identical) to the
two furnishings of the “Bird” pattern which hung in
Morris’ first-floor Drawing Room at Kelmscott House.

continuedLinda Parry, in her excellent book, “William Morris”
(1996, Wilson) cites the following regarding this
enchanting design by Morris: “In 1877, Morris wrote
to Thomas Wardle, ‘I am studying birds now to see if I
can’t get some of them into my next design.’ This is
the first of a group of designs showing pairs of facing
birds, perched and in flight. Morris’s inspiration for
these patterns came from sixteenth- and seventeenth
century Italian woven silks from Lucca and Sicily seen
in the collections of the South Kensington Museum. In
his lecture ‘Textile Fabrics’ given at the International
Health Exhibition of 1884, he claimed these textiles
provided the perfect balance between ‘the wild fantasy
and luxurious intricacy of the East with the
straightforward storytelling imagination... of medieval
Europe.’” A wonderfully preserved example, with only
very slight age wear, barely noticeable, and one small
inch-side tear in the fabric with some loss of fabric
(easily repaired by expert. What must be considered
one of virtually a very few such examples which more
than probably was purchased soon after production and
hung for decades in a house near London. Indeed, it is
tempting to think that someone closely affiliated to
Morris obtained the item and decorated their study or
living room. Further adding to the intrigue, Parry states
in her book, “William Morris Textiles (V&A, 2013),
that this textile was the first hand-loom jacquard
woven at Queen Square in London, and later at Merton
Abbey. She further states that “in November, 1879,
Edward Burne-Jones ordered a set of bed hangings in
this textile.” (#4420)
$4,500.00
153.
[Morris
&
CompanyLong
Woven Kneeler] Exquisite Detailed and
Colorful
Merton
Abbey Woven Kneeler, ca. 1880’s.
A
wonderful, long and
fine
Morris
and
Company
kneeler
made at the famous
Merton Abbey plant,
ca. 1882-1887, double
woven
in
superb
colors and typical
Morissian pattern reminiscent of the grapevine pattern
seen on the title-page border design on the Kelmscott
Press Chaucer, and may represent an early motif in this
Morris patterning. Certainly, Morris produced many
designs involving grapevines and this may be one
specially chosen for the narrow border design of a
kneeler. This is a very long, thin specimen, measuring
650 x 30 cm (21 1/3 feet long, 11.5 inches wide). The

long thin panel features fine woven craftsmanship,
decorated with a waving grape vine motif in red, green
and salmon pink on a blue ground, unsigned.
Provenance: West Down Preparatory School,
Winchester private collection. Literature: Malcolm
Haslam, Arts and Crafts Carpets, David Black, page 67, this kneeler illustrated. The Abbey was restructured
for textile printing in the early nineteenth century and
was acquired by William Morris in June 1881 as the
new home of Morris & Co.’s workshops. The complex,
on 7 acres, included several buildings and a dyeworks,
and the various buildings were soon adapted for
stained glass making, textile printing, and fabric,
tapestry, as well as carpet-weaving. A remarkably
preserved and rare example of Morrisian Arts & Crafts
design and craftsmanship. (#4753)
$4,250.00
154.

[Morris,

William-Textile] Rare Original
Morris, Marshall, Faulkner &
Co Embroidered Velvet Bell Pull
Circa 1865. Offered here is an
exceedingly rare Morris Marshall
Faulkner & Co embroidered velvet
bell pull dating to circa 1865 (see
below), delicately embroidered in
silk with striking Morrisian
patterning of flowers and foliage in
green, white, brown and white on
an olive green ground, 260 x
10.5cm. This enormously scarce
Arts and Crafts item was most
probably designed by William
Morris or Ford Madox Brown.
Linda Parry, in her excellent book,
“William Morris,” (Wilson, 1996)
describes this bell pull on page
239, Entry M.13: “Designed by
William Morris, or possibly, Ford
Madox
Brown,
c.
1865.
Manufactured by Morris, Marshall,
Faulkner & Co. Brass fastenings
and ring: velvet embroidered with
silks in stem, satin stitches and
couching.”
The
dimensions
provided, match ours. Parry
continues, “An early example of a
practical domestic object purchased
from the firm. The design and
shape resembles an ecclesiastical
stole.” Ford Madox Brown’s
household account book mentions
“two sets of worsted bell ropes”
designed for the firm. Provenance:
Decorative Arts,

continuedPhillips Glasgow, Friday 6th October 1995, page 20 lot
103, part of a collection by or associated with Morris &
Company, formed circa 1918-1940 and originally
purchased from Morris & Co. in Hanover Square,
London. Parry further cites, “Another version of this
object survives and was bought from the Oxford Street
shop in the 1920’s.” Our item is believed to be one of
the examples mentioned by Parry (“two sets of worsted
bell ropes” ). Of utmost rarity; a most desirable early
Morris and Co. embroidered textile and brass bell pull.
Remarkably preserved. (#4416)
$4,250.00

155. [Morris, Jane- Association Copy, Inscribed to
her Sister] Burne-Jones, Edward. The Beginning of
the World: Twenty-Five Pictures by Edward
Burne-Jones. London: Longmans, Green & Co, 1902.
First edition. 4to. Original cloth backed green paper
covered boards with lettering on cover in black.
ASSOCIATION COPY: Inscribed by Jane Morris,
wife of William Morris, to her younger sister,
Elizabeth (Bessie) Burden on front free fly: “Bessie
Burden from her loving sister Jane Morris Xmas,
1902.” Bessie Burden, William Morris’s sister-in-law,
was praised by Philip Webb in 1880 for her skill “in all
types of needlework, from the most simple &
rudimentary to the more particular and complicated.”
She was described by Morris as “a first-rate needlewoman with a complete mastery of the theory &
practice of all kinds of needlework.” A very
uncommon and certainly touching presentation on a
thoroughly attractive large-size book featuring 25
wonderful full and half-page woodcut illustrations by
Edward Burne-Jones. Near fine with minimal sunning,
brown toning to free fly sheets. (#4482)
$2,750.00

156.[Morris, William Association Copy, Inscribed
by Morris to John Barnes. Buxton Forman’s Copy,
with his Bookplate and Long Holograph Note]
Morris, William (transl). The Odyssey of Homer.
London: Reeves & Turner, 1887. First one-volume

edition. Original fine wove dark green cloth, printed
label on spine. A nice association, presented by Morris
to John Barnes , Oct. 1888, on half-title. John Barnes
was an assistant to T. J. Cobden-Sanderson and had
written to Morris on at least one occasion, and CobdenSanderson added a note in a letter to Morris,
“addressed to my assistant John Barnes, to whom
Morris was always most friendly- as was his wont with
most people.” who, according to Buxton Forman’s
note, was “for many years a shopman at 29 New Bond
Street; and when Morris’s books were published there
by Ellis, the poet used to present copies to Barnes &
inscribe them...” As well, Buxton Forman provides a
full page holograph note explaining Barnes: “Note.
John Barnes, to whom this book was presented, was for
many years shopman at 29 New Bond Street; and when
Morris’s books were published there by Ellis, the poet
used to present copies to Barnes & inscribe them. It is
interesting to find that he still ‘remembered’ Barnes
after the change of publishers.” With H. Buxton
Forman’s decorative bookplate on front pastedown.
Very good with weakening of upper joint. A most
pleasing association and provenance together provided
herewith. (#4689)
$2,500.00

157. [Morris, William- Association Copy] Morris,
William. The Story of Sigurd the Volsung and the
Fall of the Niblungs. London: Ellis & White, 1877.
Stated Second Edition. Original dark green fine wove
cloth, printed paper label on spine. ASSOCIATION
COPY: Signed by Morris on the half-title: “To Mr.
George Washington Fournier Howell (1833-1910),
with William Morris’ best wishes, Jan: 1880.” Howell
was a working class politician and agitator who was
secretary of the parliamentary committee of the Trades
Union Congress TUC (1871-1875) 392pp. 4pp.
advertisements at end, half-title and verso of final
advertisement leaf browned. William Morris and
George Howell had similar sympathies and worked
alongside the debates in Parliament ca. 1874-7,
concerning the growing conflict Russia and Turkey,
and Morris met personally with the leaders of the
Labour Representation League, including Howell in
1876. A near fine copy. (#4688)
$1,750.00

158. [Morris, May- Kelmscott Press Presentation
Copy, Inscribed] Morris, William. The Sundering
Flood, Kelmscott Press, Inscribed by May Morris,
“From May Morris, 1907.” Ownership initials
A.C.R. Hammersmith: Kelmscott Press, 1897. First
edition. Original Holland-backed gray paper covered
boards, original paper label on spine. A Presentation
Copy from the author’s daughter, May Morris, noted
artist, designer and active in the affairs of William
Morris, socialism, as well as co-founding the Women’s
Guild of Arts in 1907. Her inscription is on the front
free endpaper: “From May Morris / Lond. 1907.” 310
Copies on paper, printed in Chaucer type in red and
black, first page of text with full woodcut page-border,
numerous partial page borders, 12-line and smaller
initials, printer’s device. Owner’s initials on recto of
first flyleaf reads: “A. C. R.” The book was possibly
presented to Arthur Compton Rickett, biographer of
Theodore Watts-Dunton as well as William Morris.
This Kelmscott title was
the last romance by
William Morris, finished
just prior to the author’s
death and subsequently,
his
daughter,
May
Morris, oversaw the
editing and printing.
Label chipped and with
loss
to
word,
“Sundering.”
Cloth
cracked along joints and
boards a little soiled, all
else very good. (#3961)
$3,250.00
159. Mother Goose’s Melodies. Philadelphia: Porter
& Coates, (ca. 1880). Green pictorial cloth with gilt
lettering and vignette on cover. Rather crudely handcolored woodcut illustrations throughout. VG. (#4625)
$175.00

160. [Movable Children’s Book] In Wonderland. A
Book of Revolving Pictures. London & New York:
Ernest Nister & E. P. Dutton, ca. 1895. First edition.
Square quarto. Original cloth backed color pictorial
glossy paper covered boards, decorative endpapers.
Eight superb circular revolving chromolithographic
plates which transform to make new images by moving
a silk ribbon tab. Contents loose and loosening, some
levers frayed, one severed, otherwise plates in working
order. Binding rubbed, corners showing. Would
respond well to mending. Only copy located on
internet. (#4662)
$650.00

161. [Movable Children’s Book] Vanishing Pictures.
A Novel Picture Book with Dioramic Effects.
London & New York: Ernest Nister & E. P. Dutton, ca.
1895. First edition. Original cloth-backed color
pictorial glossy paper covered boards. Six
chromolithographic plates with movable discs, color
illustrations
throughout.
Contents
loose(ning);
bookplate on upper pastedown; three scenes torn in
lower part (repaired w. cellotape); trifle foxed. Spineends showing wear, cloth over spine worn. Partially

continuedloosened in casing. Each plate consists of two movable
discs (movable by silk ribbon pulling cords) and
show/reveal two scenes. A scarce Nister movable that
would mend well with attention. (#4661)
$875.00

162. [Parrish, Maxfield- Unrecorded Scarce Mask
and Wig Club Program] 1889-1898, Decennial
Anniversary of the Mask and Wic Club, University
of Pennsylvania. Philadelphia: Press of Avil Printing
Company, 1898. First edition. Striking and unrecorded
theater program with special anniversary cover art by
Maxfield Parrish, issued for the tenth anniversary
production of the Mask and Wig Club, with specially
commissioned cover art by Maxfield Parrish (1870–
1966). Original glossy color pictorial wrappers with
original multicolored silk ribbon ties at spine. 16pp.
Cover in color by Maxfield Parrish depicting the
commedia dell’arte character Pierrota, a seated clown
(on floor) with hands on hip with lit birthday cake
between legs, tinted ad on back. The theatrical and
dramatic club, at the University of Pennsylvania, is the
oldest all-male collegiate musical comedy troupe in the
United States. The Mask and Wig’s tenth anniversary
production was the two-act play The House that Jack
Built by club president, Clayton Fotterall McMichael.

The play was preceded by a one-scene sketch by First
Vice President Albert Bartram Kelley entitled The
Investigating Committee. Parrish’s work for the club,
executing caricatures and creating program covers,
were some of his earliest professional commissions.
Extremely Rare; unrecorded in OCLC and in strikingly
fine condition. (#4699)
$1,250.00

163. [Parrish, Maxfield] Bookplate: “From the
Book-shelf of Theodore Weicker.” Ca. 1920. The
very rare bookplate of Theodore Weicker, noted
collector, appears in the famed “Knave of Hearts by
Maxfield Parrish,” 1925. Mounted on acid-free folding
card frame. The Yale Library has the original material
relating to the making of the bookplate, including the
lettering. Fine condition. Scarce. (#4735)
$750.00
164. Duyckinck, Evert A. Portrait Gallery- Alonzo
Chappel] National Portrait Gallery of Eminent
Americans: Including Orators, Statesmen, Naval
and Military Heroes, Jurists, Authors, Etc. . First
edition. In two volumes, large quartos. In two volumes,
(616 & 598pp), AEG. Bound in publisher’s full brown
morocco heavy blind-stamped and stamped designs in
darker brown, gilt designs and lettering on both covers,
spine gilt. Central additional engraved titles, packed
with portraits from original full length paintings by
Alonzo Chapell of presidents, authors, military heroes,
etc. with biographical and historical narratives by the
author. 72 full-page engravings in volume one and 86
full-page engravings in volume two. Interesting

continuedand nearly exhaustive treatment of many American
mid-19th Century authors and authors, such as George
Peabody, Joel Barlow, Peter Cooper, Elisha Kane,
William Prescott, and Roger Taney, to name just a few.
with small tear, Fragile covers (owing to weight)
rubbed, and front cover of volume 1 detached. Quite
well-preserved internally. (#4750)
$650.00

Pre-Raphaelite Scarce Ephemera, including
rare first appearances of pamphlets, auction
catalogs following deaths of Rossetti, BurneJones, etc, signed copies by Rossetti family
members, and a few scarce books—many of
which with direct provenance from the
William Fredeman Collection, foremost PreRaphaelite scholar and collector of our time.

165. [Boyd, Alice- Her Copy, Inscribed "Private
View"] Hunt, W. Holman. The Triumph of the
Innocents. London: Privately Printed at Richard, Clay
& Sons [for the Fine Art Society], 1885. First printing.
4to. Original gray printed wrappers with cover vignette
design at top. Alice Boyd's copy, artist & PreRaphaelite socialite, companion of William Bell Scott,
with her inscription at top of cover wrapper: "Alice
Boyd, Private View. 28 Febry., 1885." 16pp. with
commentary by Holman Hunt. Laid in are two
Subscription forms containing lengthy two-page
commentary by Hunt. A fine copy of an extremely
scarce monograph, and one owned by Boyd who
evidently attended a private viewing. From the William
Fredeman Collection. (#4127)
$1,250.00

166.
[Brown,
Ford
Madox- Rare Catalogue
of the Sale of His Estate]
Brown, Ford Madox.
"Valuable
Contents"
from the Estate of Ford
Madox Brown. London:
T. G. Wharton, Auctioneer, May 29-31, 1894.
4to. Original printed (redbrown) beige wrappers.
28 pages of auction
descriptions, prices and photos of paintings. Heavily
annotated with auction marginalia by an unknown
hand, but likely a member of the Rossetti household, as
this passed down through Helen Angeli Rossetti,
daughter of William Michael Rossetti. Housed in
modern cardboard folders. Very scarce. From the
William Fredeman Collection, housed in Fredeman's
custom card folders with green cloth spine. (#4095)
$450.00
167.
[Brown,
Ford
Madox- Stunning Copy]
Hueffer, Ford M. Ford
Madox Brown. A Record
of His Life and Work.
London: Longmans, Green
and Co., 1896. First
edition. Thick quarto.
Bound in smooth beige
cloth with exquisite fullsize Arts and Crafts
decorated
binding
by
William
Harrison
Cowlishaw (1870-1957),
double fillet gilt rule cover, spine boldly gilt lettering.
Cowlishaw was an architect and calligrapher, and this
is one of only three covers in which he designed.
459pp. Title page in red and black. A superbly wrought
book, with many whole-page plates in sepia, and in the
text. A wonderful biography of one of the most
celebrated Pre-Raphaelite painters. Apart from an
unobtrusive bleeding of the red dye on a portion of the
cover, a thoroughly fine copy. Rarely seen thus, owing
to its thickness. (#4057)
$550.00
168. [Brown, Ford Madox- Helen Rossetti's Copy,
Signed] The Exhibition of Work, and other
Paintings, by Ford Madox Brown, at the Gallery,
1865, The Painter's Niece's Copy, Helen M. Madox
Rossetti, Signed. London: M'Corquodale & Co., 1865.
First edition. Original light brown wrappers, with
lettering on both covers in red. 32pp. Extremely scarce
Exhibition Catalogue of many of FMB's fine paintings,

continuedwith very extensive notes by the
Exhibitors. Brown's niece's
copy, Helen M. Madox Rossetti,
daughter of William Michael
Rossetti, and signed by her on
title-page. From the William
Fredeman Collection. (#4126)
$650.00
169. [Burne-Jones, EdwardScarce
Complete
Auction
Catalogue] Catalogue of the
Remaining Works of that
Eminent Painter, Sir Edward
Burne-Jones... London: Christie,
Manson & Woods, July 16 & 18,
1898. Original printed wrappers.
20pp. containing over 200
separate
paintings,
designs,
studies, etc. by Burne-Jones, each
with dimensions and descriptions.
An amazing survival, complete
and wrappers, inside, completely in tact. Housed in
cloth-backed folders. Near fine. Scarce. From the
William Fredeman Collection, housed in Fredeman's
custom card folders with green cloth spine. (#4061)
$550.00
170.
[Hunt,
William
Holman] Handbook to the
Exhibition... W. Holman
Hunt. Manchester: Taylor,
Garnett, Evans & Co , 1906.
First edition. 12mo. Gray
printed wrappers. 43pp. Seven
full-page photographs of
paintings by Holman Hunt.
Fine. From William Fredeman
Collection. (#2219) $225.00
171. [Hunt, William Holman]
May
Morning,
Magdalen
tower,
Oxford.
London:
Gainsborough Gallery, ca 1900.
First edition. Printed wrappers.
8pp. A treatise on the paintings
exhibited as well as an order
form for "Mr. Holman Hunt's
Picture (reproduced at the
following
prices...)
which
appears on rear cover. Near fine.
From the William Fredeman
Collection, inscribed by Fredeman on front cover.
(#2223)
$275.00

172.
[Hunt,
William
Holman] The Art of
William Holman Hunt;
Catalogue of the Collective
Exhibition in the Walker
Art Gallery. Liverpool:
Walker Art Gallery, 1907.
Original
beige
printed
wrappers in red and black.
Second Printing. 52 pages
with extensive commentary
and photos of paintings, over
100 entries. Index. Corners
chipped, very good. Scarce. From the William
Fredeman Collection, signed by Fredeman in pencil on
front fly. (#2439)
$275.00
173. [Millais, John Everett]
Ancient and Modern Pictures
and Remaining Works of the
Late Sir John Everett Millais.
London: Christie, Manson &
Woods, 1897. Printed beige
wrappers. 14pp. Annotated in
pencil. "Highly
important
paintings,' the sale included
137 lots, including work by
Edward Burne-Jones, and Lord
Leighton. Very good. From
William Fredeman Collection.
(#2215)
$325.00

174. [Morris, William- Large Paper] Pre-Raphaelite
Ballads- Large Paper Copy. New York: A. Wessels,
1900. First edition. Original Japanese Vellum full
covers with gilt lettering on cover and spine. The Large
Paper Copy, Limited to 250 Numbered Copies (#94)
on Imperial Japanese vellum. Printed in red and black,
with full-page decorations and initials every page by H.
M. O'Kane. An extremely fine copy, unopened. Rare
thus. (#4194)
$550.00

175. [Palgrave, Francis
Turner- Scarce, True
First Issue] Original
Hymns.
London:
Macmillan & Co., 1867.
First edition. Original
printed blue decorated
wrappers, title page with
bold red border designs,
borders every page. In a
later
envelope
with
holograph
notation
denoting and date, presumably by Helen Rossetti (as
per other items in same collection). 26pp. Fragile paper
spine rubbed with some loss, corners rubbed, otherwise
a very good copy of an exceedingly scarce booklet,
almost never found in original wrappers. No copies
found, of this first edition, which collates as per
Colbeck (#18), with printed date (1867) on title-page.
No other copies in marketplace. From William
Fredeman Collection. (#1288)
$650.00
176. [Paton, J. Noel] Poems by a Painter. Edinburgh
and London: William Blackwood and Sons, 1861. First
edition. Original fine ribbed white cloth with gilt
decorative design of palette and xylophone, gilt ruled
borders on front cover, gilt spine. Beveled boards,
violet endpapers. In the Pre-Raphaelite circle, Paton
only produced two volumes of verse and this one is his
finest, 'evincing the concern with reciprocal effects of
poetry and art that so marked a degree and
characteristic of Pre-Raphaelitism" (Fredeman).
Slightly soiled and brown toning to cover and spine,
else very good copy. (#940)
$375.00
177. [Polidori, Francesco
Rarity- Only 30 Copies
Printed, Helen Rossetti's
Copy] Il Cantico dei
Cantici Di Salomone.
Londra: Presso G. Polidori,
1852. First edition. Original
drab wrappers (two parts,
unattached). Very scarce
Francesco Polidori title, the
poet and great uncle of
Dante Gabriel Rossetti, and printed by Rossetti's
nephew Gaetano Polidori (grandfather of Dante
Gabriel Rossetti, who published Dante and Christina's
first books in the former decade). With Helen Angeli
Rossetti's initials and in an envelope with holograph
writing likely by Helen Rossetti. Together with, one
page, "Mr. Polidori's Works," which lists ten titles and
pricing on a different page size. Most scarce. From the
William Fredeman Collection. (#4024)
$525.00

178. [Pre-Raphaelitism] Eulenberg, Herbert. [PreRaphaelitism] Die Pra-Raphaeliten. Dusseldorf: P.
Clasen, n.d. ca. 1900. 12mo. Cream printed wrappers
with superb Art Nouveau cover design, also appearing
on title page and a double spread frontispiece which
appears on verso of cover. Printed on thin acidic paper.
48pp. Four photographic illustrations (on two pages) of
paintings by Rossetti and Burne-Jones, on coated
paper. Scarce German Pre-Raphaelite publication.
Very good. (#2442)
$325.00
179. [Rossetti FamilyMary Rossetti's Copy]
Ciampoli, Domenico.
La Famiglia Rossetti.
Roma: Tipografia Innocenzo Artero, 1911.
First edition. 8vo. Original printed wrap-pers. 21pp.
Photographic frontispiece of Gabriele Rossetti, headpiece vignette woodcut. A record of the Rossetti family
(written in Italian). Mary Rossetti's Copy (daughter of
William Michael Rossetti), with her signature on front
cover ("Mary E. Madox Rossetti"). Near fine. From the
William Fredeman Collection. (#2460)
$350.00

180. [Rossetti, Christina] Fifty Songs of Love. A
Collection of Favorite Love Poems. New York:
Dodge Publishing Company, 1897. First edition.
Original green cloth with superb bold gilt patterned
covers and spine. With two poems by Christina

continuedRossetti: "If now you saw me you would say," (The
Convent threshold") on p.21; and "Dear Lord, let me
recount to Thee," ("It is Finished"), p. 56-57. CGR's
name precedes each poem, in place of title. Maura
Ives, B129. Fine in scarce brown pictorial wrapper
with same design impressed. No copies located on
marketplace at time of writing. (#4033)
$325.00
181.
[Rossetti,
Dante
Gabriel and John Linnell]
Rossetti, Dante Gabriel and
John Linnell. Exhibition of
Works by The Old Masters
and by Deceased Masters
of the British School...
John Linnell and Dante
Gabriel Rossetti. Winter
Exhibition. London: Wm.
Clowes and Sons, 1883. First
edition. Original light green
printed paper wrappers. 80pp. Very scarce exhibition
featuring 100 descriptions of painting by Dante Gabriel
Rossetti, most with detailed descriptions of the
paintings. This exhibition the largest to appear of the
paintings of Rossetti since his death only a year
predating this opening. Front wrapper detached and
worn, soiling. Very good. From the William Fredeman
Collection, housed in Fredeman's custom card folders
with green cloth spine. (#4779)
$550.00
182. [Rossetti, Dante GabrielExtremely Scarce Pamphlet]
Gurney, Rev. Alfred. Dream of
Fair Women. A Study of Some
Pictures by Dante Gabriel
Rossetti. London: Kegan Paul,
Trench, & Co., Spottiswoode &
Co. Printers, 1883. First edition.
Original paper wraps, housed in
larger custom-made folders, green
cloth spine by Fredeman, from the
William Fredeman Collection.
Very scarce pamphlet, one of the many to appear soon
after DGR's death, and discussed in McGann's
"Victorian Connection," in part: critiques by William
Sharp, Harry Quilter, J. Beavington Atkinson, etc. and
a host of others in the newspaper press, who, while
they may have exaggerated Rossetti's significance, and
even in some instances praised him for qualities which
he neither possessed nor pretended to, nevertheless
entrenched his position as a leader in nineteenthcentury art. Such a work was 'A Dream of Fair
Women, by the Rev. Alfred Gurney, who chose to read
works such as 'The Blessed Damozel, Astarte Syriaca,
Proserpine, and Mnemosyne as portraits of beauty

which manifest a 'sacramental intelligence." Alfred
Gurney (1843–1898), was an English cleric and writer.
From 1882, Gurney was corresponding with Christina
Rossetti, and she became his friend and occasional
visitor. Gurney gave a lecture on her late brother Dante
Gabriel Rossetti, in 1883, at Somerville College,
Oxford, and wrote this work of criticism, which is
extremely scarce. No copies located in the
marketplace, at time of writing. (#3979)
$550.00
183.
[Rossetti,
Dante
Gabriel- Wise Printing]
The Ballad of Jan Van
Hunks. London: Printed for
Private Circulation Only [T.
J. Wise], 1912. Original
printed
wrappers,
as
follows on front cover: The
Ballad/ of/ Jan Van Hunks/
by/ Dante Gabriel Rossetti/
London:/
Printed
for
Private Circulation Only/
1912. 19pp. A fine copy of a scarce Wise printing.
19pp. Written on verso of p.19: London:/ Printed for T.
Watts-Dunton, The Pines,/ Putney Hill, S. W./ Edition
limited to Thirty Copies. Scarce in this condition. From
the William Fredeman Collection. Rarely seen in this
condition. (#2829)
$475.00
184. [Rossetti, Dante
Gabriel] Catalogue of the
Remaining Works of the
Painter and Poet Dante
Gabriel Rossetti, Deceased; Comprising a few
specimens in oil and
water
color;
and
numerous
works
in
Crayons,
Colored
Chalks, Pen and Ink,
Indian Ink, Pencil, etc.
London: Christie, Manson
& Wood, May 12, 1883.
First edition. Original light
brown
wrappers
with
printed cover. 19pp + 3pp. The complete and scarce
catalogue of the Rossetti Sale, as issued, in delicate
wrappers, entirely unmarked and in fine condition.
Most scarce thus. From William Fredeman Collection,
in Fredeman's custom folders, with green card spine.
(#4123)
$650.00

185. [Rossetti, Dante Gabriel] Exhibition of Pictures
Ancient and Modern... Including a Special Selection
of the Works of Dante Gabriel Rossetti. London:
The New Gallery, 1897-8. First edition. Gray wrappers
printed front and back in brown ink, stapled at spine.
70pp + List of Exhibitors 1p. at end. A distinctively
Pre-Raphaelite institution, The New Gallery's
Consulting Committee included Burne-Jones, Holman
Hunt, Alma-Tadema and other. Contains 218 paintings,
all described in detail, including items 1-78 all D. G.
Rossetti and including one by Mrs. Rossetti (i.e. Lizzie
Siddal]. Very good. Scarce. From William Fredeman
Collection, in Fredeman's personal card and leatherbacked folder. (#2214)
$425.00

186. [Rossetti, Dante Gabriel] Rossetti, William
Michael, (preface). Lenore by Gottfrid August
Burger, Translated from the German by Dante
Gabriel Rossetti. London: Ellis and Elvey, 1900. First
edition. Original white polished buckram with gilt
front stylized Rossetti device, gilt lettering on spine.
Prefatory note by William Michael Rossetti. The
translation was made by DGR in 1844, using the
signature "Gabriel Charles Rossetti," at the age of 16.
From the William Fredeman Collection, signed, "W. E.
Fredeman" in pencil, and beside that, by contemporary
owner, "Nov. 16, 1906." Fine. Scarce. (#4053) $425.00
187.
[Rossetti,
Dante
Gabriel] Pictures, Drawings, Designs and Studies
by the Late Dante Gabriel
Rossetti. London: Printed
for the Burlington Fine Arts
Club, 1883. First edition.
4to. Original light blue
printed wrappers, blue cloth
tape on spine. 56. The very
scarce Exhibition Catalog
for the first and arguably the best memorial exhibition
of DGR following his death the year before. With
superb 8-page introduction by H. Virtue Tebbs. Over
100 items are given considerable commentary in this
scarce pamphlet. From the William Fredeman
Collection. (#4130)
$425.00

188. [Rossetti, Dante Gabriel]
The Round Table Series VI.
Dante
Gabriel
Rossetti.
Edinburgh: William Brown,
1886. First edition. Gray
wrappers with attractive cover
illustration and designs. 26pp.
plus adv. No. VI in the series
featuring
Dante
Gabriel
Rossetti. Individual numbers of
the Round Table in original
wrappers are quite rare.
Wrappers somewhat soiled and chipped spine. Scarce.
From William Fredeman Collection. (#2216) $375.00
189.
[Rossetti,
Dante
Gabriel] The Staff and
Scrip. London: Messrs.
Ellis at the Chiswick Press,
1908. First edition thus.
12mo. Original printed gray
wrappers. 16pp. The poem
was originally published in
1856 in the Oxford and
Cambridge Magazine. Fine.
From
the
William
Fredeman
Collection.
(#2434)
$175.00
190. [Rossetti, Gabriele] Poesie Varie Pe'l
Glorioso Monarca di
napoli e di Sicilia Giuseppe Napaoleone I.
Pio, Felice, Augusto1806, His First Book of
Poems. Napoli: Nella
Stamperia Simoniana,
1806. First edition.
Contemporary
calfbacked, gray patterned
paper covered boards.
The earliest book of
poems
by
the
distinguished father of
DGR/CGR and WMR,
these
poems
were
published when Gabriele was only 23, while employed as a librettist at the
San Carlo opera house in Naples. A nice copy of a
vanishingly scarce, first book of poems by the father,
literally, of the Pre-Raphaelite Movement. 111pp.
From the William Fredeman Collection. (#4029)
$650.00

191. [Rossetti, Maria Francesca] Exercises in
Idiomatic Italian. London: Williams and Norgate,
1867. First edition. First issue with green embossed
cloth and gilt devices on top and bottom of spine
(another issue without gilt designs on spine and
simpler blind stamped cover design is more common).
A fine copy of a vanishingly scarce book by the lesser
known of the four Rossetti's (Christina, Dante and
William), but an accomplished author whose book, "A
Shadow of Dante," was quite well received. From the
William Fredeman Collection. (#4025)
$550.00
192.
[Rossetti,
William
Michael- Only 25 Copies
Printed, Helen Rossetti's Copy,
Signed] Shelley's Prometheus
Unbound considered as a
Poem. London: Printed for
Private Circulation, 1887. First
edition. Polished buckram, gilt
lettering on spine. Helen Rossetti
Angeli's
Copy
(WMR's
daughter), signed by her in
pencil on front fly, 1919.
Presumably a Wise Printing,
printed on prelim. page: "Of this book, Twenty-five
Copies only have been Printed." "Shelley completed
many corrections to a manuscript edition of his work
just before his death, however many of these changes
were not carried over into Mary Shelley's edition of
this title. William Rossetti, in his 1870 edition of
Prometheus Unbound, questioned Mary Shelley's
efforts: "Mrs. Shelley brought deep affection and
unmeasured enthusiasm to the task of editing her
husband's works. But ill health and the pain of
reminiscence curtailed her editorial labors: besides
which, to judge from the result, you would say that
Mrs. Shelley was not one of the persons to whom the
gift of consistent accuracy has been imparted." Fine.
(#4058)
$850.00

193. [Rossettiana] Ray, S. N. Rossettiana (First and
Second Series); The House of Life (three separate
volumes). Dacca: New Model Press, 1941; 1942. First
edition. Rossettiana, printed wrappers, 20pp., 67pp.
House of Life, printed wrappers, 65pp. Each of three
separate volumes are presented by the author to
Professor W. E. Fredeman, leading Pre-Raphaelite
scholar, 20.8.76. Contains informative critique and
research regarding many various aspects of Rossetti's
life and work. Ray was PhD in the English Department
at Dacca University and specialized in Rossetti and the
Pre-Raphaelites. Scarce. From William Fredeman
collection. (#2205)
$350.00
194. [Rossettiana]
Detti, Rina (trans).
Rossetti,
Poesie
D'Amore. Firenze:
Tipografia del Dott.
Carlo Cya, 1948.
First edition. Original
printed
wrappers
with lettering in
black
and
red.
[Christina Rossetti's
Love
Poemstranslated] Five-line
Presentation inscription from the author
dated 1959, in light blue ink on front free fly. A scarce
work, interestingly with "G. C. Rossetti," rather than
"C. G. Rossetti," on title-page, and one can only think
this to be a typographical error that was not detected. A
nice, delicate production. Near fine. From William
Fredeman Collection. (#2206)
$275.00

195. [Ruskin, John] PreRaphaelitism.
London:
Smith, Elder and Co., 1862.
A New Edition. Original
gray
printed
wrappers,
67pp., 4pp ad at back,
"Works of Ruskin." Scarce
and seminal publication
published in this simple
format,
in
original
wrappers. Shipping to top of
spine, very slight sunning,
else a near fine copy. Very
scarce. From William Fredeman Collection. (#1921)
$425.00
196. [Ruskin, John] Fors
Clavigera, Letters to the
Workmen and Labourers of
Great Britain. New Series.
London: Hazell, Watson &
Viney; George Allen, n.d. ca.
1905. New Series. Original
printed wrappers. 74pp. Front
wrappers a bit frayed. An
interesting treatise on social
problems and conduct of life.
Scarce. (#2800)
$175.00
197. [Ruskin, Rossetti,
etc.] Rossetti, William
Michael (arr.). Ruskin:
Rossetti: Preraphaelitism. Papers 1854 to
1862. London: George
Allen,
1899.
First
edition. Thick quarto.
Superb original publisher's binding, quarter
beige cloth, green cloth
with bold gilt and black
stamped design. The
scarce LARGE PAPER
COPY, number 123 of
250 copies on handmade paper, frontispiece after D.G.
Rossetti. Very good. (#3665)
$450.00
198.
[Swinburne,
Algernon
Charles] A Word for the Navy.
London: George Redway, 1887.
First edition. Original gray printed
wrappers, with vignette of boat on
sea. No. 155 of 250 Copies. A
scarce Swinburne title. (#3690)
$425.00

199.
[Swinburne,
Alger-non
Charles]
Note of An English
Republican on the
Muscovite Crusade.
London: Chatto &
Wind-us, 1876. First
edition. Publisher's gray
printed wrappers with
woodcut device on
cover. 24pp. Scarce
polemic
directed
against Carlyle and his
political views. A fine
copy. Scarce. (#2211)
$275.00
200. [Swinburne, Algernon
Charles]
Ode
on
the
Proclamation of the French
Republic. London: F. S. Ellis,
1870. First edition. Publisher's
light tan printed card wrappers.
24pp. An exemplary copy, near
fine with minor soiling.
(#2212)
$275.00
201. [Swinburne, Algernon] Notes on Poems and
Reviews. London: John Camden Hotten, 1866. First
edition. The rare first issue, with imprint "Savil and
Edwards" appearing on verso of title page (versus
"Savill, Edwards & Co.). Sewn signatures, as issued.
Near fine. Lacks outer blue wrappers. From William
Fredeman Collection. (#1930)
$325.00
202. [Tennyson, Alfred ]
Ode on the Death of the
Duke
of
Wellington.
London: Edward Moxon,
1852. First edition. Original
gray printed wrappers.
16pp. Elegy written by
Tennyson
while
Poet
Laureate. Very good. From
William Fredeman Collection. (#2217)
$325.00
203. [Tennyson, Alfred]
Poems (Privately Printed). Privately Printed, 1862.
Original blue printed wrappers. 112pp. The scarce
pirated edition, edited by J. Dykes Campbell taken
from the suppressed poems of 1830 (Poems, Chiefly
Lyrical) and 1833 (Poems) which Tennyson had
omitted from the 1842 edition. Tennyson had sued to
keep the book from publication and reportedly only
about 50 copies were eventually published. This is the

continuedfirst pirated edition of Tennyson's suppressed poems,
and Tennyson obtained an injunction to prevent its
sale, finally settling for a simple apology and £100
damages. A fine, uncut and unopened copy. From
William Fredeman Collection. (#1282)
$550.00
204. [Tennyson InterestTennyson's
Nature
Descriptions]
Rupprecht,
Georg. Tennyson Naturchilderungen. Leipzig and
Reudnitz: Press of Oswald
Schmidt, 1893. First edition.
Printed wrappers, light blue
paper spine. Dissertation by
Georg Rupprecht (Leipzig),
involving Tennyson's descriptions of nature. 74pp.
Scarce. William Fredeman
Collection. (#2207) $275.00
205. [Woolner, Thomas]
Poems;
Nelly
Dale,
Children. London: George
Bell and Sons, 1887. First
edition. 12mo. Original
printed light gray card
wrappers, publisher's device
on cover, contents sewn as
issued. 32pp. Headpiece
woodcut designs. Extremely
scarce publication of poems
by Woolner, co-founder of
the original Pre-Raphaelite
Brotherhood. Amazing survival with wrappers
completely intact with little wear, near fine. In a paper
dust wrapper with "T. Woolner," on cover. No copies
on market at time of writing. (#2444)
$350.00

End Pre-Raphaelite Scarce Ephemera

206. [Pound, Ezra- Autograph Letter Signed, Pound
to Helen Rossetti- Fabulous Pre-Raphaelite
Association] ALS from Ezra Pound to Helen
Rossetti Angeli, daughter of William Michael
Rossetti. Three pages, 1949. A sprawling, witty and
provocative letter written by Pound early on during his
extended stay at St. Elizabeth’s hospital (12 years,
from 1948-1859) to Helen Rossetti Angeli, the
daughter of famed Pre-Raphaelite Brotherhood cofounder William Michael Rossetti. Written in pencil on
the full opened face, with two notes perhaps by HAR,
and then on both flaps on the verso, with two wraparound portions also possibly by HA Rossetti. A
lengthy and fascinating letter. “Dear Mrs. Angeli,
Thanks v. much for yo/ volume. but must protest no
jacket yr/sister Olivia being certainly more alive than
anyone in Italy definite purf, not jacket vs not all
brit/publrs/ are of the line of Barabbas & born to be
damned- perhaps the very printing machinery in
England [side flap] Yeats’ definition of yr island ‘The
only country where a man will lie WITHOUT being
paid for it’ endemic [side flap] lie DOWN not being
able to bear the Truth. cordially Ezra Pound.” Pound
has also placed in the body of the letter, at right angles
to the text, “POUND.” A fascinating letter, meandering
as it is perhaps clinical in revealing Pound’s somewhat
shaky mental health. Addressed by Pound on Air Mail
letter: “Mrs. H. R. Angeli, co Hamish Hamilton, 90/ gr
Russel st, London W.C. England,” postmarked May
14, 1949. From the William Fredeman Pre-Raphaelite
Collection. (#2996)
$3,250.00
207. [Reynard the FoxPartially Uncut, Unopened]
(Shirley, John). The Most
Delightful
History
of
Reynard the Fox In Heroic
Verse, London: Printed for
Thomas Passinger at the
Three Bibles, and Charles
Passinger at the Seven-Stars

continuedon London-Bridge, 1681. Bound in 19th Century blind
stamped v, gilt lettering on spine, by Birdsall.
Additional etched title with superb full-size woodcut,
exquisite illustrations in woodcut to text throughout.
An unusually bright copy, exceedingly scarce being in
part unopened, and hence unread. The additional title
with upper third torn away and expertly restored to
full-size. A clean copy of this scarce English edition of
Reynard fables, partly attributed to Shirley. (#4672)
$2,250.00

208. [Rhead, Louis- Poster] “L. Prang and Co’s
Holiday Publications.” Boston: L. Prang & Co.,
[1896]. First and only edition. Stunning full color
original poster published by L. Prang & Company in
the zenith of their Art Nouveau printing days, featuring
superb graphic art by Louis Rhead, noted
artist/illustrator of the period. The poster measures 16
1/4 x 21 7/8 inches, and comes in a simple but
appropriate black frame. Louis John Rhead (1857 –
1926) was an English-born American artist, illustrator
and author, born in Staffordshire, England. After
emigrated to the United States at the age of twentyfour, Rhead was offered a position as Art Director for
the U.S. publishing firm of D. Appleton in New York
City. In the early 1890s, Rhead became a prominent
poster artist and was heavily influenced by the work of
Swiss artist Eugène Grasset. During the poster craze of
the early 1890s, Rhead's poster art appeared regularly
in Harper's Bazaar, Harper's Magazine, St. Nicolas,
Century Magazine, Ladies Home Journal and
Scribner's Magazine. In 1895 he won a Gold Medal for
Best American Poster Design at the first International
Poster Show in Boston. Fine. (#4778)
$1,750.00

209. [Rhead, Louis] Original Printed Color Poster
for the Century Magazine, Christmas Number,
1894. . Stunning original printed color lithographed
poster by Louis Rhead for The Century Magazine
Christmas Number (1894), depicting the profile of an
Art Nouveau stylized woman holding a peacock on a
platter while wearing a matching pattern dress. Printed
by The Century Co. Sight size 19” x 13”,Frame 25” x
19 1/4” Signed “Louis J. Rhead” lower left within the
image. Provenance: Ainsworth Gallery, Boston. From
the property of the Boston Company, Inc., Asset
Management. Light horizontal crease in center,
archival frame and mat, excellent condition of a
wonderful pleasing Art Nouveau poster by this
accomplished American artist and illustrator. Excellent
copy in archival frame and mat. (#4392)
$1,725.00
210. [Ricketts, Charles- Landmark Nineties Title] Hero &
Leander. London, Ballantyne
Press and Sold by Elkin Mathews,
1894. Original exquisite full
vellum boards with famous gilt
stamped design by Charles
Ricketts on both covers and spine.
220 Copies. Pictorial title and six
illustrations designed and cut on
wood by Ricketts and Shannon. Side and bottom edges

continueduntrimmed. One of the three “Pre-Vale” books, Hero
and Leander is one of the truly distinctive Nineties’
book meshing illustration and binding. Superb fullpage frontispiece and six half-page woodcut
illustrations, woodcut initials and colophon device at
end, by Ricketts and Shannon. Original prospectus
predating the book laid-in, which calls for only four
illustrations and 150 copies! “The effective small cuts
combine the style of the early Florentine woodcut with
the elongated Pre-Raphaelite figure style. To obtain
unity of effect in this book, Ricketts drew all the
designs on blocks, though half were of Shannon’s
invention.” [from “The Turn of the Century,”
Houghton Library, 1970]. Covers are clean and bright,
rarely seen thus. Inside fine without the brownstippling foxing nearly always seen in this book
opposite the paste-downs. With two bookplates, one
tipped over the other. The one underneath is a nice Arts
& Crafts bookplate of R. Strathern, and the one on top
is W. S. Adams. (#2849)
$2,750.00

211. [Ricketts, Charles- Giorgione, Two Volumes,
Boxed: 10 & 12 Copies Each, For Presentation to
Charles Ricketts, and C.H. Shannon] Bottomley,
Gordon. A Vision of Giorgione [together with]
Poems of Thirty Years. London: Constable & Co.,
1922 & 1925. First Editions. Two Separate Titles in
Sangorski & Sutcliffe drop-back box, both “hors
commerce” copies, limited to 10 and 12 copies only,
respectively, for Presentation. Both Copies Inscribed
by Bottomley to Charles Ricketts and Charles
Shannon. 1) Ricketts (Charles).- Bottomley (Gordon)
A Vision of Giorgione: Three Variations on a Venetian
Theme, London, Constable, 1922. Letter C of 10 hors
commerce copies signed by the author, from an edition
limited to 60, bound in full beige cloth with striking
and bold gilt rectilinear ruling and design by Charles
Ricketts . Inscribed on front free fly: “To Charles
Ricketts and Charles Shannon, from their affectionate
Gordon Bottomley. Silverdale, Christmas, 1922.” Fine.
2) Poems of Thirty Years, Constable, 1925, letter D of
12 copies for presentation from an edition of 87, signed
by the author on front free fly: “To C. S. Ricketts and
Ch. H. Shannon, from (see next column)

their affectionate Gordon Bottomley. The Sheiling,
Silverdale nr. Carnforth.” Frontispiece portrait after
Charles Shannon. Both with book-label of John Lowe.
t.e.g., others uncut, some very light soiling, slight
cocking to lower edge of upper cover of the first, fine
copies preserved together in modern morocco-backedmarbled board drop-back box by Sangorski &
Sutcliffe. Superb Association Copies, merging three
chief Nineties figures with mutual artistic, publishing
history, and fraternal interests. . (#4674)
$2,850.00

212. [Riviere & Son- Bookbinding: A Collection of
Designs, Drawings, Rubbings and Miscellaneous
Bookbinding Artwork. Offered here is a rare and
unusual collection of designs and drawings, the work
of what appears to be a single binder for Riviere &
Son, from the late 1920’s, with a very few possibly
later. There are 8 large designs for spines with some
drawings, tool impressions, two of which are in color;
4 smaller designs for spines; 7 small “snippets” of
tooling designs; 7 front cover designs (some drawings,
some with tool impressions); 26 rubbings of bindings
(covers, spines, etc., various sizes); 4 miscellaneous: a
sheet of oasis leather samples used for the Andrew
Lang Fairy Books, tool roll samples for a set of
Shakespeare, a small piece of paper with what looks to
be time studies for various bindings (e.g. “1⁄2 Plain 50
min”), spine design samples from various sets of
English authors, sheet with various pictorial tools used
and which authors, titles, etc. to use them (e.g. a witch
on a broom and “The Arthur Rackham Fairy Book”). A

continuedvariety of paper has been used in these examples, some
thicker, but much of it quite fine, i.e. tissue quality.
Some small tears and browning from being folded for
decades, but overall, most pieces in nice shape. A most
scarce archive of original bookbinding records from
one of the most famous bookbinding companies in the
history of modern bookbinding. (#4697)
$1,850.00

213. [Rogers, Bruce] Raleigh, Sir Walter. A Report
of the truth concerning the last sea-fight of the
Revenge. [Cambridge, MA]: The Riverside Press,
1902. First edition thus. 4to. Color pictorial printed
paper covered boards, paper label on cover, light green
cloth spine. Limited to 300 copies, of which this is
#199. Title page with a woodcut after Howard Pyle and
woodcut border, plus opening initial. Printed from a
“trial” version of the Montaigne type on handmade
Unbleached Arnold paper under the direction of Bruce
Rogers. Uncut. 19 pp. Bookplate of Frank O. Lowden
to front pastedown, designed by Ralph M. Pearson in
his distinctive style. Measures approx. Some light edge
wear and browning to covers, foxing to endpapers and
first eight pages of text, near fine. Grolier 82. (#4714)
$275.00
214. [ [Rogers, Bruce] The
Footlight Club; One Hundredth Performance. A Scrap
of Paper. Eliot Hall, Jamaica
Plain: The Riverside Press,
1906. First edition. The
Deluxe Edition, bound in dark
burgundy
morocco
over
flexible boards with gilt
lettering to front cover (the standard edition was bound
in cloth of a similar shade). Printed under the direction
of Bruce Rogers, gilt decorated endpapers, all edges
gilt. The title page decoration was later reused by
Rogers for the Centenary of William Makepeace
Thackeray meeting at the Club of Odd Volumes in
1911, and subsequently reproduced in Frederic
Warde’s BR bibliography (1925) and Typographic

Trivialities (item #9 in this list). The Footlight Club is
the oldest continuously-running community theater
group in the United States of America, having
performed every year since 1877. Rubbing and edge
wear, with the leather worn and chipped from the
lower tip of the front cover (other corners worn).
Upper spine tip chipped. Very scarce. The only copy
currently for sale online. Grolier 141a. (#4713)
$550.00
215. [Rossetti FamilyBound Journals, etc.]
Rossetti, Dante Gabriel
[and others]. Rare Rossetti
Family Owned Books,
Journals, Extracts, etc.
Bound in later cloth, gilt
morocco label. Signed by
W.M. Rossetti on front
prelim., and below that, signed by his daughter, Mary:
“Mary E. Madox Rossetti from Papa's Books 1919.”
Eleven titles and separate publications, all written in
holograph 'contents,' by WMR, including ten
chapbooks, “Printed for the Booksellers, Glasgow,”
circa 1855-60. “Parrots.” Edinburgh, 1833, dozens of
hand-colored birds [Dante loved parrots]. Landor,
“Antony and Octavius,” 1856. “Forgotten Books,”
1878 and others. (#3970)
$2,850.00
216. [Rossetti Family- Bound
with Holograph Notes and
Inscriptions, Rare Extracts]
Rossetti, Dante Gabriel [and
others]. Rare Rossetti Family
Owned
Books,
Journals,
Extracts, Gabriele RossettiOwned, and Important T. G.
Hake “The World's Epitaph,”
with holograph details on titlepage. Contains the excessively
scarce book by Thomas Gordon
Hake, “The World's Epitaph: A
Poem.” London, Privately Printed, 1866, 128pp.,
inscribed in pencil, “Sent with initials, T.G.H. 1866.”
And below the title, “By T. G. Hake, Author of Vates,”
in pen, both presumably by Hake. In a letter to Hake
from DGR, dated October, 1869, Dante says, “I have
read and partly re-read the first 50 pages of the
“World's Epitaph”- i.e. in its original arrangement in
the copy for which I have to thank you. It seems to me
that the new arrangement indicated in the other copy
you have so kindly sent is decidedly a great gain...
“The Trial of the Bishop of Natal...” Signed by WMR.
“Manuel Annuaire de la Sante Medicine et
Pharmacie,” Signed (cropped at top) by Gabriele

ContinuedRossetti (“Rossetti, 1848”). Scarce 18th Century, “Vita
Dis. Giosafat,” printed in Bassano by famed printer
Remondini, surely owned by Gabriele Rossetti and
passed down, complete 63pp. with superb full-page
woodcut illustration, and containing 15 additional halfpage woodcut illustrations. The volume is inscribed by
WMR on the front free endpaper. With five-item
holograph ‘contents’ page by WMR. (#3969)
$3,850.00

217. [Rossetti, Christina- Riviere Binding] Rossetti,
Christina. Goblin Market and Other Poems. London:
Macmillan, 1862. First edition. Attractively bound by
Riviere in full turquoise crushed morocco with gilt
borders to covers, and elaborate gilt tooled
compartments on spine, large gilt decorated turn-ins,
marbled endsheets. Both original blue covers and blue
spine bound-in at rear. Two superb woodcut
illustrations by DGR. With elaborate color bookplate
of C. A. Graham to front pastedown. Near fine.
(#3988)
$2,250.00
218. [Rossetti, ChristinaALS from Christina Rossetti
to William Bryant] Rossetti,
Christina. Autograph Letter
Signed. One page, on blackbordered mourning stationary.
“TorquayMonday”
To
William Bryant, an individual
who for several years solicited
CGR
for
alms,
taking
advantage of her sympathy and
generosity (as she herself
asserts in several letters). By
1899, WMR had discovered Bryant's true intentions,
which was to merely pocket the money she sent him,
and later, after her death, cash in on the archive of
letters she sent him at autograph dealers. Her letter
aptly portrays not only her generosity, but her civil and
longsuffering attitude in an instance where, by now,

she must have wondered if the cause was worth it:
“Dear Mr. Bryant, I share your disappointment about
the Eastbourne Letter. Yet I dare say that justice to
others with a jealous claim makes it unavoidable. Well,
I will not myself this time wholly disappoint you tho’ I
fear the enclosure (2-) will fall short of your hopes. Do
not acknowledge receipt, as I feel no anxiety about its
reaching you. Truly yours, Christina G. Rossetti.”
(#4098)
$2,500.00
219.
[Rossetti,
Christina- An uncommonly
fine
copy]
Speaking Like-nesses.
London:
Macmillan,
1874.
First
edition.
Original brilliant blue
fine-wove cloth with
superb gilt-stamped illustration on front cover,
lettering
on
spine,
original dark brown
endpapers. AEG. 96pp.
Twelve exquisite fullpage wood engravings by
Arthur Hughes, amongst his finest work. Fine, one of
the nicest copies we have seen. (#3967)
$1,500.00
220. [Rossetti, Christina- Inscribed by Christina
Rossetti] Rossetti, Christina. Sing-Song. London:
Macmillan & Co. , 1893. First edition thus. Original
wavy grain green cloth, gilt lettering on spine.
PRESENTATION COPY, Inscribed by Christina
Rossetti to Henry Edward Stewart, son of the Rossetti's
doctor. Inscribed
by Christina, on
front
free
endpaper: “Henry
Edward Steward,
Xmas,
1893,
from Christina G. Rossetti.” At this date, Henry, son of
Sir Edward & Lady Philippa Stewart, was not quite
three years old. Edward Stewart was, early on, the
Rossetti family's doctor, and especially attending to
CGR. In a letter to William in July, 1888, Christina
remarks: “Do you recollect encountering Dr. Edward
Stewart one day at our door,-- one disastrous day when
no one heard your knock? He is engaged to a sister of
the Duke of Norfolk... Lady Philippa is the elect... Dr.
Stewart will continue his medical practice... and they
want a house near his father's.” An attractive edition,
with 121 superb wood engravings by Arthur Hughes.
Near fine. To our knowledge, the only presentation by
CGR of one of her books to Henry Stewart. An
important Rossetti association copy. (#3950) $2,850.00

Christina writes to Frederic Shields About
the Death of William’s Young Son

cultivated a wider area, and my own weak health with
every invalid....” etc. Not in Harrison. (#4103)
$2,500.00
Striking ALS to Mrs. Bryant, Christina Urges,
“Earn Your Own Livelihood”

221. [Rossetti, Christina- Unpublished Letter- To
Frederic James Shields] Rossetti, Christina.
Autograph Letter Signed. Sadly announcing the
death of WMR's young son, January 24 [1883]. One
page, on folded sheet of mourning paper. “30
Torrington Square- W.C. January 24 [1883, per
context] A poignant letter, to Frederic James Shields,
close Pre-Raphaelite associate and close family friend,
who first met Dante in 1864, and remained in contact
until Dante’s death. Shields was in constant
correspondence with Christina Rossetti, and in 1883,
after the death of DG Rossetti, his mother
commissioned from Shields “two lights in stained
glass, to be placed in the little window which
overlooks the grave of Dante Gabriel Rossetti in the
churchyard at Birchington, near Margate.” In this
letter, Christina sadly informs Shields of the passing of
William Michael and Lucy Madox Rossetti's son,
Michael Madox, saying, “Lucy this morning wished
me to write & let you know her grief. Her little twin
Michael was then alive, but before 1'o'clock he had left
us all behind and is now (I trust) wiser than the wisest
of us.” Not in Harrison. (#4104)
$2,850.00
222. [Rossetti, Christina- Unpublished Letter]
Rossetti, Christina. Autograph Letter Signed, To
Ellinor Davenport Adams, 8 February, 1892.
Unpublished two-page letter from Christina Rossetti to
Miss Ellinor Davenport Adams (1830-1894), popular
English author of some 20 books for children. “30
Torrington Square- W. C., February 8, 1892. Dear
Madam, I am not sure whether I have signed in the
right form, but if my address should have been
appended perhaps you will kindly see to this without
your having the trouble of re-posting the Petition to
me. My own efforts in a corner of the literary field
ought to put me in sympathy with those who have

223. [Rossetti, Christina- Fascinating Personal
Letter Urging Mrs. Bryant “Earn Her Own
Livelihood”] Rossetti, Christina. Autograph Letter
Signed, to Mrs. Bryant. Two pages on a halvedsection of octavo-sized sheet (8” x 5”), with original
face of the cover envelope. December 31 [no date], but
envelope post-marked 1891. To Mrs. Bryant, the wife
of William J. Bryant, of which there are several letters
from Christina on record to both William and his wife
(esp. Bryn Mawr Special Collections, which has six),
all regarding financial misfortunes. William Bryant
served as literary secretary for Mackenzie Bell,
biographer of Christina Rossetti. A fascinating letter,
giving a clear picture of Christina's earnest in helping
as well as her resolute and staunch commitment to
offer sound advice without further enabling Mrs.
Bryant toward failure. “Dear Mrs. Bryant, Your
husband writes me a very painful letter. Pray do your
very utmost to earn your own livelihood, which would
seem not impossible as you have a trade. Or if work
absolutely fails could you not try something differentcharing (sic) or chasing for instance? or at the very
worst, why not go into the House till the bitter winter is
over? I feel some right to advise you because I have
often helped you. Once more I enclose [underlined] 2/0
(P.S.), and I am sending you separately a blanket and
one pair of flannel drawers...” She goes on to instruct
Mrs. Bryant how to notify her when she has received
everything. Signed with a postscript: “With every good
wish, Sincerely yours, Christina G. Rossetti. My own
health is causing anxiety just now. Do try to depend
upon yourself whilst your Husband is amply cared forit might seem less difficult.” Three folds, very good. A
scarce and fascinating look at the heart of Christina,
along with her solidarity with women's rights, running
against the tide of the day. (#2830)
$2,750.00

224. [Rossetti, Christina- Charles Plumptre
Johnson’s Copy] Rossetti, Christina. Seek and Find;
A Double Series of Short Stories of the Benedicite.
London: SPCK, n.d. [1879]. First edition. Blue green
smooth woven cloth with designs and ruling on covers
in black, gilt lettering cover and spine. Original brown
endpapers. 327pp. Charles Plumptre Johnson's Copy
(author of a noted book on Thackeray in 1888) and
with his superb Victorian-style bookplate, reminiscent
of the woodcuts of Walter Crane. A nice copy of this
scarce and early Christina Rossetti title, in original
binding; hinges intact, internally clean and bright. The
spine has very small separation along seams in a
couple areas, some rubbing. Overall very good copy.
(#2836)
$750.00

Important Association, Inscribed by Rossetti
“Poems,” Dante to Alice Boyd, 1870
226. [Rossetti, Dante Gabriel- Inscribe to Alice
Boyd, artist and William Bell Scott’s longtime
mistress] Rossetti, Dante Gabriel. Poems. London: F.
S. Ellis, 1870. First
edition. Original dark
green
cloth
with
famous
gilt-blocked
interlaced circle and
flower design on both
covers and spine. A
wonderful and important ASSOCIATION COPY,
signed presentation copy from the author inscribed “To
Miss Boyd from her friend D.G. Rossetti, April 1870”
on half-title. Alice Boyd (1825-97) was a PreRaphaelite painter and the owner and occupant of
Penkill Castle in Ayrshire, where she invited note PreRaphaelite associate William Bell Scott (and Rossetti’s
close friend and confidant) for a visit, and soon
thereafter, the two became inseparably and
romantically involved (ca. 1860). Boyd, along with
Scott, wooed and invited the whole coterie of PreRaphaelite painters and poets for visits to the castle,
chief among them, Dante Gabriel, as well as Dante’s
sister, Christina. Dante Gabriel, and Boyd, became
good friends, and many correspondences survive
regarding their interaction. A noteworthy and one-of-akind presentation, the only one we have seen from
DGR to Alice Boyd. 2 advertisement leaves, and 8
further blank leaves at the end, uncut, floral endpapers,
a good bright copy of the scarce first edition. (#3937)
$3,250.00
Rossetti’s First Book, Privately
Printed, Excessively Rare

225. [Rossetti, Christina- Expertly Hand-Illumined]
Verses. London: SPCK, 1904. Original dark blue
cloth, gilt stamped lettering, beveled edges. Superbly
hand-illumined by an accomplished artist in the
medieval style, in green, red, blue and gold, featuring
twenty-one initials, five borders, and two tailpieces. A
truly impressive example of turn of the century
illumination. Inscription on the ffep: “Annie from
William” (William Michael Rossetti?) Some fading
and staining to blue cloth. (#4771)
$750.00

227. [Rossetti, Dante Gabriel] Sir Hugh the Heron,
A Legendary Tale, in Four Parts. London: G.
Polidori’s Private Press, For Private Circulation Only,
1843. First edition. Original or contemporaneous
mauve laid paper wrappers. 24pp. First and only
edition of Dante Gabriel
Rossetti’s vanishingly scarce
first book, privately printed by
his
grandfather,
Gaetano
Polidori on the latter’s private
press. Rossetti wrote most of
the manuscript for this poem
when he was twelve, and
finishing it when he was
fourteen. Later in life, Rossetti
regretted its publication, and, feeling embarrassed,
asked his brother William to destroy extra copies,
which Michael later recalled disposing of a “large

continuedremainder-stock” in his possession. Few copies have
survived, though a census of copies in institutions and
held by private collectors has not been made. In a letter
to T.J. Wise, written 28 June 1889, W.M. Rossetti
writes that he has found ‘three complete copies, and
one extra copy of a single sheet. All my copies are
simply in unstitched sheets.” Some marginal toning
throughout, title-page slightly discolored at margins.
Preserved in a gilt-lettered brown cloth chemise with
bookplate of Oliver Brett (noted Baron and collector)
and dark blue calf solander box with a gilt design after
D.G. Rossetti on upper cover (and in blind on lower
cover), gilt-titled on spine. Exceedingly scarce, even
more so in unbound state. (#4385)
$15,000.00

228. [Rossetti, Dante Gabriel- Association Copy:
Inscribed to Dante Gabriel Rossetti from Coventry
Patmore] Faithful For Ever. London: John Parker &
Son, 1860. First edition. Original brown wavy grain
cloth with gilt lettering on spine, red-brown endsheets,
advertisements. Superb ASSOCIATION COPY
INSCRIBED ON THE TITLE PAGE TO DANTE
GABRIEL ROSSETTI (“D.G. Rossetti, Esq. | With the
author’s kind regards”). Patmore’s association and
friendship with Dante Gabriel Rossetti is welldocumented, and the latter introduced Patmore to
William Holman Hunt, drawing him closer to the PreRaphaelite Brotherhood for which Rossetti was a
founding member. As well, Patmore contributed a
poem, “The Seasons,” to the GERM, in 1850, the
seminal vehicle for the PRB. Book strengthened at
some point with added prelims, original red-brown
endsheets bound in. A stunning association copy
indeed. (#3672)
$3,250.00

229.
[Rossetti,
Dante
Gabriel] ALS to Ernest
Gambart. On Rossetti’s
engraved monogram-headed stationary 16, Cheyne
Walk, Chelsea. Letter dated
3rd May, 1864, three pages.
A wonderful letter to Ernest
Gambart, well-known art
dealer and print publisher in
which Rossetti sternly
engages the patron and
fends off criticism relating
to what must have been a
rather negative appraisal by
(Gambart) of his drawing entitled Spring: “You are
entirely wrong in supposing that the little drawing
Spring is not quite up to my work. I do not care a bit
that any artist should possess work of mine except
those who would know, as I do, that this is a piece of
work they might well be glad to possess. In size only
this one is, as I professed to you in doing it, not of
equal consequence with the rest. When I do the other
season drawings, I shall place them elsewhere, with a
repetition of this...” he goes on to inform Gambart that
after he completes more drawings he shall “place them
elsewhere, with a repetition of this.” Rossetti then quite
emphatically turns down other work: “As for drawing
from Dante, I shall not be able to do any at all of these
among those I shall be sending you, as they are things
which I can only do to my own satisfaction with an
amount of study demanding a higher price...” A strong,
straightforward and transparent letter revealing. Signed
on verso and dated again by Rossetti. Folded sheet,
crease marks, very good. A most desirable Rossetti
letter. Provenance: Directly from William Fredeman
Pre-Raphaelite Collection. (#1258)
$3,250.00
Wonderful ALS, “Indeed I ought to be embarrassed
to propose it to Beatrice...”
230. [Rossetti, Dante Gabriel] ALS. “Indeed I ought
to be embarrassed to propose it to Beatrice...”
Important Autograph Letter Signed to Mrs.
Cowper (Mrs. William Cowper-Temple), Relating
to Beata Beatrix painting which William CowperTemple Eventually Purchased. Important Autograph
Letter Signed to Mrs. Cowper
(Mrs.
William
CowperTemple), Relating to the
painting, “Beata Beatrix,”
which William CowperTemple eventually Purchased.
A fabulous, unpublished three-page DGR letter,
undated, but between circa 1864-1869, in the early

continuedstages of negotiation between Dante Gabriel Rossetti
and Mr. and Mrs. William Cowper-Temple to purchase
(and finish) one of Rossetti’s most renowned paintings,
the “Beata Beatrix” (finally purchased by the CowperTemples, in 1866). From the Rossetti Archive:
“Various letters from DGR show that he had begun
studies and even a painting of his wife Elizabeth as
Dante’s Beatrice sometime before her suicide-death in
early 1862. DGR told Ellen Heaton in 1863 that he had
“lately found” the unfinished painting and that he now
wanted to finish it. At that point he imagined that, “The
background of the picture should be a landscape one,
introducing after the manner of the old Italian painters,
scenes from Dante, bearing on its main subject”
(quoted in Surtees, A Catalogue Raisonné, vol. 1. 94).
WMR dates the recommencement to 1864, and in 1870
the first oil version was completed for the Honble.
William Cowper-Temple (later Lord Mount Temple).
Printed on 16 Cheyne Walk gilt letterhead, three pages,
“Saturday. My dear Mrs. Cowper, “I have an open
engagement for Wednesday or Thursday next which it
does not rest with me to determine, so I am sorry to say
I cannot feel sure of coming to you...” He goes on to
express his regret on not being home to greet her on
her recent visit: “I heard of your and Mr. Cowper’s
visit once only, and hope that has been the only time I
have missed you. I would be most glad to see you...”
Rossetti then goes on to express in metaphor the
disposition of his painting and the delays in finishing in
finishing it, “Indeed & indeed I ought to be ashamed to
propose it with Beatrice still untouched, but I know
how kind you are, & you do not know how very soon
she is going to be finally taken up now. She will be
almost at once, I assure you, but I have been pressed
with many things, and at one time had a long stoppage
from work.” The latter referring to death of his wife
Lizzie (Elizabeth Siddal) in 1862 and his ensuing
depression and drug use. Signed, “Very truly yours,
DG Rossetti.” An extremely early letter to eventual
buyer of “Beata Beatrix,” if not the earliest ever
penned by Dante to the recipient. Three fold marks,
very good. In an unaddressed letter, fitting the letter.
(#4402)
$3,250.00
“You ask whether ‘the face’ in my brother's pictures
is a real face, or only an ideal one’… this is the
face of Mrs. Wm. Morris…”
231. [Rossetti, William Michael- Stellar 4-page
William Michael Rossetti ALS Concerning Various
Errors or Mis-Representations in a Third Edition
Book on Rossetti Family, Discussion of the
“ROSSETTI FACE, and JANE MORRIS] Rossetti,
William Michael. Autograph Letter Signed. On

WMR's “5 Endsleigh Gardens N.W.” stationary. 4pp.,
written on black-bordered mourning stationary (viz
DGR's death), a fabulous letter correcting various
errors or misunderstandings relating to important
family items appearing in an 1882 book on the
Rossettis (perhaps William Sharp, “Dante Gabriel
Rossetti, A Record and a Study”). “Dear Sir, Many
thanks for your 3rd Edition- & congratulations on its
advent. I have already glanced at it, & find various
things added & extended. One slight error wh. caught
my eye is that in one passage both my sisters are
spoken of as “poetesses.” Maria was not a poetess: her
boo “A Shadow of Dante,” is in prose. I had nothing to
do with suggesting the exhibition of my brother's
works at 'the Burlington”... etc. He goes on to correct
various aspects in this regard, as well as who and why
did arrange it, and adds, “I have however... been in
friendly contact with F. Leighton- but have never had a
prominent part in it. As to the hanging- all's well that
ends well, or all's pretty well that ends pretty well. The
Grosvenor people never from first to last intimated to
me any wish to exhibit: they may perhaps have
entertained such a wish.” WMR goes on to discuss a
very interesting aspect of the “Rossetti face,” in some
detail; in part: “You ask whether “the face” in my
brother's pictures is a real face, or only an ideal one. I
dare say you refer to that face wh. is most peculiarly
characteristic of my brother's work, as shown in the
Proserpine, Donna della Finestra, etc: this is the face of
Mrs. Wm. Morris (wife of author of Earthly Paradise,
etc) & is very like her indeed. But the fact is the type
of face in my brother's works is not quite to me
notorious as people are apt to say. I looked among the
works in the R.A. the other day, & counted 11 different
women's faces- there are more [underlined] than 11,
but I won't enter in that. He goes on to explain and
present in some detail the faces, beginning with, “My
sister Christina appears in the 9 early pictures of the
Virgin Mary. My brother's wife in Beata Beatrix, etc.”
Much more. A wonderful and interesting lettering,
offering much detail and correction on popular
stereotypes and errors concerning Dante and the
Rossetti family. (#4081)
$4,250.00

232. [Rossetti, Millais, Hunt, etc- Illustrated
Classic] Tennyson, Alfred Lord Poems (“The Moxon
Tennyson). London: Edward Moxon, 1857. First
edition. Superbly bound in full crushed green morocco
with bold gilt embossed strap work and floral design
on both covers and ornately on spine, by “J. Wright.”
John Wright was an accomplished bookbinder in the
mid 19th Century whose bindings were described by
Ramsden “a binder of the highest order.” The Moxon
Tennyson is heralded as containing the very first wide
selection of art by the Pre-Raphaelites, only seven
years after the publication of the Germ. With over 60
superb woodcut illustrations, the edition was reprinted
many times in following years, but the original 1857
edition, with a medallion portrait of Tennyson by
Thomas Woolner as frontispiece, remains the book of
choice for any PRB collector. A superb fine copy with
no brown toning or wear to any of the pages. Binding
is also fine, with very minimal wear to top and bottom
of spine. Scarce thus. (#1947)
$2,250.00

233. [Rowfant Club- Ephemera] A Small Collection
of Seven Separate Pieces of Rowfant Club
Ephemera. East Aurora: Roycroft Press. Seven
separate Rowfant Club Ephemera items including
printed special announcements, speakers, etc., all in
near to fine condition. 1) “Candlemas,” The Rowfant
Club, 1903. 8 pages, including covers. Original printed
wrappers (in red and black) with cover illustration of
groundhog (Rowfant symbol), #61 of 140 copies,
unopened. Announcing the annual meeting (February
2nd, 1903), and including agenda items and the order
of the day. Vignette of candlesticks/holders at end. 2)
“The Poe as a Prophet,” 4pp, gray paper, cover
vignette woodcut of book. Announcing W.B. Wallace
“for the entertainment of all fortunate Rowfanters...” 3)
“At the Sign of the Candle for Saturday Night, March
9th, 1907, 4pp. Printed in red and black, vignette on

cover and at end. “Those who come seeking light at the
Sign of the Candle will learn somewhat of ‘Builders of
the Thirteenth Century,’ from Abram Garfield.” 4) “As
Advertised,” announcing new meeting with “no great
ceremony or display...” etc. 1907. 4pp. 5) “For the
Eight Rowfant Night before Candlemas,” Emery
Holden will talk about “Old New England School
Books,” etc. 4pp. 6) “At the Sign of the Candle,”
oblong, 4pp, vignette on back, Thomas L. Johnson will
talk on “Arthur Christopher Benson,” etc. and 7) a
single envelope, addressed to H. Pierce (Philadelphia),
a Rowfant member, postmarked Oct 15, 1908, from
“Rowfant.” (#4719)
$450.00
A Wonderful Roycroft Collection, Offered in Parts,
Fine Condition, Extremely Scarce and Desirable
Though sometimes maligned as an American William
Morris imitation, history has proven the excellence and
historical importance of the Roycroft Press. Its founder,
Elbert Hubbard, if not eccentric and full of lofty
ideological impulse, was nevertheless a well-connected
entrepreneur who knew how to assemble and hire the
finest artists and bookbinders of the day in America. The
Roycroft booklist is extensive and full of a wide spectrum
of finely crafted bindings and limited editions, and a
favorite collecting interest of bibliophiles worldwide.

234. [Roycroft Press- 22 of
100 Copies, 3/4 Levant,
Original
Box,
Large
Quarto] Hubbard, Elbert.
Contemplations. East Aurora: Roycroft Press, 1902.
First edition. Large quarto.
Publisher’s dark blue crushed
morocco, paper covered
boards with gilt borders, gilt
spine with six compartments,
four which with superb gilt
designs, marbled endpapers.
#22 of Only 100 Copies,
Printed on Japan Vellum. In the
original folding felt lined, blue
box with paper covered boards,
printed label on spine. Book is
fine, box very good with edge
wear. With the bookplate of Art
Beane, noted Roycroft Press
collector. (#4716)
$2,250.00

235. [Roycroft Press- 29 of 107 Copies, 3/4 Levant,
Original Box] Hubbard, Elbert. Respectability. East
Aurora: Roycroft Press, 1905. First edition. Original
publisher’s half red crushed
morocco over marbled
paper boards, with superb
gilt decorated spine. #29 of
only 107 copies, printed on
Imperial Japanese Vellum,
signed by Hubbard. In the
original
green
paper
covered box with printed
paper label on side, olive
green felt on inside. 122pp.
Superb frontispiece and
two-color initials throughout by an un-named artist,
reminiscent of Dard Hunter. A perfectly fine copy,
with no signs of wear. Unread. (#4717)
$1,750.00
236. [Roycroft Press3/4 Levant in Original
Patterned
Box,
Designed by Dard
Hunter]
Hubbard,
Elbert. The Mintage,
Being Ten Stories and
One More. East Aurora:
Roycroft Press, 1910.
First
edition
thus.
Superbly
bound
by
Roycroft in three-quarter
crushed brown morocco
with gilt ruled borders to
cover marbled paper,
four raised bands with
three
heavily
giltdesigned panels, two
with lettering, marbled
endsheets. In attractive
and original box, decorated paper lined (dark green, with brown waves) and
with original printed label.
Limitation not given in the
book, but this is the special
edition, and probably had a
limitation circa 100 copies.
Title page, decorated initials
and tailpieces all designed by
Dard Hunter. Photogravure of
drawing of Elbert Hubbard in
sepia as frontispiece. Book is
fine with no signs of use, box
near fine. Scarce Roycroft
title. (#4728)
$1,500.00

237. [Roycroft Press3/4 Levant, Original
Box, Fine] Emerson,
Ralph Waldo Compensation. East Aurora:
Roycroft Press, 1904.
First
edition
thus.
Original
publisher’s
three-quarter
dark
green crushed morocco,
elaborately gilt decorated spine, finely
marbled boards and
matching
endsheets.
#28 of 100 Copies,
Signed
by
Elbert
Hubbard. In original
publishers dark green
and felt-lined paper
covered
box
with
printed label. Frontispiece photogravure of
the “Old Manse,” superb decorated title-page,
elaborate border/initial at beginning, and large
colophon, all printed and heightened in color and gold.
A fine copy, with no signs of use. Box near fine with
minimal edge wear. A rare Roycroft title. (#4643)
$2,250.00
238. [Roycroft Press- 3/4 Levant, Original Box,
Fine] Wilde, Oscar.
The
Ballad
of
Reading Gaol. East
Aurora:
Roycroft
Press,
1905.
First
edition thus. Superbly
bound in publisher’s
three-quarter smooth
finely swirled tan calf
with blue dye in such a
way as to appear as
marbled boards, beautiful gilt decorated
spine with jade color
morocco onlay which
has gilt lettering, and
vertical stylized leaf
decoration. #24 of 100
Copies, Printed on Japan Vellum, signed by Elbert
Hubbard. Finely printed with orange initials
highlighted in gold throughout. In the original green
paper covered and felt-lined folding box with printed
paper label in orange lettering. Book is absolutely fine,
with no signs of use. Box very good or better, with
slight edge wear. This is a scarce Roycroft title.
(#4642)
$2,250.00

239. [Roycroft Press- 63 of 106 Copies, 3/4 Levant,
Dard Hunter] Hubbard, Elbert and Alice. Justinian
and Theodora. East Aurora: Roycroft Press, 1906.
First edition. Original Roycroft three-quarter tan
levant, superb gilt spine, marbled boards and
endpapers. #63 of 106 Copies, Signed by Hubbard,
Printed on Japan Vellum, in two colors, black and
orange, and with the celebrated designs of Dard Hunter
throughout, including title page, running heads, initial
letters and colophon device. Also, with full-page
double portraits of Alice and Elbert Hubbard by
Schneider in sepia on velum as frontispieces. One of
the more aesthetically pleasing of all Roycroft titles.
Near fine. Rarely seen thus. Copies available at time of
writing either rebound or in poor condition. (#4723)
$1,750.00
240. [Roycroft Press- Bound in 3/4 Levant, but not
Japan Vellum] Ouida. Dog of Flanders. East Aurora:
Roycroft Press, 1906. First edition thus. Bound in
three-quarter crushed maroon morocco with gilt
lettering and florets on spine, marbled boards and
endpapers, with inserted and folded newspaper article
on “Fido,” the dog that “never made it into the White
House.” Near fine, with some wear to corners. (#4724)
$475.00
241. [Roycroft Press- Full Limp Vellum, HandIllumined] Browning, Robert. The Last Ride. East
Aurora: Roycroft Press, 1900. First American edition.
Publisher’s original limp flexible full vellum with gilt
lettering on cover, original beige ties wholly in tact.
One of 940 copies specially hand-illumined copies,
signed by Hubbard as well as the illuminator, Emma
Johnson. Silk mauve front and rear pastedowns.
Superbly presented with ten full-page illustrations by
Henri Caruchet which are expertly hand-illumined by
one of the Roycroft’s artists. One of the more visually
pleasing set of illustrations in all the Roycroft oeuvre.
A very nice copy, with some slight warping of vellum
covers, clean and bright internally. One tie partially
lacking, others foreshortened. (#4721)
$475.00

242. [Roycroft PressExquisite 3/4 Levant,
Attributed to Kinder,
With three-line Inscription by Elbert Hubbard]
Reedy, William Marion
The Law of Love. East
Aurora: Roycroft Press,
1905. First edition. Bound
by Roycroft in three-quarter
green levant, elaborately
gilt spine, marbled boards
and endpapers. The binding
has been attributed to Louis
Herman Kinder, Roycroft’s
greatest artisan bookbinder.
Inscribed by Hubbard on
front free fly: “The Law of
Love should govern the
universe- Elbert Hubbard II, 12, 1/19. #38 of 106
copies, signed again by Hubbard just below limitation
notice. Exquisite color decorated title page, perhaps by
Dard Hunter, and truly innovative and attractive initials
in pale green, black, and highlighted in gold,
throughout, plus a wonderful color colophon, with bold
gold highlight. Book is extremely fine, with no signs of
use. Near fine with slight wear to margins of spine and
corners. (#4725)
$1,850.00
243.
[Roycroft
PressExquisite 3/4 Levant, Attributed to Kinder] Reedy,
William Marion. The Law of
Love. East Aurora: Roycroft
Press, 1905. First edition.
Exquisitely bound by Roycroft
in three-quarter brown levant
which has been dyed with black
veins to appear as a stylized
wood grain, superb elaborately
gilt spine, marbled boards and
endpapers. The binding has been attributed to Louis
Herman
Kinder,
Roycroft’s
greatest
artisan
bookbinder. Interestingly, though McKenna states the
limitation for this title is 106 copies, there is no
limitation page in this copy, which makes one wonder
if this was a special copy for presentation. In the
original publisher’s felt-lined paper-covered box with
printed label. Color decorated title page, perhaps by
Dard Hunter, and truly innovative and attractive initials
in pale green, black, and highlighted in gold,
throughout, plus color colophon, gold highlight. Very
fine, with no signs of wear. Box very good with a few
splits along joints. Extremely desirable Roycroft item,
with no other examples located. (#4644) $2,500.00

Exquisite Full Levant Roycroft Binding by Kinder
244. [Roycroft Press- Kinder, Stunning Full Levant Inlaid Binding, #25 of 103 Copies on Japan Vellum,
Illustrations and Designs by Denslow] Fitzgerald, Edward (transl.). The Rubaiyat of Omar Khayyam. East Aurora:
Roycroft Press, 1906. First edition thus. Fabulous full green levant
attributed to Louis Herman Kinder and pictured in Wolfe & McKenna
(“Louis Herman Kinder,” Bird & Bull Press, 1985) in rich green
crushed morocco with elaborate concentric rectilinear gilt ruled
borders interlaced with leaf
and dot patterning and inlaid
red floral blossoms on front
cover, spine with five raised
bands and similar vine patterning and inlaid red morocco blossoms, rear cover
with different gilt fillet ruled geometric and flourished border design. Wide,
attractive dentelles with geometric ruled boards and flourishes, original
marbled endsheets. #25 of only 103 Copies, Printed on Japan Vellum, Signed
by Hubbard. Wonderful title page (highlighted in gold), smaller illustrations,
and initials throughout in seven colors on Ruisdael, designed by W. W. Denslow. Slight wear to margins of inner
spine, bottom edges of board, a near fine example of about as good as it gets with top end Roycroft bindings and art.
The binding (in a different color) is Illustration 29 of “Kinder.” (#4727)
$4,250.00
245. [Roycroft Press- Full Modeled Calf Binding] Irving, Washington. Rip Van
Winkle. East Aurora: Roycroft Press, 1905. First edition. Bound in exquisite Roycroft full
calf modeled binding, one of only 50 copies so bound, in the Roycroft Bindery shop.
Front cover with wonderful deep modeled textured bed with stylized vine and leaf design
left in relief. There is a central panel with windmill design and lettering giving the title.
Spine with five raised bands, ornaments and lettering giving title and author. Thick leather
dentelles with blind stamped ruling and heart motifs at corners. A wonderful example of
the modeled leather (calf) binding by the Roycroft binders which appeared infrequently on
a few select titles, in very small editions. The process involves cutting, molding and
hammering the leather to raise a the design, or a part of the design, in relief. The process
dates back to 7th or 8th Century examples, and circa 10th Century Coptic bindings, but
not taken up again until late 19th Century British bookbinding. Printed in three colors on
Holland handmade paper with Roycroft watermark. Title page and initials designed by
Dard Hunter. One of the prettier books of the press. Near fine copy with very small ‘start’
at top of inside margin of spine. Exceedingly scarce. No copies located. (#4633) $2,500.00

Item 246

Item 247

Item 248

246. [Roycroft Press- Full Modeled Calf] Hubbard, Elbert. Respectability, Its Rise and Remedy. East Aurora:
Roycroft Press, 1905. First edition. Bound in the publisher’s scarce full modeled calf binding with striking design
motifs on both covers, the front with bold stylized leaf patterns and ruling, and the rear with stippled and battered
design, highly stylized petal devices, etc. Spine with modeled lettering. Probably 50 copies only, though McKenna
neglects to describe this particular binding issue, even though he present the photograph of the “Modeled Leather
Binding done in the leather shop,” on page [53] in the center photograph groupings. The modeled leather process
involves cutting, molding and hammering the leather to raise a the design, or a part of the design, in relief. The process
dates back to 7th or 8th Century examples, and circa 10th Century Coptic bindings, but not taken up again until late
19th Century British bookbinding. Margin of front spine with wear, a remarkably well-preserved example of this
fascinating and attractive binding process. (#4632)
$2,250.00
247. [Roycroft Press- Full Sheepskin with Original Hemp Straps] Hubbard, Elbert. The
Doctors. East Aurora: Roycroft Press, 1909. First edition. Bound in original Roycroft full blind
stamped sheep skin with extremely scarce original woven hemp straps. Limitation unknown,
but it is believed very few of these special sheepskin bindings were produced. Printed in two
colors on Boxmoor with two color illustrations by Burt Barnes on butcher’s paper inserted
throughout the text. Title page and calligraphic headpieces probably the work of Dard Hunter
(unsigned). A rare survival, in fine condition. The fragile sheep skin appears somewhat rough
or raised in areas, but that is the normal and expected look of the binding surface. (#4634)
$2,250.00
248. [Roycroft Press- Unrecorded, Stunning and Working Leather Buckles, etc.] Hubbard,
Elbert. Little Journeys to the Homes of Good Men and Great. East Aurora: The Roycrofters
(Roycroft Press), 1908. First edition thus. Large, thick octavo (three inches thick). An apparent
unrecorded Roycroft edition (not in McKenna or elsewhere located) of his book published in the
preceding year by the New York publisher, G. P. Putnam & Sons. The book is bound by the
Roycrofters in half brown pigskin with embossed lettering on spine and two large bands with
embossed borders, and dated with the Roycroft seal at the foot of the spine, 19 (seal) 08. As well,
the binding bears a large leather brown buckle (sewn) and attached through the boards, with brass
fixtures attached. The buckle works perfectly. Frontispiece etchings, superb illustrated initials
throughout. Spine somewhat rubbed as typical with this kind of pigskin. Overall near fine copy of
an extremely rare and important Roycroft item which presents his famous Little Journeys to the Homes of Good Men
and Great for the first time in one place under the Roycroft imprint. (#4631)
$2,250.0

249. [Roycroft Press- Large Quarto, 100 Copies Only
on 3/4 Levant, Fine in Box] Hubbard, Elbert
Contemplations. East Aurora: Roycroft Press, 1902.
First edition. Large quarto. Publisher’s exquisite light
blue crushed morocco, paper covered boards with gilt
borders, gilt spine with six compartments and 16
separate morocco onlays of green and red-brown
comprising leaves, petals and blossoms Marbled
endpapers. # 99 of 100 copies, on Japan Vellum. In the
original folding felt lined box with gray paper covered
boards, printed label on spine. A truly fine, virtually
unused copy, in fine box. One of the nicest presentations
we have seen in the 3/4 levant presentation. There is
even a remnant of the original glassine tissue in which
the book was originally housed. (#4640)
$2,500.00
250. [Roycroft Press-50 Copies
Only on 3/4 Levant, HandIllumined] Bacheller, Irving. The
Story of a Passion. East Aurora:
Roycroft Press, 1901. First edition
thus. Bound by Roycroft in threequarter crimson morocco with gilt
ruling bordering marbled boards,
ornate gilt decorated spine,
marbled endpapers. 50 Copies Only, in original brown
box with printed paper label. Printed on Imperial Japan
Vellum (Copy #14), and hand-illumined by Lily Ess.
Printed in red and black with stunning full-page handillumined title and running headpieces. Book is fine,
with no signs of use, box very good. A scarce and
appealing Roycroft title thus. (#4729)
$2,250.00
251. [Roycroft Press] Bacheller, Irving. The Story of a
Passion. East Aurora: Roycroft Press, 1901. First edition
thus. Publishers light blue ‘cloudy’ three-quarter levant,
superbly gilt spine, marbled paper covered boards and
endpapers. Printed in two colors on Roycroft handmade
paper, with hand illumined title page and running heads
by Anna Paine (signed in colophon with Roycroft
monogram). In original felt-lined crimson folding box
with printed paper label. Book is very fine with no signs
of use, box near fine. Scarce thus. (#4645)
$1,250.00

252. [Roycroft Press] Hubbard, Elbert. This Then is
Consecrated Lives. East Aurora: Roycroft Press, 1904.
First edition. Original publisher’s three-quarter blue gray
levant with similar color marbled boards, superb gilt
spine with four two-color morocco onlays to blooms.
#50 of 100 copies only, printed on genuine Japan
Vellum. Laid in is an autograph note (typewritten) by
Hubbard on Roycrofters letterhead dated Nov. 5, 1903,
presenting the book to a client, with the caveat, “We are
not sure that the book sent you this day will appeal to
you-- anyway we want you to see a copy before the
edition disappears. As you are a book lover, we know
you are glad to see these Choice Things...” Nice handillumined double-spread border design, frontispiece
photo of Roycroft villa. Fine in the original very good
box with printed paper label (some glue markings to
cover of box, otherwise very good). Very scarce title.
(#4630)
$1,850.00
253. [Roycroft Press- Original glassine wrappers]
Rubaiyat of Omar Khayyam. East Aurora: Roycroft
Press, 1922. Original purple suede leather covers
(oblong), yapp edges, with front cover heavily gilt
central arabesque motif. Original wavy-grained glassine
laid in, chipped and in two pieces, but it’s presence
obviously owing to preservation of this copy, which is
very fine, no signs of us. Silk moiré endpapers.
Attractive orange initials throughout. In two colored box
(orange base, brown top), worn and chipped at edges,
but in tact, and the faces in very good condition, with the
original Rubaiyat printed paper label on upper top panel.
(#4726)
$425.00

254. [Roycroft Press- Three Quarter Levant, Fine in
Box] Thoreau, Henry David. Friendship. East Aurora:
Roycroft Press, 1903.
First edition thus. 4to.
Publisher’s
superb
three-quarter rich green
crushed
morocco,
elaborate gilt spine with
five
compartments,
onlaid morocco blossoms, marbled endpapers. Large ornamental
hand-illumined opening
initial with bold giltblocked letter, designed
by Samuel Warner. A
perfectly fine copy,
with no signs of use.
Housed in publisher’s
original felt-lined box,
folding paper covered
boards, with ochre-color
felt lining. Remnants of
original glassine laid in.
(#4641)
$1,850.00
255. [Roycroft Press- Very Rare] Dickens, Charles.
The Holly Tree. East Aurora: Roycroft Press, 1903.
First edition thus. Original publisher’s three-quarter
“marbled” green morocco (swirls of beige), gilt spine.
#72 of 100 Copies, Printed on Japan Vellum, signed by
Hubard. This particular title, bound in 3/4 levant and
Japan Vellum, is quite scarce, in fact, McKenna did not
examine a copy, and states, “A ‘few’ (none examined)
printed on Japan Vellum and bound tooled in 3/4
leather.” Superb borders throughout by Samuel Warner,
colored in green, blue, maroon and yellow. Corners
rubbed, near fine. With laid in notice, “Birthday
Dinner... The Dickens Fellowship,” 4pp. 1927. (#4636)
$625.00
256. [Roycroft Press] Browning, Robert. The Last
Ride 1900. East Aurora: Roycroft Press, 1900. First
edition thus. Bound in half (extending nearly halfway
across boards) crushed light blue morocco, marbled
paper covered boards, gilt spine. #112 of 940 copies,
hand-illumined by Hattie Labonte on every page,
illustrated with elegant Pre-Raphaelite style renderings
by Lily Ess. An unopened copy. Simple title and author
in gilt on spine. We have not seen this binding and may
represent a contemporary or early binding either by the
publisher or through private commission. Fine. (#4639)
$750.00

257. [Roycroft Press] Hubbard, Alice Garnett and the
Brindled Cow; Also Other Mothers. East Aurora:
Roycroft Press, 1913. First edition. Original publisher’s
three-quarter dark brown mottled levant with embossed
design on section extending from spine, gilt ruling and
lettering on spine. #257 of 1003 copies, signed by Alice
Hubbard and fully hand-illumine. A very delicate and
attractively designed book. Though a larger limitation
set, the book remains scarcer than many other Roycroft
titles. Near fine. (#4629)
$375.00
258. [Roycroft Press] Hubbard, Elbert. Respectability:
Its Rise and Remedy. East Aurora: Roycroft Press,
1905. First edition. Original publisher’s half red crushed
morocco over marbled paper boards, gilt decorated
spine. #5 of only 107 copies, printed on Imperial
Japanese Vellum, signed by Hubbard. 122pp. Superb
frontispiece and two-color initials throughout by an unnamed artist, reminiscent of Dard Hunter. Slight
darkening to covers, else near fine. (#4628)
$525.00

259. [Roycroft Press - Rare 3/4 Levant] Gray,
Thomas. Gray’s Elegy. East Aurora: Roycroft Press,
1903. First edition thus. Publisher’s three-quarter
polished brown calf, gilt lettering on spine, marbled
paper covered boards. #49 of 100 copies, printed on
Japan Vellum. According to McKenna, who never saw a
copy of this binding: “A ‘few’ copies were advertised
printed on Japan Vellum and bound 3/4 leather. None of
this edition have been found. Printed in many colors
with wonderful color borders by Lily Ess, gilt borders,
every page (also appeared in “The Last Ride,” 1900,
Roycroft). Fragile smooth calf slightly rubbed at corners
and extr. of spine, near fine. Scarce. (#4638)
$475.00

260. [Ruskin, John- Fabulous ALS to His Mother]
Autograph Letter Signed, circa 1860’s. . 21⁄2p., 8vo,
Winnington, [Cheshire], 22nd May, circa. 1860s, written
on black-bordered mourning stationary. A wonderful
letter from Ruskin to his mother describing a dance at
Winnington School in which he had been involved with
his young friend Lily Armstrong, who remained a close
friend for years after their initial meeting in primary
school. “Winnington, Sunday, 22nd May, My dearest
Mother, I have your sweet little letter- All the enclosures
too are very pleasant and I am on the whole well. They
opened [at Winnington School] a new playroom
yesterday which Miss Bell has just roofed in for them,
and the little ones had determined to wait for me to have
the first game with them in it. So we began with a grand
game of cat and mouse - and then at dropping the

handkerchief - and then we had Irish quadrilles - which
end with a wonderful dance in a labyrinth of rings, and
as I was to have Lily for partner, I put my coat on wrong
side before, to look like an Irishman; Lily highly
approved of this arrangement... Lily at last pulled it off
me altogether and put it on herself over her frock and
tied her hair up in a hard knot and then we had an Irish
quadrille to purpose - till I had no more breath left...” He
goes on tell of weather and how poorly he has written
this letter, and in closing, poignantly alludes to her well
being, “glad to hear Joanna helped you with Boo- and
that you are a little better able to bear being alone...”
etc., signing, “For my dearest mother, your most affec.
son, J. Ruskin.” Ruskin first met Lily Armstrong when
she was a 12-year-old schoolgirl at Winnington
boarding-school in Cheshire which was run by the
financially incompetent Margaret Alexis Bell, and
Ruskin provided considerable interest and assistance on
her behalf. He was a regular visitor to the school, where
he not only proceeded with his own writing, but also
joined in games and dancing with the girls. His
friendship with Lily lasted well beyond her schooldays,
after her marriage, and was evidently deeply affectionate
on both sides. Folds, slightly browned.
(#4737)
$2,750.00

261. [Spenser, Edmund] The Faerie Queen: The
Shepheards Calendar: Together with the Other
Works of England’s Arch-Poet. London: Printed by H.
L. for Matthew Lownes, 1611. First Collected Edition.
Large quarto. Bound by Zaehnsdorf in full brown
antique style morocco, blind stamped ruling, five raised
bands, gilt lettering on spine. The first collection edition,
second issue, (with 2H6 and F4 blanks) superb and
elaborate woodcut title design and bordering, divisional
titles with woodcut ornaments or devices, woodcut
initials, and numerous wonderful illustrative woodcut
head- and tailpieces. An attractive copy of the first

continuedcollected edition. Title and A1 outer margins neatly
repaired and restored, title a little creased with portion
torn away at head, title and first few ff. spotted, several
ff. with neat repairs and restorations to margins, X6
repaired affecting tailpiece with part supplied by hand,
very occasional light browning. In all, a wonderfully
preserved and certainly scarce, early Faerie Queen.
(#4670)
$3,850.00
262. [Stickley, Gustav] Craftsman Homes. Mission Style Homes and Furnishings of the American Arts
and Crafts Movement. New York: The Craftsman
Publishing
Company,
1909. Quarto. Original
beige buckram cloth with
small
vignette
and
lettering in brown on front
cover, lettering in brown
on spine. Pivotal work by
Stickley,
one
of
America’s greatest furniture manufacturer, and
the sole force behind
Craftsman style, both
from a design and manufacturing point of view. A
very small ink spot
affecting the margins of a few leaves at the end, else
near fine condition. Illustrated with numerous photo
illustrations, drawings, floor plans, etc. Rarely seen in
this condition. (#4658)
$375.00
A nice shelf of Booth Tarkington (1869-1946) first
editions, a popular Pulitzer Prize-winning novelist of his
time. Tarkington’s Alice Adams, a tale of a lowermiddle-class woman’s struggle to find a suitable
husband, won the Pulitzer in 1922. His other acclaimed
works include Clarence: A Comedy in Four Acts (play),
The Magnificent Ambersons and Penrod Jashber (short
stories). Before bursting onto the scene of American
letters, Tarkington briefly attended Purdue University
and went on to study at Princeton. In the early 1900s, he
served in the Indiana House of Representatives. He is
one of only three novelists to win the Pulitzer Prize for
Fiction more than once, along with William Faulkner
and John Updike.
263. [Tarkington, Booth] Beauty and the Jacobin.
New York: Harper & Brothers, 1912. First edition. In
original pictorial dust wrapper. Red cloth with bold gilt
blocked cover design showing lettering in relief, gilt
lettering on spine. 100pp. Scarce indeed, in wrapper.
Illustrated by C. D. Williams. Very good. (#4561)
$150.00

264. [Tarkington, Booth- First Issue] Penrod. Garden
City, NY: Doubleday, Page & Company, 1914. First
edition, First State. Original fine mesh blue cloth (first
state binding), with cover oval pictorial vignette,
lettering in white on cover and spine. The true first
printing with first state text errors as follows: 1) “viii”
appears at bottom of the second page of contents, and 2)
“sence” appears on p.19, line 23. The first of the famed
Penrod comic sketches by Tarkington, and the last entry
in Blanck’s famed, “Peter Parley to Penrod,” issued in
1938. Very good. (#4602)
$650.00
265. [Tarkington, Booth] Claire Ambler. Garden City,
NY: Doubleday, Doran & Co., 1928. First edition.
Original cream boards, gilt spine. Presentation copy to F.
N. Doubleday, founder of Doubleday, McClure & Co.,
in 1897, on Commemoration Page: “F. N. Doubleday,
Booth Tarkington, ...” In original and scarce glassine
wrapper. Wrapper frayed with some loss at top and
bottom of spine, but mostly in tact. Book is near fine.
Scarce thus. (#4615)
$450.00
266. [Tarkington, Booth]
The Gentleman from
Indiana.
New
York:
Doubleday & McClure Co.,
1899. First edition. Original
green cloth with stunning
color pictorial cover and spine
in red and light yellow. First
printing, with “so pretty,” on
line 16, p.245. A nice copy of
Tarkington’s first book, with
slight cover wear, slight
marks on spine, very good.
(#4562)
$375.00

267.
[Tarkington,
Booth]
Harlequin
and
Columbine.
Garden City, NY: Doubleday,
Page & Co., 1921. First edition.
Blue cloth spine, blue paper
covered boards. In original printed
light blue-green pictorial dust
wrapper. Book is fine, wrapper
very good with slight loss at base
of spine. (#4617)
$175.00

271. [Tarkington, Booth] The Turmoil. New York:
Harper & Brothers, 1915. First edition. ADVANCE
COPY. Original red paper covered boards with paper
label on cover denoting Advance Copy. Signed by the
publishers (“Compliments of Harper & Brothers) on the
front free fly which has a printed notice, “The Turmoil
by Booth Tarkington, Advance Copy for Private
Distribution, Not for Sale...” etc. Full-page color plates
by C.E. Chambers. Boards dusty, as usual, corners
rubbed, near fine internally. Scarce thus. (#4616)
$450.00

268. [Tarkington, Booth] Alice
Adams.
Garden
City:
Doubleday, Page and Company,
1921. First edition. Original
light brown cloth with black
lettering on cover and spine.
True first printing, with 1921 on
title page and copyright page,
and with, ‘you’ and ‘why’
transposed on page 419,
reading: “I can’t see you why
you don't wear more colour.”
Winner of the Pulitzer Prize,
one of Tarkington’s most important books. Near fine
copy with “Sigma Theta Pi Sorority” boldly printed on
front free fly. (#4566)
$325.00

272.
[Tarkington,
Booth] Poe’s Run.
Princeton: The Canon
Press,
1904.
First
edition. Original green
pictorial cloth with
superb stylized cover,
lettering and block in
white
and
black.
Scarce
Tarkington
work, with illustrations
by Tarkington, William Pell and Harold
Imbrie. A very good and tight book, only one other copy
located online, which is in poor condition. (#4610)
$175.00

269. [Tarkington, Booth]
Gentle Julia. Garden City,
NY: Doubleday, Page &
Co., 1922. First edition.
Original brown cloth, black
lettering. In original color
pictorial dust wrapper with
cover illustration by C. Allan
Gilbert. As well, color
frontispiece and three black
and white full-page plates by
Gilbert. VG dust wrapper,
book is fine. Scarce thus.
(#4611)
$375.00

273. [Tarkington, Booth]
The Two Vanrevels. New
York: McClure Phillips, 1902.
First edition. Original green
cloth with bold pictorial cover
and spine, stamped in white,
gilt lettering. The first
printing, with misprint “the”
for “she” on p.127, last line.
Near fine. (#4581)
$125.00

270. [Tarkington, Booth]
Growth. New York: Doubleday, Page and Co., 1927.
First edition. Original black
gilt cloth. In original printed
dust wrapper, with large
illustration in black on cover.
Fine copy, in near fine dust
wrapper. Scarce thus. (#4594)
$175.00

274. [Tarkington, Booth] Penrod. Garden City, NY:
Doubleday, Page & Company, 1914. First edition.
Original fine mesh blue cloth (first state binding), with
cover oval pictorial vignette, lettering in white on cover
and spine. Mixed first/second state without “viii” at
bottom of the second page of contents, but with the
error, “sence” appearing on p.19, line 23. The first of the
famed Penrod comic sketches by Tarkington, and the
last entry in Blanck’s famed, “Peter Parley to Penrod,”
issued in 1938. Very good. (#4603)
$450.00

275. [Tarkington, Booth] His Own People. New York:
Doubleday, Page & Co., 1907. First edition. Red cloth
with white panel and gilt design on cover. Decorated by
St. John Harper. Six plates, two in full color, by
Wawrence Mazzanovich. Very good with some wear to
covers at edges. (#4583)
$95.00

276. [Tile Club- Arts & Crafts/Aesthetic
Movement/Decorative Age- Rarity- One of a
Hundred, Full Vellum Binding] Strahan, Edward
[Stanford White]. A Book of the Tile Club. Boston and
New York: Houghton Mifflin and Company, 1887 [1886
on copyright page]. First edition. The monumental
“Edition DeLuxe,” One of Only a Hundred Numbered
Copies (this copy un-numbered) issued in original
publisher’s full thick vellum boards exquisitely tooled in
gilt, designed by Stanford White (1853-1906), renowned
American architect and frontrunner among Beaux-Arts
firms. His designs embody the so-called “American
Renaissance.” Cover design includes all-over gilt pattern
embodying the title and surround by four Grecian urns,
spine with four raised bands and ornate gilt designs on
two panels, lettering on the second panel. Back cover
with lettering, insignia and crosshatching, all in gilt. The
corners have brass edges with small rivets, as issued.
Elaborately dec-orated endpapers with gold designs,
AEG. This is the rare version of the Tile Club book, one
of a hundred copies only, with dozens of mounted

illustrations printed on
Japan Vellum. The Tile
Club was formed in 1877,
predominantly a group of
artists, writers, architects,
and musicians working in
New York City in order to
promote and exchange
ideas on arts and crafts, as
well as organizing summer
sketching expeditions. The
budding group soon grew
with luminaries joining such as Winslow Homer,
William Merritt Chase, John H. Twachtman, Elihu
Vedder, Julian Alden Weir, Edwin Austin Abbey, Arthur
B. Frost, Augustus Saint-Gaudens, and Stanford White.
Although the club was in existence for only ten years, it
exerted a powerful influence on the development of the
art and culture of late-nineteenth-century America. A
wonderful copy, near fine, with no major flaws. The
vellum has virtually no warping, rare for a book of this
size and weight. A great rarity indeed. (#4253)
$3,750.00

277. [Vale Press- Association Copy from Author to
Ashbee] Fair Rosamund- Presentation from “The
Sisters” to C. R. Ashbee. London: Hacon & Ricketts,
The Vale Press, 1897. First edition. Original patterned
green paper covered boards with stylized doves, maroon
decorated side and spine. A remarkable association copy,
presented by “the sisters,”
of
course,
Katherine
Bradley and Edith Cooper,
to C. R. Ashbee, founder of
the Essex House Press,
with Ashbee’s decorative
bookplate affixed to front
pastedown. Written at top
of front free fly, “C. R. A.,
From the Sisters. May 17th,
1898.” This could be in the
hand of Michael Field
(bearing some resemblance
to an ALS during this
period), or noting the
occasion,
written
by
Ashbee himself. Either
way, it represents a

continuedwonderful association on a Vale Press classic. Printed in
red and black, with lavish decorative initials. The cover
design by Ricketts has a fascinating story. The authors,
demanding much of the young Ricketts, his revenge was
to be secretive about the cover. When they asked him if
they would like the cover, he replied, “I shall be
immensely wounded and unforgiving if you do not.”
When the authors received their copy, a diary entry
recorded their response: “It is partly green as the summer
peascod with creamy rose-trellis... the roses crowned
with briar-thorns and under them, fat doves transfixed
with arrows as thoroughly as Saint Sebastian.” It turns
out, Ricketts had gotten revenge by intentionally
fattening the doves, while he usually did the opposite
with long, flowing motifs and stylisms. However, history
has laid claim that it is a gorgeous, complex and
significant period design. Scarce thus. (#4451) $2,250.00
Frederic W. Goudy founded The Village Press in Park
Ridge, Illinois, in 1903. The innovative small press was
modeled on the ideals of William Morris and the Arts
and Crafts movement. The Village Press won acclaim
early on, at the 1904 World Exhibition, and other
venues, showing the beautifully crafted book and type
design of its founder, Frederic Goudy.

278. [Village Press- Pickford Waller’s Copy]
Browning, Robert. Rabbi Ben Ezra. Hingham, MA:
Village Press, 1904. First edition thus. Original gray
paper-covered boards with japan vellum spine. Limited
to 173 numbered copies on Arches, of which this is
#121. Frontispiece, title, and tailpiece illustrations in
black; title page decoration and 9-line initial “G”, all by
W.A. Dwiggins. Pickford Waller’s Copy, possibly a
presentation copy to Pickford Waller, English designer,
viz. a small decorative “PW” label pasted to the front
cover, on paper dyed to match the boards, and, as well,
with Waller’s etched bookplate to front pastedown, in
multiple colors. Fine copy. (#4692)
$850.00

279. [Village Press- Ransom’s Copy, with His
Accession Number Label] Lamb, Charles. A
Dissertation Upon Roast Pig. One of the Essays of
Elia. Park Ridge: The Village Press, 1904. First edition
thus. Original full limp vellum. Though imprinted with
Park Ridge, this was actually published in Hingham. 215
Copies printed, 200 for sale, printed on Japan Vellum.
With Will Ransom’s Library Record pasted at end,
printed in red and written in hand: No. 149, F.W. Goudy,
1904.” Vellum covers somewhat warped as usual, else
near fine. Very scarce. No other copies located on the
internet at the time of writing. (#4702)
$525.00
280. [Village Press] Lowell, James
Russell. Four Poems: The Ballad
of the Stranger, King Retro, The
Royal Pedigree, and A Dream I
Had. Hingham, MA: Village Press,
1906. First edition thus. Original
Kelmscott-style, linen backed, gray
paper covered boards. Limited to
50 numbered copies on Arches, of
which this is #18. “Done for P.K.
Foley of Boston. The last book
printed at Hingham. The money received from it ($75)
made possible the removal to New York.” Printed and
bound by Frederic and Bertha Goudy. Fine. Quite
scarce. (#4693)
$675.00
281. [Village Press] Morris,
William. Printing, an Essay by
William Morris & Emery
Walker. Park Ridge: The Village
Press, 1903. First edition thus.
Original light brown paper covered
boards with lettering in orange on
cover. Printed in red and black on
handmade paper, designed, printed
and bound by Frederick Goudy and
Will H. Ransom, #37 of 200 copies for sale. Reprinted
from “Arts and Crafts Essays by Members of the Arts
and Crafts Exhibition Society.” One of only two Park
Ridge imprints. Very scarce. No other copies located on
the internet at the time of writing. Fine. (#4700) $450.00

282. [Village Press]
Rossetti,
Dante
Gabriel. The Blessed Damozel. Park
Ridge: The Village
Press, 1903. First
edition thus. 12mo.
Original full vellum
over boards, Only
110 Copies Printed,
98 for Sale, printed
on Japan Vellum in
Village
Type.
Frontispiece portrait
of Rossetti and The
Blessed Damozel, taken from Rossetti painting. Two
floral bands and initial T in red, by Goudy. One of only
two Park Ridge imprints. From The Village Press: An
Introduction by F. W. Goudy: “ The Blessed Damozel
was done on Japan Vellum; the day we printed the sheets
everything worked beautifully, good register, good
color, and I remember we – Bertha and I – worked off
the greatest number of impressions we ever
accomplished, 160 an hour.” Fine copy in original
somewhat worn slipcase. Scarce indeed. No other copies
found on the internet at the time of writing. (#4701)
$550.00

283. [Waller, Pickford- A Watercolor Sketch Book
Completely Drawn with Art Nouveau and
Interpretive Design in Many Colors] Sketchbook of
Art. . Oblong 12mo. Original full smooth buckram cloth
with elastic bands and holder for pencil. A stunning
sketch with original Art Nouveau designs for decorative
motifs and wallpapers or textiles, 30 leaves in all, in
colored inks and watercolors, some with gold wash, on
both sides of Whatman’s drawing paper, with artist’s
monogram and date in
purple ink on inside
cover. A truly wonderful and graphically
pleasing collection of
art by Pickford Waller, (1849-1930) artist,
illustrator and designer of bookplates, wall-

papers and fabrics in the Art Nouveau style. He was a
friend of Whistler and James Guthrie of the Pear Tree
Press, for whom he worked on several books. Scarce.
Fine. (#4685)
$1,500.00

Kate Douglas Wiggin (1856 – 1923), popular American
author of children’s books as well as a capable educator,
started the first free kindergarten in San Francisco, in
1878. Her most notable novel, “Rebecca of Sunnybrook
Farm,” remains an enduring classic in American
children’s literature. Wiggin devoted her adult life to the
welfare of children in an era when children were
commonly thought of as cheap labor.
284.
[Wiggin,
Kate
Douglas]
Rebecca
of
Sunnybrook Farm. Boston:
Houghton
Mifflin
and
Company,
1903.
First
edition. Original pictorial
stamped green cloth. Scarce
first state with publisher’s
type on spine 1/16th inch and
with first state text errors.
One small nick rear cover,
occasional wear, a very good
copy. (#4607)
$550.00
285. [Wiggin, Kate Douglas]
Penelope’s Postscripts. Boston:
Houghton Mifflin and Company,
1915. First edition. Yellow cloth
stamped with pictorial designs
and lettering. In original pictorial
dust
wrapper
with
tinted
illustration. Inscribed by Wiggin
on front free fly: “Positively the
farewell appearance of Penelope,
Francesca & Salemina. Kate
Douglas Wiggin. To Mrs. ---”
Book is near fine, wrapper, in
nice condition with a two oneinch loss, and some wrinkles,
near VG. (#4608)
$250.00

286.
[Wiggin,
Kate
Douglas] Wiggin, Kate
Douglas & Oliver Ditson.
Kindergarten Chimes, A
Collection of Songs and
Guides... Boston: Oliver
Ditson Company, 1887.
First thus. 4to. Cloth backed
pictorial paper covered
boards, the first edition of
the Revised and Enlarged
Edition, published two years
after the first separate
edition. a scarce Kate Douglas Wiggin publication, in
which she wrote 21 of the songs, and arranged others, as
well as providing a rather lengthy 4-page introduction.
Corners bumped, some cover wear, otherwise a very
good copy. Scarce. (#4604)
$250.00
287. [Wiggin, Kate Douglas] A
Cathedral
Courtship
and
Penelope’s English Experiences. London: Gay & Bird, 1893.
First British Edition. Original red
decorated cloth, gilt lettering.
Presentation Copy, with nice fullpage inscription by Wiggin on
front free fly: “Will Lady J--accept this little votive offering,
although it is a very simple one
to lay upon an altar where many
people bring worthier sacrifices? Yours Sincerely, Kate
Douglas Wiggin,” (some parts we can’t quite ascertain
from penmanship). Very good. (#4618)
$175.00
288. Wiggin, Kate Douglas.
[Wiggin, Kate Douglas]
The Diary of a Goose Girl.
Berkeley: Houghton Mifflin
and Company, 1902. First
edition. Original beige cloth
with super color stamped
cover and spine in redbrown, white and black.
Illustrated by Claude A.
Shepperson.
Fine
copy.
(#4606)
$175.00
289. [Wiggin, Kate Douglas] Marm Lisa. Boston:
Houghton Mifflin and Company, 1896. First edition.
Attractive pictorial beige cloth with stamped PreRaphaelite style front cover. 199pp. Slight dusting, near
fine. First edition is scarce. (#4575)
$95.00

290. [Wiggin, Kate Douglas]
Wiggin, Kate Douglas. New
Chronicles
of
Rebecca.
Boston: Houghton Mifflin and
Company, 1907. First edition.
Original light blue cloth with
elaborate design and lettering
in beige on front cover, as well
as small oval pictorial insert,
similar designs on spine.
Illustrated with 8 plates by F.C.
Yohn. Fine. (#4572) $75.00
291. Wiggin, Kate Douglas. [Wiggin, Kate Douglas]
The Quilt of Happiness. Boston: Houghton Mifflin and
Company, 1923. 12mo. In original pictorial wrapper.
Attractive paper covered boards. (#4765)
$75.00
292. [Wiggin, Kate Douglas]
Bluebeard,
A
Musical
Fantasy. New York: Harper
& Brothers, 1914. First
edition. Original blue cloth
with striking gilt stamped
design and lettering. In
original wrapper with 1/4”
missing from top, some tears,
worn
at
spine.
Color
frontispiece by Strothmann.
Book is near fine. (#4592)
$75.00
293. [Wiggin, Kate Douglas] The Romance of a
Christmas Card. Boston: Houghton Mifflin and
Company, 1916. First edition. Blue fine ribbed cloth,
heavily gilt designs and lettering, color pictorial insert
on cover, gilt spine. Illustrated endpapers. Illustrated by
Alice Hunt. Fine. (#4570)
$65.00
294.
[Wiggin,
Kate
Douglas] Wiggin, Kate
Douglas (and others). The
Affair at the Inn. Boston:
Houghton Mifflin and
Company, 1904. First
edition. Beige cloth with
design stamped in white
upper cover, lettering in
red on both covers. Spine
darkened, some wear to
extr. of spine, small stain
prelims, date stamped,
overall
VG.
(#4571)
$65.00
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